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LIGHTING PUBLIC SPACES: NEW TRENDS  
AND FUTURE EVOLUTIONS

Roger Narboni

Lighting Designer CONCEPTO 
roger.narboni@concepto.fr

ABSTRACT

The article is devoted to the history and pros-
pects of the development of outdoor lighting in 
public spaces with new opportunities of rapidly de-
veloping lighting technologies and trends in archi-
tecture and architectural lighting, taking into ac-
count environmental problems.

Keywords: nocturnal scene, lighting design-
er, night geographer, tonality of light, lighting pole, 
lighting mast, trees up-lighting, landscape lighting, 
LED, smart phone, smart luminous column, light 
projection (image), lighting effect deconstruction, 
luminous lounge, autonomous light objects, phos-
phorescence, bioluminescence, light materials, mas-
tery of darkness, luminous city

1. BIRTH AND ADVENT OF PUBLIC 
LIGHTING

In the first decades after the end of the Second 
World War, lighting the public spaces was only 
about lighting the roadways so that motorists could 
see clearly at night and detect obstacles or pedestri-
ans, because at that time the cars headlights were 
very poorly performing.

Initially, in the Middle Ages, the lighting, that 
was not yet called public, was first concentrated 
near the places of power (the castle), before then ex-
tending to the bourgeois neighbourhoods. The ap-
pearance of gas lanterns, incandescent lamps at the 
end of the 19th century, and then discharge lamps, 
helped to democratize public lighting by multiply-
ing its presence, even in the poorest urban areas. 

More recently, around the 1970s, it expanded to the 
entire cities territory and to suburban roads.

At the very beginning of the public spaces light-
ing, long before the advent of the civilization of the 
automobile and the urban development that result-
ed from it, the night safety of walking, the protec-
tion of property and people were at the origin of the 
birth and then of the development of public lighting 
and these subjects persist and remain very current in 
all public debates on urban lighting, its creation as 
well as its renewal.

When after the Second World War, the number 
of vehicles in the city began to increase steadily, 
continuously and significantly, the issue of the mo-
torists vision appeared and started to greatly influ-
ence the functionalist design of public lighting in-
stallations, which is still visible today in the vast 
majority of cities in the world and which is still the 
one that is mostly implemented by city engineers in 
the megalopolises under development.

These functional lighting necessities have led to 
the methodical installation of lighting poles located 
at the edge of the roadway, and regularly spaced ac-
cording to their height, to reach the sacrosanct and 
abstract uniformity of illuminance but routinely pre-
scribed by lighting engineers. From these principles 
and doctrines were born all the daytime and night-
time images of the streets and all the current pointil-
list night landscapes of the cities. Only the tonalities 
of light, linked to the successive technological evo-
lutions of the sources, have modified at the margin 
these starry nocturnal scenes.

The roadways, lined or not with sidewalks, were 
illuminated on a regular and continuous basis by lu-
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minaires fixed on poles of height proportionate to 
the width of the track and positioned at the edge 
of the roadway (in a single-sided or bilateral way). 
When the roadway was lined with trees, a pedestri-
an lighting system (pedestrian pole or pedestrian lu-
minaire attached to the mast at mid-height and di-
rected towards the sidewalk) was sometimes added. 
In dense cities, when the built fronts were continu-
ous or when the sidewalks were too narrow, the lu-
minaires intended to light the roadways were fixed 
directly on the facade (on one or on both sides of the 
street) at a height also proportionate to the width of 
the road (Fig.1).

More exceptionally, a pedestrian mall, an alley 
in a park or a river bank, were illuminated specif-
ically by smaller pedestrian lighting poles (usually 
between 3m to 5m high) arranged just as regularly. 
The light temperature of the public lighting depend-
ed on the technological evolution of lamps (incan-
descent lamps in 1879, mercury vapour lamps in 
1931, fluorescent tubes in 1938, halogen lamps in 
1958, high-pressure sodium lamps in 1962, met-
al halide lamps in 1964), and for a very long time 
technicians did not differentiate the lighting of pe-
destrian spaces or that of roads.

With the emergence of high-pressure sodium 
lamps, a new and very technical lighting doctrine 
was born from the supposed properties of night vi-
sion (different from central  to peripheral vision), 
which promoted an orange-coloured lighting on 
the roadway (high-pressure sodium lamps) and a 
cold white side pedestrian lighting (mercury vapour 
lamps) to improve the perception and contrast of 
motorists behind its wheel. This doctrine prevailed 
over all Parisian public lighting until the mid-1990s.

It was towards the end of the 80s, with the in-
troduction of the first white sodium lamps (2500 K 

CCT) and later the metal halide lamps with ceram-
ic burner (3000 K CCT), when avenues and then 
streets from the lighting for pedestrian up to the 
road lighting are getting benefit with an unique tone 
from facade to facade. With the arrival of the power 
LEDs in the early 2010s, public lighting is gradual-
ly undergoing to a real revolution.

The level of illuminance of public spaces has al-
ways increased over time until the first lighting stan-
dards appeared (the European standards were pub-
lished in 2005). The first public gas lights struggled 
to illuminate the streets due to the optical inefficien-
cy of the lanterns. At the time of reconstruction after 
the Second World War, an average light level of 5 lx 
on a road could surprise observers by its high inten-
sity. A few decades later and until the application of 
European standards for public lighting (followed by 
the establishment of relatively similar standards by 
other continents, taking into account the coordina-
tion work carried out by the International Lighting 
Commission –  CIE –  founded in 1913), it was fre-
quently requested for any lighting project average 
illuminance levels of 30 lx to 35 lx on roadways and 
between 10 lx to 20 lx on sidewalks.

This increase in light levels in the city was of 
course due to technological changes in the sources 
and optics of the fixtures, but also in response to the 
supposed expectations of the inhabitants who have 
always thought wrongly (encouraged by the lob-
by in the lighting sector) that more intense lighting 
contributed to the reduction of night-time insecu-
rity and improved road safety. This demagogic re-
sponse has never taken into account the specificity 
of our night vision (mesopic and scotopic visions), 
the need for contrasts in the nocturnal perception, 
and the time it takes for the eye to adapt to lighting 
changes.

Fig. 1. Tramway line, 
Grenoble, France 
(Attica, architects, 
Roger Narboni, 
CONCEPTO, lighting 
design)
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The European standards negotiated between the 
North European countries, more appreciative of low 
light levels in the city than the southern Europe-
an countries, have fortunately helped to reduce the 
light levels applicable for city lanes thanks to pol-
icies reduction in vehicle speed and better consid-
eration of night-time uses, particularly in the sec-
ond part of the night (the light levels recommended 
in the standards are in fact related to the speed and 
density of vehicles, the presence or not of different 
types of users, and the light environment).

On the other hand, and until very recently (with 
rare exceptions initiated in the late 1980s and early 
1990s in France, thanks to the nascent profession 
of lighting designers specializing in urban light-
ing), the way to illuminate public space has hardly 
changed since the origins of public lighting. Light-
ing systems are invariably installed on facades or 
more rarely suspended between them, and since 
the appearance of gas lighting and then electricity 
attached  to  supports  of  different  heights  installed 
at the edge of the roadway, which can easily be 
seen when walking in all the cities of the world 
but also, unfortunately, in all the new neighbour-
hoods which are under studying as well as under 
construction.

2. THE FIRST ATTEMPTS TO 
ILLUMINATE PEDESTRIAN SPACES 
DIFFERENTLY

The design of the public lighting was condi-
tioned by existing fixtures and lamps on the market. 
The so-called road fixtures were composed of a spe-
cial-shaped optic adapted to the lamp and intended 

to illuminate a roadway much longer than wide. For 
a long time, these same luminaires, possibly small-
er in size and equipped with a lower-powered lamp 
(and a different light tone) were used for lighting 
pedestrian spaces. Gradually, optics of shapes more 
suited to pedestrian spaces have been appeared (rev-
olution optics, symmetrical or asymmetrical). In 
France, in the early 1990s, the first pedestrian light-
ing poles with indirect lighting and light columns 
inspired by those and existing from the 1950s ar-
rived to create new, more comfortable luminous am-
biances for pedestrians, Fig.2.

A few years later, projectors originally intend-
ed for the monuments lighting were tested to illu-
minate large pedestrian-dominated spaces. These 
large projectors were also attached to the surround-
ing facades, Fig.3. In the mid-1990s, with the de-
velopment of new optics adapted to the metal ha-
lide lamps, lighting designers had the idea of setting 
up several architectural projectors on large dedi-
cated masts (from 8 m to 14 m height) installed in 
large squares under redevelopment (in the centre or 
around the space) to create a more spatial and envel-
oping lighting that freed itself from the sacrosanct 
axial regularity and uniformity of illuminance. This 
type of lighting allowed the number of small masts 
in space to limit and, thus, to release the views of 
many verticals at day and night. It also offered the 
advantage of the certain modularity (by modifying 
the orientation and setting of the projectors on site 
according to particular events), although in practice 
few modifications were made or attempted once the 
installation approved.

The appearance of the first coloured metal ha-
lide lamps or the addition of colour filters also al-

Fig. 3. City centre of Niort, France, 1992 (Roger Narboni, 
CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 2. Cours des 50 Otages in Nantes, France,1991 
(Italo Rota & Bruno Fortier architects, Roger Narboni, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design, photo copyright  
Philippe Ruault)
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lowed the first tests of coloured lighting in the pub-
lic space.

The lighting tools for public spaces then diver-
sified with the integration of light effects into ob-
jects or benches, Fig.4, mainly at the time using 
outdoor devices, equipped with white or coloured 
fluorescent tubes. The ground lighting with fixtures 
equipped with coloured LEDs or compact fluores-
cent lamps, which appeared in the early 1990s, have 
multiplied the possibilities of nocturnal composition 
of a space, regardless of its size. They were used to 
draw light paths or to signal a dedicated route or an 
itinerary (tramway lines, cycle’s path, or dedicated 
pedestrians alley).

The up-lighting of trees and landscaping that of 
fountains were also important elements of the light-
ing schemes at the time. Finally, we must also men-
tion the development of architectural lighting, illu-
minations of facades located around a public space 
in order to create lighted vertical plans that were 
fully involved in the light composition and in the 
three-dimensional nocturnal perception of the illu-
minated space.

3. LIGHTING UP PUBLIC SPACES 
TODAY

The public spaces lighting design has changed 
radically in recent years, although these new ap-
proaches remain very marginal on a global scale. 
The lighting of public spaces has evolved, on the 
one hand, because the project management teams in 
charge of the development or redevelopment, under 

the impetus of public or private contractors, are in-
creasingly using lighting designers since the tender-
ing or competition phase, on the other hand, because 
the ways of appropriation of nocturnal public spac-
es have also evolved with new expectations of users 
but also because the LEDs revolution (which today 
represents 100 % of the lighting projects sources) 
has allowed lighting designers to greater creativity 
and new approaches.

This new design of public lighting spaces is in 
line with the current designs of development proj-
ects that have gradually adapted to the transfor-
mation of cities and which are now and primarily 
concerned with public transport and soft mobili-
ty modes at the expense of cars (fortunately for the 
light designer, thus released from high levels of il-
luminance and uniformity recommended for road-
ways). The willingness and growing demand of a 
large number of elected officials for more nature in 
the city as well as for development projects more re-
spectful of the environment and biodiversity also in-
fluences new urban lighting projects.

The project management teams were able to re-
spond to these new demands by integrating more 
systematically, in addition to the usual urban archi-
tects, landscape architects and engineers, lighting 
designers (who are more in charge of the noctur-
nal aspects of the public spaces and not only their 
simple lighting), but also and according to the proj-
ects, ecologists, designers, artists, sociologists and 
even sometimes philosophers or night geographers, 
Fig.5.

As a result, the lighting design of public spaces 
has become more complex.

Fig. 5. Harbor district, Pantin, France (Jacqueline 
Osty & Associates, landscape architects, Roger Narboni, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 4. Sables d’Olonne waterfront, France, 2008–2013 
(Gerard Lancereau, architect, Jacqueline Osty & 

Associates, landscape architects, Roger Narboni & Virginie 
Nicolas, CONCEPTO, lighting design)
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It must now, of course, respond to technical, 
normative, energy, environmental and budgetary 
constraints, but at the same time it must create at-
tractive and varied luminous ambiances, propose 
new uses and new night readings of public spac-
es. It also wants to encourage the interactivity of 
pedestrians.

The job of lighting designer has, therefore, also 
gradually evolved to meet all these new challeng-
es and the public spaces lighting is now complete-
ly renewed.

3.1. Pedestrian Lighting Poles with LEDs

The design of pedestrian lighting poles has 
grown enormously over the past decade, thanks to 
the many possibilities offered by LEDs in terms of 
range of light effects and dedicated optics, the de-

cline of the energy consumption, the miniaturization 
of sources as well as the multiplication of decora-
tive lightings integrations. Unfortunately, we some-
times see drifts where the whimsical design of the 
pedestrian lighting pole becomes the only conceptu-
al objective at the expense of the creation of pedes-
trian luminous ambiances.

These new models of lighting poles, bearing lu-
minous decorative elements and accessories, nev-
ertheless allow public spaces to animate differently 
and offer to pedestrians and city dwellers more con-
temporary approaches to urban lighting and more 
varied visions of night spaces, Figs. 6,7.

3.2. Smart Luminous Columns

The desire to minimize the number of masts in 
public space, as well as the desire to group differ-
ent lighting possibilities or needs on the same mast 
(functional, decorative, architectural, signage) led 
to the creation of cylindrical modular luminous col-
umns to arrange these various lighting functions at 
different heights.

In addition, cities have expressed the idea of in-
stalling loudspeakers, video surveillance cameras, 
sockets for luminous decorations and, if possible, 
television management, presence detection or sen-
sor systems.

Thus, were born and developed in almost all 
lighting fixtures and supports manufacturers these 
modular luminous columns so-called smart, begin-
nings to the announced deployment of “smart light-
ing”. They also offer electric charging sockets (e.g. 
smartphones, self-service bicycles or scooters).

Fig. 7.Al Azaiba Park, Muscat, Oman (Jacqueline 
Osty & Associates, landscape architects, Roger Narboni, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 8. Epars square, Chartres, France (Reichen & Robert, 
architects, Jacqueline Osty & Associates, landscape archi-

tects, Roger Narboni, CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 6.Vallée aux Loups Park, Chatenay Malabry, France 
(Jacqueline Osty & Associates, landscape architects, Roger 

Narboni, CONCEPTO, lighting design)
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These luminous columns smart or not allow the 
night space to structure and offer several light effects 
and thus several potentials of light compositions.

3.3. The High Lighting Masts

In the same spirit, spatial lighting from numer-
ous orientated architectural projectors fixed at dif-
ferent heights on high masts was developed. These 
masts are increasingly drawn, decorated with lumi-
nous faults, double skins and light graphics (per-
mitted by the use of LEDs) which makes them visi-
ble from afar in the perspectives to architecture and 
sign the night image of the large pedestrian squares, 
Fig.8.

Given the desire of a growing number of West-
ern countries to minimize light pollution and pre-
serve night-time biodiversity in the city, a majority 
of elected officials have banned the up-lighting of 
trees from ground recessed fixtures (although this 
practice had spread significantly in some French 
and foreign cities in the late 1990s).

The high lighting masts now offer again to the 
lighting designers the only possibility of down-light-
ing the trees so as not to disturb animal species 
with the help of dedicated projectors equipped with 
LEDs sources which light spectrum has been based 
on the needs of nocturnal biodiversity to be pre-
served, Fig. 9.

3.4. Coloured Lights

Coloured LEDs and tuneable white LEDs have 
also allowed the use and development of coloured 
or tinted lights in an increasing number of public 

spaces’ lighting, even if the range of colours offered 
by manufacturers has been limited in recent years. 
They struggle to come up with hybrid LEDs engines 
composed at the client request of a mix of different 
colours, capable of satisfying the lighting designer 
creativity.

The coloured light in the public static or dy-
namic space is increasingly accepted by city dwell-
ers, even if some residents still resist, out of nostal-
gia for the ancient orange atmospheres supposedly 
more romantic when in reality they de-qualify the 
illuminated nocturnal space by their very poor co-
lour rendering index, Fig. 10.

Coloured light can transform the space, create a 
special ambiance encourage city dwellers to stop to 
look differently at a place, a garden or a statue.

On the other hand, interactivity with passers-by, 
the possibility given to pedestrians to choose their 
own colour and their colourful atmospheres is not 
yet on the agenda, nor encouraged by the technical 
services of the cities.

3.5. Projection of Images or Videos

The use of still images or videos projected onto 
the surrounding ground surfaces, objects, trees or 
facades is increasingly integrated into the light-
ing project of certain public spaces. The reliabil-
ity and robustness of LEDs outdoor lighting fix-
tures capable of projecting on the ground realistic 
or highly graphic slides of good light quality, allows 
these new approaches, although much remains to 
be done among manufacturers to offer small projec-
tors that can be attached discreetly to masts or near-
by facades.

Fig. 9. Flaubert Garden, Grenoble, France (Jacqueline 
Osty & Associates, landscape architects, Roger Narboni, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 10. Cultural centre Garden, Saint-Lo, France 
(Urbanica, architects, Virginie Nicolas, CONCEPTO,  

lighting design)
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Light projections create a world of signs, sym-
bols and graphics, clearly legible, which pleasant-
ly complement the use of light effects alone. The 
projected images have a strong evocative power be-
cause they generate visual emotions, they envelop 
and immerse the spectators in a poetic light setting 
or refer them to cultural references that light alone 
cannot necessarily create, Fig.11.

The projected images are also capable of struc-
turing the ground space or the facades, thanks to 
their density and positioning. Finally, this projec-
tion technique offers the advantage of being able to 
regularly change the sets or patterns projected and 
thus to significantly and regularly modify the night 
space created, Fig.12.

3.6. Ground Textures and Deconstruction 
of Lighting Effects

More recently, lighting designers have expressed 
in their public space lighting project a desire for 

non-homogeneity, contrast and a will for textures, 
and deconstruction of effects created by LEDs on 
the ground or on the surrounding walls, using spe-
cially designed filters or refractors.

The pointillist frame of LEDs in projectors or 
lighting fixtures, which manufacturers strive to 
erase to obtain a homogeneous light beam and uni-
form illuminance, is deliberately decomposed to 
recreate a mesh on the illuminated surface of more 
or less blurred light points or effects of textures that 
will sign the illuminated public space and allow for 
a more unusual nocturnal composition, Fig. 13. In 

Fig. 14. Paris Saclay campus, France (Michel Desvigne, 
landscape architects, Roger Narboni & Fanny Guerard, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design)
Fig. 13. Saint-Charles Church square, Lille, France (Atelier 

Jours, Landscape architects, ON, lighting design)

Fig. 12. Interlude, Valenciennes, France (Roger Narboni & 
Fanny Guerard, CONCEPTO, lighting design)

Fig. 11.Harbor district, Pantin, France (Jacqueline 
Osty & Associates, landscape architects, Roger Narboni, 

CONCEPTO, lighting design)
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some cases, the refractor filter can be set on site to 
focus or defocus the desired light effect. In the case 
of using a mixed LEDs in the device (white tones 
or different colours), defocusing allows us to cre-
ate surprising mixed textures and colourful graph-
ics, Fig.14.

3.7. Special or Custom Products

Technological innovation does not necessari-
ly precede the creative desires of lighting designers 
who want to illuminate public spaces. It is therefore 
often they who, depending on their project, will so-
licit new technologies or stimulate new and innova-
tive approaches from manufacturers that will then 
lead to ranges of devices or accessories that will be 
integrated into the catalogues. The development of 
special products by lighting designers and the “cus-
tomization” of existing devices are also frequently 
convened for large-scale projects.

At the same time, the incorporation of lighting 
and lighting effects  into outdoor furniture, struc-
tures or landscaped elements designed by architects, 
landscape architects or designers has become more 
systematic, which has enlarged in a way the panoply 
of lighting tools available to lighting designers and 
therefore the diversity of night images created for 
public spaces. In addition, differentiated comput-
ing management of the various LEDs sources and 
the development of complex dynamic scenarios are 
also now an integral part of the practice of lighting 
designers when developing original lighting public 
spaces, Figs.15, 16.

3.8. Luminous Lounges

The idea of imagining luminous lounges, in-
spired by the desire to recreate a cosy and wel-
coming interior image in the outdoor public space 
deemed harder, was initially confined to positioning 
a pedestrian lighting pole, more or less decorative, 
near a bench, thus changing the nocturnal image of 
the small demarcated space, Fig. 17.

Fig. 16. Shakespeare’s New Place, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
UK (Timothy O’Brien RDI and Chris Wise RDI, joint 

Artistic Directors and Co-Designers, Speirs + Major, light-
ing design, Photo James Newton)

Fig. 15. Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London, UK 
(James Corner Field Operations, Landscape Architects, 

MAKE, architects, Speirs + Major, lighting design, 
Michael Grubb Studio, Executive Lighting Designer,  

Photo James Newton)

Fig. 17. Central station square, Poitiers, France (Antoine 
Grumbach & Associates, architects, Roger Narboni & 
Virginie Nicolas, CONCEPTO, lighting design, Photo 

Xavier Boymond)
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Gradually, a real form of living room, more com-
plex and structured, was thought by the designers 
and set up in some large public spaces to accommo-
date passers-by or allow them a break in their day-
time and nocturnal journey. The light is used to sig-
nal this reception space at night and to transform its 
night image into a break with the surrounding pub-
lic lighting (through the use of light effects, lighting 
types or different colours).

More recently, modular and three-dimension-
al dedicated structures have been designed to serve 
as both a lighting or lighting effects support, but 
also a day and night climate shelter, complement-
ed by a whole range of possible functions and ser-
vices: charging smart phone and laptop, speaker to 
play music, allowing passers-by to change the light 
mood, etc.

This next generation of luminous lounges also 
allow us to create virtual volumes of light and de-

lineate a night space and a light atmosphere local-
ized in three-dimensions, Fig.18. They are the be-
ginnings of luminous, more complex, connected, 
and interactive spaces that are set to develop in the 
city of tomorrow.

4. AND TOMORROW

For several years now, in most of the world dense 
cities, new urban policies have been put in place to 
reduce the car’s space and the speed of vehicles in 
the city, and to redistribute the public space gained 
to promote public transport, soft modes and pedes-
trians. These, major urban, developments should en-
courage us to revolutionize the way we think about 
the public spaces’ lighting in the city.

The expectation is, therefore, high among all 
lighting players regarding the development and ma-
turity of the so-called smart lighting. Beyond the 
real-time adaptation of lighting in public spaces 
(in terms of light levels and light tones) according to 
the needs and presence of users, the expected tele-
vision management of light fixtures and the knowl-
edge of equipment and energy consumption,  the 
smart lighting, the dense mesh of its supports in the 
public space will gradually become major players in 
the development of digital uses in the city.

The lighting mast will also become a support of 
information (traffic, environmental, climatic, tour-
ist), from sensors, light signals and user-friendly 
interfaces.

Coupled with applications for users’ smart 
phones, new digital services will be able to be of-
fered using the mesh of public lighting: sound infor-

Fig. 19. Portable 
lanterns, Chengdu 
Jincheng Greenway, 
Sichuan, China 
(CONCEPTO 
& Winlux light-
ing, lighting design, 
computer render-
ing copyright, 
Floriane Deleglise, 
CONCEPTO)

Fig.18. Extimity –  Lounge lighting –  Copyright Roger 
Narboni & Technilum
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mation, video, city map, tourist or commercial in-
formation, ambient temperature, air quality, traffic 
density, availability of nearby parking spaces.

The LED engines of the luminaires designed 
to illuminate public spaces, already able to modi-
fy on demand the tone of light emitted, will evolve 
in the near future to take into account in a more 
systematic way the necessary and imperative pres-
ervation of biodiversity at night. This will  require 
builders  to provide specific LEDs spectra adapted 
to the fauna and flora present or to come to the pro-
posed site.

5. IN A MORE DISTANT FUTURE

5.1. A Nocturnal City Dedicated to City 
Dwellers

The planned scarcity of passenger cars or their 
absence in the longer term, the gradual disappear-
ance of the lanes used to them will transform the de-
sign of the public space to propose pedestrian con-
tinuous plateaus from façade to façade, which will 
no longer need lined-up and regularly spaced light-
ing pole to illuminate a now defunct roadway. Thus, 
the city will become again and gradually devolved 
and dedicated to city dwellers as it was before the 
invention of the automobile.

The offer of public lighting poles, once they be-
come obsolete, will have to transform and evolve 
into a range of modular lighting structures capable 
of creating immaterial luminous volumes and differ-
ent types of night spaces with various dimensions.

Another urban lighting, different forms of light-
ing with diverse functions are, therefore, to be in-
vented to respond to these future morphological 
evolutions of public space. The new lighting sys-
tems will allow the city to be illuminated differently, 
not only to see clearly and to move as it has been the 
case since the birth of public lighting, but to gener-
ate invitations, stopovers, cuts, enlargements that 
will definitely break with the regularity and recti-
tude of the public lighting mesh of yesteryear.

These user-friendly spaces and light volumes, 
capable of providing climate shelter, will also be 
designed to be dedicated to the well-being of city 
dwellers (anti-stress environments, taking into ac-
count biological rhythms, light therapy, chromo 
therapy and dark-therapy), to foster dialogues and 
encounters in the public space. They will generate 
nocturnal places, immaterial volumes, able to trans-

form and shape the nearby light environment and 
to interact visually with the surrounding space by 
highlighting it, delimiting it, cutting it, to multiply 
the possible uses and associated services.

They will also offer to passers-by the opportu-
nity and freedom to drive and choose their lumi-
nous atmospheres from the cocktails of proposed 
compositions (intensities, colours, light sequences, 
types of lighting, distribution in space, effects, vol-
umes, etc.).

In the long run, it is a real democratization of the 
public spaces’ lighting that can be offered to users 
so that they regain control over their nocturnal en-
vironment as well as the luminous ambiances they 
desire, and finally free themselves from the con-
trol of technicians and operators of the lighting sec-
tor who have always decided, studied and designed 
functionally the lighting of the world’s cities with-
out real contradiction or citizen debate.

5.2. Autonomous Light Objects

While walking around today with a smart phone 
has become a no-brainer for city dwellers around 
the world, while this object that became familiar did 
not exist thirty years ago and its use became democ-
ratized in the late 1990s, the nocturnal urban set will 
gradually change in the future with the appearance 
of autonomous portable lanterns that will give users 
the opportunity to control their near-night environ-
ment according to their needs and wishes.

Indeed, even if smart phones are already 
equipped with a lighting system that allows clear to 
see at night in the absence of lighting, this one is ru-
dimentary and does not allow the creation of real lu-
minous ambiance, Fig.19. And the headlamps used 
for night trips in the dark (especially by joggers and 

Fig. 20.Personal halos, 2053, the future of urban lighting 
exhibition (Roger Narboni, curator, computer rendering 

copyright, Noémie Riou, CONCEPTO)
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night hikers) are also very simple and unfriendly be-
cause they dazzle passers-by.

The creation of autonomous and rechargeable 
portable light objects, their voluntary networking, 
will allow passers-by to reconstruct a collective 
light space, or even illuminate on demand an ele-
ment of architecture or landscape. These self-con-
tained portable lanterns could be thought of as cur-
rent economic models of bikes, scooters or electric 
cars in open access and temporary rental.

The street lighting will no longer be public but 
shared and could only work in the presence of users.

5.3. Accessories and Bright Clothing

Light emitting clothing and light accessories in-
tegrated into shoes, roller skates or skateboards, for 
example, made possible by the development and 

miniaturization of LEDs, batteries and their auton-
omy, personalize urban dwellers that are passionate 
about innovation and give them the first forms of 
nocturnal autonomy, Fig.20.

These panoplies will develop to offer night us-
ers, luminous jewellery, adornments, dressing ele-
ments allowing them to be seen in obscure urban 
public spaces, parks or natural spaces of very low 
light level, but also the ability to diffuse a soft light 
capable of illuminating their intimate space, Fig.21.

The recent appearance of civilian drones, re-
motely piloted or programmed to follow a person, 
and the first experiments to use them as lighting car-
riers, let us portend a future where the creation of 
luminous ambiances, the lighting of public spaces, 
landscapes and architectural sites, can also be made 
in three dimensions from the surrounding space and 
not just from the ground or from low-rise masts. 
These new flying light objects will quickly integrate 
into the range of lighting designers (they already al-
low them to create stage and event lighting) to mul-
tiply the possibilities offered to night users.

Thus, it is easy to imagine that in the future, the 
initial function of public lighting, which was to al-
low to see and be seen, will be gradually contradict-
ed by the freedom given to city dwellers to decide 
when and how their near night space must and can 
be illuminated.

This revolutionary transformation of urban light-
ing into active urban light can pave the way for a re-
discovery of darkness in the city and experimenta-
tion with sharing and pooling urban darkness.

5.4. Phosphorescence and Bioluminescence

Research on phosphorescent materials capable 
of being integrated into ground arrangements, pro-
spective studies on the controlled use of genetically 
modified bioluminescent bacteria, increased under-
standing of the phenomenon of bioluminescence of 

Fig. 22. 
Bioluminescence, 
2053, the future of ur-
ban lighting exhibition 
(Roger Narboni, cura-
tor, computer rendering 
copyright, Noémie 
Riou, CONCEPTO)

Fig. 21. Silhouette, 
2053, the future 
of urban lighting 
exhibition (Roger 
Narboni, curator, 
computer render-
ing copyright, 
Loeïza Cabaret, 
CONCEPTO)
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certain plants and animals, augurs a new revolution 
in non-energy-consuming urban lighting, which will 
automatically adapt in real time to new urban uses 
(analysis of ambient light and urban form, users’ 
flows and density, lighting needs, temporalities) and 
which will be ordered at the request of city dwellers.

These futuristic light sources with qualities and 
potentials still unimaginable today will lead to the 
creation of new nocturnal landscapes, natural or ur-
ban, totally in tune and in symbiosis with the envi-
ronment as with the new irreversible trend of re-na-
turation of cities, Fig.22.

5.5. The Advent of Luminous Architecture

Since the birth of public lighting in the middle 
ages, public spaces, i.e. the voids in the city, have 
always been illuminated, especially at the begin-
ning from lanterns fixed on the surrounding facades.

Historical, modern or contemporary architec-
tures (the city’s solids that line the hollows) are 
sometimes illuminated, decorated with lights or 
sometimes decorated with signs or light adver-
tisements, but these lighting systems linked to the 
buildings almost never participate in the lighting of 
the public spaces, including in the lower strata of 
the city, close to the pedestrian. Public lighting, in-
cluding in normative and regulatory terms, there-
fore, remains totally indifferent to the illuminated or 
uninhibited architectures it encounters.

With the evolutions in the morphology of cities 
that can be imagined in the future, the new relation-
ship to be instituted between private and public de-
velopments, the role that built fronts could now play 
in the city, new forms of architecture that could in-
creasingly incorporating structures deployed over 
the public space, the lighting pole, which today clut-
ter the streets, will certainly disappear to make way 
for light emitting surfaces, light materials fixed on 
walls, integrated directly into facades, structures, 
sub-sides of infrastructure, floors to illuminate the 
adjoining public space or located below without un-
necessarily occupying it.

The building materials of the grounds and fa-
cades will become luminous at night to ensure this 
new perception of the night space.

The advent of light materials for floors and walls 
will profoundly change the design of the architec-
tures. The relationships Architecture / Urban Space 
/ Light always thought according to the only natural 
light will be transformed. The architecture will no 

longer be conceived as today only according to its 
solar orientation (and the possible contributions of 
natural light) but also according to its potential noc-
turnal role in the lighting of adjoining public spac-
es, resulting in an inevitable transformation, from 
the illuminated city to the luminous city.

This luminous city in the making will gradual-
ly establish for city dwellers a different relationship 
to the public space who will be accustomed to rub-
bing shoulders with luminous public transport and 
pedestrians dressed in lighted costumes or carrying 
their own lights.

5.6. A Development and a Mastery of Darkness

Since the early 2010s, new lighting strategies 
coupled with the study and development of dark in-
frastructures have been initiated on the one hand to 
reduce the electricity consumption of cities and on 
the other hand to control light pollution and to best 
preserve biodiversity at night, Fig.23.

It is in this way that plans for the preservation of 
darkness were born, capable of being spread over 
the whole of a city or a large territory in addition to 
and in support of the green and blue infrastructures.

This subtractive, dark-based approach was ini-
tially studied by theorizing the respective roles that 
public lighting and darkness can and should play in 
the city, in response to the demands of locals who 
had clearly expressed, at the time of workshops and 
nocturnal exploratory marches, their observation of 
too much lighting in the city and their desire to pre-
serve darkness especially in the great natural spaces.

The dark infrastructure  then allowed defining 
and delineating areas of geographical and temporal 
darkness, partial or temporary, their links and their 

Fig. 23. City of Lille’s dark infrastructure (Roger Narboni, 
CONCEPTO, lighting design, computer rendering copy-

right, Loeïza Cabaret, CONCEPTO)
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crossings. Once adopted by the elected representa-
tives, it is available in all development projects lo-
cated on or near the great natural spaces in order to 
carry out an in-depth reflection on the preservation 
of ordinary nocturnal biodiversity in relation to the 
photo-pollution.

When darkness is no longer systematically syn-
onymous of irrational fears or feelings of insecurity, 
new urban scenarios could be imagined in response 
to energy crises, the global will to fight climate 
change and reduce air pollution, in order to expe-
rience a rediscovery of the night in the city and the 
invention of new ways of illuminating that respect 
the darkness.

The development of environmental mesh, green 
belts around major metropolises, will play a leading 
role in changing the nightscape in and around the 
city. The areas of darkness will gradually expand to 

contain and delineate at night the luminous islands 
formed by the megalopolises. These new large dark 
territories will allow the human eye to develop and 
rediscover new nocturnal visual abilities, which will 
encourage city dwellers to mentally and psycholog-
ically rehabilitate themselves to wandering in the 
dark night.

The gradual abandonment of systematic, contin-
uous and ubiquitous public lighting will pave the 
way for night learning and new therapies based on 
the pleasure of being and moving in deep darkness.

The urban night, which has always represent-
ed 50 % of a city time, with the corollary transfor-
mation of the public spaces lighting, will become a 
specific territory to be explored in order to better re-
spond to urban changes and lifestyles evolutions of 
city dwellers which will sure surprise us in a not-so-
distant future.

Roger Narboni, 
the world-renowned French lighting designer, visual artist and electronic engineer, 
President of CONCEPTO studio, founded in 1988, has realized more than 200 
landscape, urban, heritage and architectural lightings. In 1987, he launched a new 
discipline called Light Urbanism. Since then, he has realised more than 140 
lighting master plans in France and abroad
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the lighting designer is becoming 
one of the leading figures in forming of the con-
cept of theatrical scene design. Lighting technolo-
gies with great potential of illumination, colour and 
graphic capabilities allowed the profession to oc-
cupy the leading positions in the space of any ob-
ject. Today’s orientation of the whole visual culture 
to staginess alongside with avant-garde inventions 
of stage designers in the early 20th century have 
formed the main artistic trends of this art. Nowa-
days, the modernistic findings of the past are sup-
plemented by innovative multimedia technologies. 
Visual techniques worked out in stage shows have 
seriously affected the people’s attitude towards the 
stage space. They have made theatrical performance 
very dynamic by using lighting and media effects, 
sufficiently widened the scope of visual and expres-
sive abilities of an artist.

The new paradigm of light as an active tool 
of form-making allowed modelling the space by 
means of lighting technologies. Stage light has be-
come a form possessing great emotional power in-
separably associated with the dramatic composi-
tion of performance. At the same time, the goal of a 
lighting designer cooperating with theatre designers 
and costume designers should permanently lead the 
audience to catharsis and innovative light engineer-
ing techniques play a great role in it.

Naturally, such innovations in theatre art made 
it necessary to correct the programmes of training 
of universal specialists required in this area. Profes-
sional education of a theatre lighting designer, apart 
from knowledge of technology and basics of sce-
nography, requires serious artistic training.

The methodological experience obtained in sce-
nography training of future designers in the Envi-
ronment Design sub-department of S.G. Stroganov 
MGHPA may provide an example of new design ap-
proaches to solving of comprehensive problems of 
scenography. Design training techniques used in the 
sub-department include the method of environmen-
tal approach, the method of script modelling using 
a virtual design model and the method of conceptu-
al design.

Key words: light designer, light design, sce-
nography, design training, conceptual design, script 
modelling, catharsis, building of the stage space

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Basics of the Contemporary Trends in 
Theatrical Lighting

“The ramp goes out –  there is no theatre any lon-
ger,” M. Bulgakov used to say. The light is the basis 
of a theatrical performance as it is built in the struc-
ture of scenography as one of the key players. Ex-
pression of a theatrical performance is influenced by 
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its synthetic nature. The architectural, artistic, dra-
matic, dramaturgic and musical model of a perfor-
mance comes to life in a visual plot played on the 
basis of a light script. There is an aphorism by one 
of the today’s most sought-after theatrical designers 
A. Melnik: “A lighting designer should listen with 
own eyes”.

The newest trends of the contemporary synthet-
ic theatrical performance were founded back in the 
last quarter of the 19th century by R. Wagner in his 
version of “national drama”. On the basis of the na-
tional epic, dramaturgy of the great composer’s op-
eras united music, visual and applied arts, decora-
tion landscape and light. Technical achievements 
and stylistic mobility of art nouveau established 
new genres of colour music (A. Skryabin, M. Či-
urlionis). V. Meyerhold synthesised scenography 
with avant-garde futuristic solutions in the field 
of graphic design which is rooted in mass culture. 
By means of light projection, the director intro-
duced text images of mottoes, slogans, eye-catch-
ing names of episodes, advertisements, etc. in per-
formances [1].

In the art deco era, alongside with search for in-
terdisciplinary synthesis, a reverse process is nota-
ble: a theatrical performance itself becomes a force 
initiating innovative processes in light design and 
other types of visual art. Such processes appeared 
due to global reorientation of culture from “figura-
tiveness” to “expression”, its refocusing from liter-
ature to spectacles on the cusp of the 19th and the 
20th centuries. “…To the least extent, our epoch is 
being verbal… in the 20th century we are facing the 
“echo” of the forms of communication created at 
the early stages of the human history. Today, expres-
sion of these forms is concentrated in visual com-
munication.” [2].

The project of interior lighting developed for 
French oceanic liners SS Paris and SS Normandie 
(1930’s) also obeyed the laws of scenography. Ac-
cording to the René Lalique’s idea, shining jewel-
lery of the visitors of the ship restaurant and flaring 
light columns should blind the guests and demon-
strate the luxury and beauty of the interior (archi-
tects Patout and Pacon) turning it into “the newest 
version of the Versailles mirror hall.” [3].

New capabilities allowed  economically feasible 
methods to use for industrial production of pressed 
glass. Substantially, a new sphere of architectural 
glass industry was established, with its high thick-
ness, transparency, shine and mat surface some-

times engraved. Mysticism of the visions of illu-
minated pressed embossed glass in the Lalique’s 
interior decorations formed the dramaturgy with 
tension similar to that of a liturgy in the St. Mat-
thew’s church known as the Glass Church in Mill-
brook (Jersey Island in the Channel Islands).

Theatricalised game with the interior space orig-
inated new forms and types of artificial  lighting: 
lighting cornices made of pressed glass panels with 
quarter round cross-section and a cast ornament 
on the outer curve. For the first time, cast forms of 
glass used for suspended ceiling lamps and chan-
deliers  (designed by R. Lalique) created unusu-
al stray light with the ceiling acting as a reflector. 
The electric light created an effect of two levels on 
the ceiling lamp –  the reliefs of the decoration and 
the background (as continuation of the game with 
the space and the spectator). According to art crit-
ic Gabriel Mourey (1865–1943), “It is commercial 
art, greatly thought-out and clear, which allows us 
to use a really modern and lively feeling in decora-
tion… and in arrangement and decoration of public 
buildings such as… dance halls, shops, banks, the-
atres, concert halls, etc. It definitely bears the sign 
of our complex civilisation eager for elegance, orig-
inality, comfort and luxury.” [3].

1.2. Factor of Innovative Technologies in Light 
Scenography

Theatre is distinct from other synthetic arts due 
to the great power of tradition. “Pursuits and dis-
coveries of theatre designers of the beginning of the 
20th century, had defined the development of the 
world’s performance art for many years to come. 
Modern technologies just develop the directions 
founded decades ago.” [4]. One of them is the ex-
perimental field of light scenography which keeps 
enriching itself by lots of innovations originated by 
the digital era.

Dramatic change of paradigms in the lighting art 
turned it from a supplement to objective and spatial 
environment into a real tool for form-making and 
artistic modelling. Such terms as “light plastics”, 
“light form” and “light environment” (N.I. Shchep-
etkov) appeared as self-consistent design formats 
capable to cover the whole stage space. Such con-
ceptual setting resulted from the stage-by-stage de-
velopment of the field of activity of a light design-
er proposed by the English researcher Christopher 
Cuttle “…to identify the main themes that have di-
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rected the objectives of the lighting profession. It 
is proposed that the objective of the first stage was 
provision of uniform illumination over a horizon-
tal plane, and that of the second stage has been to 
provide illuminance suited to human need, based 
on visual performance. This brings us up to the cur-
rent era, and… That the second stage has failed to 
achieve its objective… Familiar notions of lighting 
effectiveness and efficiency are turned upside down, 
and an entirely different way of thinking about inte-
rior lighting design is revealed… The essential dif-
ference is a switch from assessing light incident on 
planes to assessing light arriving at the eye. Such 
change in thinking may be seen as a precursor for 
the third stage of the lighting profession” [5] which 
takes a spectator’s emotional state into account.

In the 21st century, theatre has changed the na-
ture of visual perception of a performance even as 
compared this to thirty years ago. Today’s consum-
er fed-up with excessively dynamic media flow of-
ten lacks emotions and psychological tension in an 
environment formed by a conventional light plot. 
We cannot imagine ourselves beyond the elements 
of a show which brought additional elements of 
dynamics to theatre. Of course, they include vid-
eo mapping in the form of 2D and 3D projections 
(semi-transparent curtains, smoke, water flow, etc. 
act as a screen). Laser installations, holographic 
sculptures, art objects based on light and colour dy-
namics, etc., which are gradually being introduced 
in stage dramaturgy, may also be included in this 
list. Television projections and special concert light 
effects are pro-actively embedded in stage perfor-
mance. Their goal is to efficiently affect emotions 
of the audience, to emphasise accents, to express 
director’s remarks. However, suggestive nature of 
light embodied “in unpredictable dynamics of light 
flows affecting nerve centres of human body hides 
lots of mysterious and non-studied mechanisms 
which are intended to provide the hypnotism so re-
quired by theatre in different portions.” [6]. Given 
the powerful psychological effect of light on a spec-
tator’s state of mind, it is necessary to use correct 
approach and to be very careful when arranging the 
light stage space.

Illusory space often becomes an analogue of ro-
mantic “expression of inexpressible” which is final-
ly within an artist’s control. Friedrich Schiller noted 
that “…everything that our souls feel in the form of 
vague and unclear senses is provided to us by the-
atre in loud words and bright visions with astonish-

ing power.” [7]. In the Human Voice one-woman 
performance (Helicon Opera, designed by R. Pro-
tasov, directed by D. Bertman, 2019), at the mo-
ment of the highest emotional tension the micro-
phone on stage begins to shine brightly during the 
aria performed by T. Gverdtsiteli symbolising the 
singer’s “soul light” (equality of light and reason is 
recognised since the Enlightenment).

In The Government Inspector (Alexandrinsky 
Theatre, director V. Fokin, designer A. Borovsky), 
in order to create phantasmagoric, amplified, gro-
tesque plots and to solve the visual space of Saint 
Petersburg capable to “twist, sevurity, destroy”, 
I. Epelbaum from the Shadow theatre was invit-
ed, and planar decorations acted as the screen sur-
face [8].

Opinion of a reputed director M. Zakharov con-
firms artistic priority of such effects. The maitre 
admits that “…light should serve as a catalyst of 
acting processes and even the detonator of possi-
ble emotional explosion leading to catharsis, the 
shock…, for which people burdened by modern in-
formation still keep going to theatres. Fancifully de-
veloped light plot in a talented scenography uniting 
with actors’ inspiration on the same energy basis 
forms an integral whole.” [6]. Answering the ques-
tion about the future role of video projections in de-
sign of opera and dramatic performance and wheth-
er the projectors will replace traditional decorations, 
E. Roller, light designer of the Zurich Opera House 
(known for his innovative light engineering ap-
proaches in performances –  author’s note) was con-
fident: “Everything depends on the director’s ideas 
and scenography solutions. But I don’t think that 
projection technologies will fully replace theatrical 
decorations.” [9].

1.3. Aspects of Theatre Light Designer 
Training

It is obvious that further development of du-
alistic artistic and technical light plot of a perfor-
mance has two dimensions. The first one is using 
of the wider technical and technological innova-
tions which are  infinite  in  terms of possibilities. 
The second one is involvement of artistic imagi-
nation formation of which is due in no small part 
to the training programme of a future specialist. 
This is the nature of the universality phenomenon 
of the profession of theatre light designer which is 
still a result of random choice for many specialists. 
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In fact, schools of theatre arts train their students 
as technician artists, however, the programme is 
full of theoretical disciplines detriment of practical 
ones. This situation is common not only for theatre 
light designers but for light designers in general. 
M.A. Kanatenko and O.M. Mikhailov note in their 
work [10] that “…today’s students who have been 
trained much better and are more all-round than 
their peers were 50 years ago still have to start at 
the same point as their fathers and grandfathers…”.

Due to its conservatism and medieval structure, 
theatre has kept the guild principle of transfer of 
skills from a master to an apprentice. Due to the 
fact that “there is no education [in the profession], 
a feeling of a school is very important… Funny as 
it is, there is no normal theatre light design school.” 
[11]. The roles of a “master” and an “apprentice” 
make theatre related to the methodology of artistic 
education where, similar to theatre, the mission of 
a mentor keeps defining the quality of profession-
al knowledge and skills of a student actualising au-
thor’s, free and creative attitude to the work mate-
rial. Thanks to emotional and artistic potential, we 
still consider interesting the performances by the 
great theatre designers: E. Gansburg, a light design-
er (A. Bryantsev Youth Theatre, Lensoviet Theatre, 
BDT, Alexandrinsky Theatre); O. Sheintsis, chief 
scenographer, and M. Babenko, a light designer 
with Lenkom Theatre (Juno and Avos, The Memo-
rial Prayer); D. Borovsky who cooperated with di-
rectors of the Moscow Art Theatre, Maly Theatre, 
Taganka Theatre, Sovremennik Theatre, etc. “The 
power of his scenography… drafts and sketches… 
the performance itself… transformations of space, 
colour, light, interaction of the decoration and the 
music” [12] certainly give evidence of an artist’s 
synthetic talent. Not coincidentally, the academic 
tradition of the classics of stylistic allusions can be 
seen in works by D. Borovsky (The Gambler opera 
by Prokofiev) where “architectural sources from the 
High Remus to Art Nouveau are edited by a con-
structivist.” [12].

In his Stage Lighting Lessons, Neil Fraser, the 
director of Technical Training with the Royal Acad-
emy of Dramatic Art, London, listing the results 
to be achieved by means of stage lighting, empha-
sised, among others, “the feeling of the stage and 
overcoming by special effects”. He focused on in-
novative and artistic approaches to design: “…test 
your ideas practically, try something new, explore 
and create learn from painters to use light and build 

composition of your picture. The works by Rem-
brandt, Caravaggio or David Hockney may serve as 
good examples.” [13]. The master’s programme of 
the famous Parsons School of Design (New York), 
the world’s leader in the spheres of theatrical, ar-
chitectural, interior and exhibition lighting as well 
as design and manufacturing of equipment, offers 
“interdisciplinary variants of learning allowing stu-
dents to develop deep technical and aesthetic under-
standing of interrelations between light, architecture 
and interior design” [14].

1.4. Design Training

Let us try to consider the main principles of the-
atrical light application and related artistic capabil-
ities as exemplified by the training projects of the 
Environment Design sub-department of S.G. Stro-
ganov MGHPA. In 1906, in his Handbook for a 
Dramatic Actor, K.S. Stanislavski wrote: “There is 
no and there is not should be neither a study guide 
not a grammar of dramatic art. As soon as it be-
comes possible to fit our art into narrow, dull and 
straight-lined framework of a grammar or a study 
guide, we’ll have to admit that our art no more ex-
ists.” [15]. All these make the way to an experiment 
performed in scenography training projects much 
more complex. The selected methods of design are 
justified by necessity to make creative searches to-
tally free, to keep respect for position of an author, 
by aspiration for stimulation of artistic processes 
when considering fundamental compositional and 
artistic and visual laws of stage space building.

2. METHOD OF STUDY

The main principle of a theatre designer is pos-
sibility to talk only about creative principles but not 
about abstractive universal methods of formation 
of stage lighting space. In each case, this will be its 
own approach to design selected basically within 
the dependence on the artistic challenges of a per-
formance. However, in any case, the artistic and hu-
manitarian component is the priority of the design 
approach.

2.1. Environment Approach Method

The environment approach, the analogue of the 
system approach, has become the basis for analy-
sis and development of scenography projects cre-
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ated as part of design training in the Environment 
Design sub-department. It is based on the most im-
portant concept adopted by design together with the 
post-modernism paradigm back in 1970’s. The con-
text always implies the dialogue of two components 
(according to M.M. Bakhtin): “text-context”, or 
“object” and its contextual “background”. Basically, 
the environment approach includes the more com-
plex system of “designed environment” as the main 
component which is the basis for synthesis of arts 
and use of expressive means contained in it. Light is 
contained in the “text” of scenography as an integral 
giving the true life to a performance.

2.2. Method of Script Modelling with Building 
of a Virtual Design Model

As part of the environment approach, the meth-
od of script modelling is formed which contains “…
methodology aiming at active use of designer’s in-
tuition and reflection, by virtue of which, a designer 
may initiate introduction of innovative form-mak-
ing processes into a designer environment. Unit-
ing of script modelling methods may serve as the 
groundwork for creation of such design methodol-
ogy.” (V.F. Sidorenko [16]). A script is allowing to 
plan the work with an object stage by stage, in ac-
cordance with the goal and challenges, forming the 
most optimal parameters of an environment affect-
ed by a large number of factors (which also include 
the synthetic theatrical performance).

The design method of script modelling is sim-
ilar to space theatrecalization techniques. This de-
liberate creation of “successful” points of percep-
tion implies frame by frame showing up of sights 
(stage settings) forming a spectator’s environment 
perception with consideration of role positions of 
“environment explorers”, distribution of script axes, 
stage settings, introduction of “intrigue”, etc. [17]. 
A script provides naturally stable lighting environ-
ment with visual dynamics. Visualisation of imma-
terial virtual light objects and visions, changes of 
visual light frames have exclusively author’s emo-
tional and creative foundation. It’s no coincidence 
that the profession of a light director is similar to 
the profession of light designer. Use of multime-
dia  techniques of  light arrangement on stage re-
flected in engineering, directing and artistic com-
ponents has opened a gate for interactivity of the 
stage space and its dynamic filling, active effects 
of light visions, including as part of the psycho-

logical dialogue between an actor and a spectator. 
Digital modelling has made it easier to build volu-
metric and spatial analogue models facilitating the 
work with light plot with consideration of different 
“points of view”.

2.3. Conceptual Design Method

The principle of conceptual design is based on 
humanitarian approach to environment design, with 
human always acting as a starting point. In many 
cases, the concept of a light project may interfere 
with the common environment scenario but most 
frequently goes beyond the storyline dealing with 
artistic and technical aspects, design technologies 
and visual effects. The concept involves the proj-
ect of light arrangement of stage environment from 
elaboration of ideological strategy (as a result of 
pre-design analysis) and definition of the system of 
design approaches to creation of a visual work mod-
el of a light environment, i.e. the visible image of a 
future object. Legitimacy of selection of conceptu-
al approach to light design of a performance is con-
firmed by priority of artistic component in the work 
of a light designer. Due to introduction of innova-
tive lighting technologies in scenography, light de-
signers have been pretending to a right to form the 
light image of a stage space more actively. The es-
tablished procedure of work with a lighting proj-
ect including setting up a problem, origination of 
an idea and creation of art images provides an ev-
ident analogy with academic art which possesses a 
wide potential of design capabilities for creation of 
a light scenario.

3. RESULTS

All of the training projects are distinctive with 
their conceptual basis. Design technology priori-
tises the visual artistic component of scenography 
including development of the structure of subse-
quent  shift  of  performance  stage  settings,  design 
of volumetric-and-spatial and planar decorations 
(if any), 3D visualisation of the stage space, devel-
opment of costumes, and preparation of advertis-
ing materials.

3.1. Metaphor of Light

Modern technologies allow us to interpret famil-
iar and already classic stories in a new manner. De-
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veloping traditional scenography directions founded 
in the past, light technologies are allowing to create 
bright and dynamic light images providing the dec-
oration with a nature of a “speaking” object. Met-
aphor of Light embeds in the script texture, mani-
festing itself not so much at the form level as at the 
sense level.

In the scenography project of the famous fairy 
tale The Snow Queen by Hans Christian Andersen 
(Fig. 1), light becomes a metaphor of bluish white 
ice acquiring an image of moving semi-transpar-
ent figure and modular decorations. By means of a 
video projection, an illusion of show fall and a bliz-
zard is created, giant roses “grow” and frost win-
ter trees appear on a transparent net screen. The 
light “lightens” the Moon in the sky, illuminates the 
windows, etc. An advantage of the project is mini-
mum amount of decorations with high composition-
al variability in changing of the episodes. The stage 
space is built with consideration of maximum free-
dom of movement provided for the actors.

Capabilities to create projects integrating in-
novative multimedia digital content into the sys-
tem of traditional plastic form-making of stage and 
pro jects based on light technologies appeared on 
the cusp of the 20th and 21st centuries. A number of 
technological methods may be united in one perfor-
mance, which partially resembles the environment 
of variety shows with their goals to create a com-
plex and fairy image –  “expression of inexpress-
ible”. By means of laser projection, a whirlwind 
accompanying appearing of a genie out of a lamp 
is created, projection technologies are allowing to 
make characters “fly” on a magic carpet, to build the 
walls of a mirage town, etc. Directed light beams of 
a fountain supplement illuminated semi-transparent 
screens of the decorations of a sultan’s palace inte-
rior (Fig. 2).

Light not just creates the forms and visions of a 
theatrical environment but also arranges the space, 
emphasises plans, provides the stage “box” with a 
feeling of infinity, depth and dynamics.

Fig.1. Design con-
cept of a perfor-
mance based on Hans 
Christian Andersen’s 
Snow White (Design 
project, 5th year of 
education, specialist 
programme. Author: 
Yu.A. Malyutenko. 
Educators: Prof. 
E.I. Ruzova and 
Prof. E.A. Zaeva-
Burdonskaya, 2009)

Fig. 2. Design pro-
ject of the Aladdin 
performance based 
on the Aladdin and 
the Wonderful Lamp 
(Design project, 5th 
year of education, 
specialist pro-
gramme. Author: 
E. Shonia Educators: 
Prof. E.A. Zaeva-
Burdonskaya, prof. 
E.I. Ruzova, 2009)
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Constant projection on a stage background be-
comes the main technique supporting the kinetics of 
a performance. For the duration of a performance, 
the process of creation of pictures for a specific 
act of a performance using sand animation is being 
demonstrated. Smartness of Henrik Ibsen’s drama-
turgy is metaphorically reproduced through tran-
sience and fluctuation of flowing sand particles, 
the colour palette of light on the picture plane. All 
the sand pictures demonstrated in the project were 
made by the student (Fig. 3).

A project based on a famous tragedy by 
A.S. Pushkin is designed for performance in the 
Mimics and Gesture Theatre (Moscow). The perfor-
mance is intended for deaf spectators, which defines 
the distinctions of visual arrangement of scenes 

(Fig. 4). Dramatic dance, plastic movements of ac-
tors are forming the basis of the “text” of a play are 
accompanied by video projections in the style of 
shadow shows. Selection of black and white sil-
houette light images and red light of projectors (the 
image metaphors of blood and poisoned wine) in-
creases the mystical dramatic effect of the stage. 
Reflective surface of deformed floor multiplies the 
blood-red and white light flows and LED strips of 
improvised “columns” imitate the infinite depth in 
the space of black box of the stage.

3.2. Performance in Reflection

W. Shakespeare’s classic is immortal, which 
makes it a constant source of inspiration. The fol-

Fig. 3. Design project 
of a performance based 
on Peer Gynt play 
by H. Ibsen (Design 
project, 5th year of 
education, specialist 
programme. Author: 
N. Zykova. Educators: 
Prof. E.I. Ruzova and 
prof. E.A. Zaeva-
Burdonskaya, 2009)

Fig. 4. Design con-
cept of a performance 
based on Mozart and 
Salieri by A.S. Pushkin 
(Design project, 5th 
year of education, 
specialist programme. 
Author: E. Baimova. 
Educators: Prof. 
E.I. Ruzova and 
prof. E.A. Zaeva-
Burdonskaya, 2009)
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lowing quote is given in the Light journal “…there 
are stories which embody the capability to expand 
the horizons of customary approaches to stage pro-
duction and not just to present a familiar story to the 
audience but to create a startling unity of music and 
decorations. In Hamlet-machine opera by W. Rihm, 
Shakespeare’s well-known play turns into gro-
tesque, the drama breaks into fragments, which pro-
vides actors with a large space for interpretations.” 
[9]. In the Zurich Opera House’s performance de-

scribed by the journal, high-definition Christie Box-
er 4K30 projectors were used.

In the interpretation of the Romeo and Juliette 
project (Fig. 5), the love theme sounds like a su-
per-temporal model of the great human drama ex-
pressed by the theatre designer by means of high 
technologies.

The projections not only build separate pictures 
providing the whole space of the stage for actors by 
enhance emotional space of the performance. The 

Fig. 5. Design concept 
of scenography for a 
performance based on 
Romeo and Juliette 
by W. Shakespeare 
(Design project, 5th 
year of education, 
specialist programme. 
Author: O. Simatova. 
Educators: Prof. 
E.A. Zaeva-
Burdonskaya, prof. 
E.I. Ruzova, 2006)

Fig. 6. Project of 
media reconstruc-
tion of costumes for 
Inga and The Death 
of Tarelkin based on 
sketches by Rodchenko 
and Stepanova (Design 
project, 3rd year of 
education, bach-
elor’s programme. 
Authors: N.E. Akgyun, 
A.A. Rassokhina, 
E.I. Burganova 
P.A. Sokolova, 
A.A. Khvostova. 
Educators: senior lec-
turer E.A. Kuznetsova, 
E.V. Malkova, 2019)
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magic of light illusions introduces the events of the 
Italian Renaissance time into the new value sys-
tem formed by the era of mass media, the Internet 
and social media. Visualisation of the project is the 
mix of advertising materials of the performance tak-
en from the website of the theatre. Such approach 
makes the nature of the work with the subject itself 
completely different. A new approach to scenogra-
phy appears –  through the lens of a screen, with a 
system of information provision, by means of info-
graphics, etc.

3.3. Media Reconstruction of a Performance

The new Multimedia profile of the Environment 
Design sub-department has expanded the bound-
aries of innovations in stage space dismissive of tra-
ditional plastic form-making techniques. The format 
of an experiment tightly related to avant-garde art is 
constantly present in creative searches of the “Stro-
ganovka” students in the 21st century. All of this 
was available for visitors of the AVANT-GARDE–
THEATRE–FASHION2019 exhibition commem-
orating the 100th anniversary of constructivism 
which had been held in the Moscow Maly Mane-
zh Exhibition Hall in October, 2019 (the project cu-
rator is the president of the Fashion Magic founda-
tion N.B. Kozlova). The exhibition included archive 
materials from personal collections of the family of 
A. Rodchenko 1: costume sketches for Inga and the 

1 The original materials, namely the sketches of сostume 
for Inga and Death of Tarelkin, were kindly procured by 
A. Rodchenko’s grand-son, professor, Doctor of Art Studies, 
A.N. Lavrentiev, Pro-Rector for Research with S.G. Stroganov 
MGHPA.

Death of Tarelkin performances made by A. Rod-
chenko and V. Stepanova.

Looking for the ways of revolutionary renew-
al of theatre, the innovator directors of the early 
20th century addressed futurist artists. Nowadays, 
the digital revolution has modified famous works 
by great designers of the past and presented them 
in a “filmed” multimedia format. The project recon-
struction of the performance is made in the video 
art format. Brief content of the play is told by per-
formance of “actors”, the original thinking process 
of authors in the course of the drafting work is re-
produced through the aesthetics of theatre costumes. 
The video sequence enters the wider space of me-
dia exhibition: with an interactive photo zone in the 
form of 3D mapping textures from the scene of the 
performance (the prison bars on the stage stylised in 
elements of Tarelkin’s costume); in the form of the 
hall with posters and mannequins in original theat-
rical costumes; with fragments of performance dec-
orations in virtual reality (VR) in 360° format (“Art-
ist’s Dreams”), Figs. 6 and 7.

The format of media reconstruction has discov-
ered the new method of work with theatrical sub-
jects. The interactive script is based on versions of 
forms familiar from sketches of historical ex hibits. 
A modern spectator who is rather distant from the 
intrigue our compatriots were concerned with in 
the 1920’s gradually indulges in the environment of 
unfamiliar collisions by means of familiar techni-
cal devices. This technique allows people to accept 
and feel the unique tension of artistic passion which 
originated the great Constructivism era which has 
become the starting point of the world’s design and 
still defines the creative search of the students of to-
day’s “Stroganovka” to a large extent.

Fig. 7. Photo-script of the video reconstruction of plots for The Death of Tarelkin and Inga performances (Project 
of media reconstruction of costumes for Inga and The Death of Tarelkin based on sketches by Rodchenko and 

Stepanova design project, 3rd year of education, bachelor’s programme. Authors: N.E. Akgyun, A.A. Rassokhina, 
E.I. Burganova P.A. Sokolova, A.A. Khvostova. Educators: senior lecturer E.A. Kuznetsova,  

E.V. Malkova, 2019)
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Light and digital technologies have become the 
basis for revolutionary changes in theatre since the 
late 20th century. The widest range of capabilities 
which came with the era of media art embodied in 
the search for new scenography forms sometimes 
strikes the principles of theatre replacing them with 
surrogate shows. K.S. Stanislavski said: “If theatre 
had been just an entertaining show, it would prob-
ably not have been worth making such efforts. But 
theatre is the art of reflecting life.” [18].

Design training is becoming a field for experi-
ments and development of new expressive means 
of scenography. Unlimited students’ ideas find solu-
tions of traditional subjects in inversive and some-
times paradox design solutions. Dramaturgical ma-
terial itself leads a designer who sometimes does 
not even have special knowledge of theories and 
practices of scenography. “There are frequent cases 
when light, image, or performance are created either 
intuitively or contrary to all canons. That is where 
the paradox of art lies within… One can accidental-
ly… direct a great performance not even being a di-
rector.” [4].

In the wide area of technologies originated from 
the digital revolution, light design entered theatre 
scenography with confidence. The new model of 
theatre lighting forms its own concept, its system of 
visual values where actors and audience perceiving 
the performance remain the initial parameters stabi-
lizing multimedia innovations on stage. A director’s 
or theatre designer’s vision takes the visual capabil-
ities of new technologies into account from the be-
ginning. Artists begin to think with light forms. The 
term lighting thinking is used to identify design us-
ing human as a starting point of a problem. Light 
is created around him and he is the centre of grav-
ity [19].

The experience of scenography training as ex-
emplified by the Environment Design sub-depart-
ment of S.G. Stroganov MGHPA has shown that 
application of multimedia has been increasing in 
project methodology selection and has led the fur-
ther deviation from property system of space ar-
rangement. This is witnessed by scenography works 
created in the Environment Design sub-department 
over the recent years, which do not comprise vol-
umetric-and-spatial modelling but save the genre 
uniqueness of performance. Natural background 
and design culture acquired during training are kept 

and developed thanks to comprehensive academic 
art training.

To a large extent, light designers are swift learn-
ers, and such specialty remains at the stage of es-
tablishment due to unilateralism of professional 
training methodology. Still dominant, canonical 
guild system of learning and sharing of experi-
ence from master to apprentice will be probably 
enriched by methods elaborated in the course of 
training of environment designers and multime-
dia. Use of new design techniques of 3D visualisa-
tion, building of work models of images and scenes 
of a performance, creation of digital photo-scripts, 
etc. may become an important stage of work with 
dramatic art by theatre designers and light design-
ers. Relevant design models will allow us to “play” 
the technological effects in advance and to deter-
mine their necessity and possibility to be embodied 
cost-effectively.
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ABSTRACT

Just as any other interior environment, lighting 
of exhibition spaces must be examined to enhance 
its visual quality and comfort. In this study, user be-
haviour, perception and impressions are analyzed 
for more comprehensive understanding by includ-
ing subjective reasoning. Due to the chaotic prog-
ress and contradictory choices in exhibition light-
ing, daylight is mostly avoided while the role of 
users and relation between quantitative and qual-
itative parameters are often neglected. A series of 
sample exhibition spaces illuminated either artifi-
cially or by daylight are modelled virtually in Lumi-
on software to be evaluated in a three-step question-
naire. A total of 90 participants are selected from 
three different professions (architects, visitors, art-
ists), their reaction like movement, preference and 
impressions are gathered via questionnaire while 
moving through the model. The study aims to find 
out the role of lighting type in exhibition navigation 
and its relation with non-lighting parameters using 
statistical analysis methods. Results show that nat-
ural light is preferred more in sculpture exhibition 
while artificial light is preferred in painting exhibi-
tion. Movement towards daylight increases in tran-
sition areas and towards the end of the exhibition. 
A significant difference in navigation choices are 
found between professions, architects preferred to 
move towards more natural light while artists pre-
ferred artificial light.

Keywords: museum and gallery lighting, exhi-
bition, navigation, artificial light, daylight

1. INTRODUCTION

Exhibiting is possible with light. A complex 
combination of various quantitative and qualitative 
aspects should be regarded in lighting design for ex-
hibition spaces. Lighting choices heavily influence 
the whole experience by altering display quality, at-
mosphere and the perception of displayed objects. 
Space and object characteristics also have an impact 
on lighting strategy and perception [1]. This makes 
every exhibition lighting design a unique work. In 
addition, importance of lighting factors changes in 
each work. Due to the uniqueness, a chaotic ap-
proach is commonly acknowledged among many 
galleries and museums’ staff [2]. Although, funda-
mental choices of this approach can be traced by 
understanding lighting choices of the staff and their 
relation between mentioned aspects like exhibition 
type and light source.

Exhibiting is a collaborative process though 
priorities and intentions of lighting choices may 
change between different professions. For conserva-
tion-based jobs, preservation is the primary concern 
while indoor space quality is for architects and ar-
tistic expression is for the artists [2, 3]. A consensus 
has to be made to balance these concerns among dif-
ferent professions by following guidelines and prin-
ciples. Although there are some guidelines, light-
ing designers or curators set their own principles 
and style over time by using trial and error meth-
od in practice [4,5]. This causes miscommunication 
which is considered as an impairing problem among 
associated professions. Even the target, visitor’s 
perception and expectations are also ignored which 
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can be useful to design more interactive and relat-
able lighting design. Additionally, the amount of un-
documented knowledge increases which are needed 
for the understanding and the development of light-
ing design in exhibition [2].

Daylight is another ongoing controversial top-
ic. Daylight is avoided, mainly because of preser-
vation concerns such as amount of UV radiation. 
While the degree of deteriorating effects may vary 
with the material type, sunlight damages materi-
al regardless. As for visual comfort and quality, di-
rect daylight and glare are not approved in any con-
dition. Daylight controlling is considered as too 
much work and risk due to its dynamic behaviour 
and amount [6, 7]. On the other hand, avoidance of 
daylight in exhibition areas isn’t a negligible mat-
ter since improvements in energy efficiency are ex-
pected regardless of building type. Despite the neg-
ative and unresponsive attitude in the field, there are 
many studies on the advantages of daylight in terms 
of visual quality, visitor satisfaction and sustain-
ability with various proposals of design solutions 
[8]. Besides, the form of exhibition space and ev-
ery exhibition type reacts with light differently and 
strengths of daylight must be detected under differ-
ent conditions.

Psychological effect of light is needed to be ex-
amined especially in exhibition navigation. Illumi-
nated area attracts attention and people tend to move 
towards it [9]. Most of the time, visitors determine 
a single direction route to tour exhibition area ef-
fectively though light can be used to monitor move-
ment impulsively. Although there is no comprehen-
sive research about it, studies about retail lighting 
can be referenced [10]. Similar to retail lighting, ex-
hibitions have focus and relief points in order to not 
exhaust visitors with constant attention. Therefore, 
lighting shouldn’t be monotonous and constantly 
dense. Dividing exhibition into parts with transi-
tion areas like foyers, corridors and circulation areas 

which lit differently is a common way to achieve it 
[1, 8]. Daylight can be useful to break the maze ef-
fect and to guide the visitor. Characteristics of day-
light, visual connection to surroundings and reve-
lation of form can create the in-and-out dynamism 
[11]. Relation between different light zones should 
be planned carefully. Mainly focusing on the men-
tioned aspects above, the aim of this study is to un-
derstand lighting choices in exhibitions from multi-
ple points of views. The impact of lighting type and 
many other exhibition parameters like space and 
type on user preference are examined.

2. METHOD

2.1. Virtual Model

A series of virtual exhibition rooms are need-
ed to  figure  out  effecting  conditions  in  partici-
pant’s lighting preference by their orientation in 
exhibition. A model was prepared in ArchiCAD 
software (Fig. 1). Exhibition spaces were planned 
to generate 6 steps of exhibition types (evaluation 
points in black: 1A, 1D, 2A, 2D, 3, 4, 6A, 6D) and 
transition zones. Transition areas like corridors 
were used to locate navigation points (in red: 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6), where participants choose one room to 
continue with. Except the type of the light source, 
identical exhibition spaces were placed next to 
each other as a choice to see distinctive results in 
each step.

After designing process, the model was import-
ed into real-time visualization software Lumion 6.0 
to navigate through the model. Sculptures and paint-
ings were added into the model also in this process. 
Spotlights were mounted to illuminate determined 
areas (labelled with “A”) artificially while clear 
sunlight was adjusted in daylight areas (labelled 
with “D”). In exhibition space 6D, ceiling material 
was illuminated to generate skylight effect. All spot-

Fig.1. Plan of the exhi-
bition space
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lights had the same colour temperature, brightness 
and beam angle (Table 1, Fig.2).

2.2. Questionnaire

A three-step questionnaire was prepared. In the 
first step, participants are navigated regarding which 
way they would like to continue (Fig.3). On these 6 
navigation points, they are asked to move towards 
either day or artificially lit of the same exhibition 
area by stating their choice as “right” or “left”. After 
that, the questionnaire data was entered as choices 
1 and 2 for artificial and natural light respectively.

In the second step, participants select their fa-
vourite exhibition space and answer Likert scale 
questions based on 11 criteria for this area, giving 
values between 1 and 5 (Fig. 4). In the first Likert-
scale question, recognition of light source is asked 
to see the visual fidelity of the Lumion software. 
In the questions between 2 and 9, participants are 
asked to evaluate both displaying and the space of 
the exhibition. Since human perception is deceiving 

when evaluating colour temperature [6], question 10 
was put deliberately to find a relation between room 
and light parameters on colour temperature percep-
tion. Question 11 is put to measure the level of pref-
erence of evaluated spaces. In the final step, partic-
ipants asked to pick 3 important questions to assess 
lighting from the second step (questions 1–11).

A total of 90 people around Izmir participated 
in the questionnaire. Three main occupation groups 
were determined as participants: 30 architects (in-
cluding architecture students), 30 artists (sculptors, 
painters and curators) and 30 visitors (other occupa-
tions). Participants were divided into these groups 
to understand priorities and reasoning in lighting 
preference in each group. Since the progress of 
questionnaire is highly individual and interactive 
due to the choices and controlling of the virtual en-
vironment; participants  joined the questionnaire 
one-by-one. Questionnaire has been done within 
3-month period; lighting conditions of the question-
naire environment are included as variables along 
with personal information and possible visual im-

Table 1. Classification of the Evaluated Rooms

Exhibition Spaces Space Dimensions Exhibition Type Light Source
1A

Medium
Sculpture

Artificial
1D Daylight
2A

Painting
Artificial

2D Daylight
3

Small Sculpture Both
4

6A
Large Both

Artificial
6D Daylight

Fig.2. Evaluated Exhibition’s Spaces
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pairments. 59 women and 31 men participated while 
33 % of them are between the ages 17–25, 37 % are 
between the ages 26–35 and 30 % are between the 
ages 36 and 75.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

OLS (ordinary least square), ANOVA, T-test and 
linear regression methods are used to analyze the 
gathered data (Fig.5). For the first part of the ques-
tionnaire, ANOVA is used to find whether there is a 
meaningful relation between light source type and 
navigation choices. In the following, the choices of 
the three occupation groups are analyzed separately.

The second part of the questionnaire is analyzed 
in two different methods and their results are com-
pared. For T-test, five pairs are formed to simplify 
the differences of these spaces as one. OLS method 
is used to figure out the relevance of determined cri-
teria in different exhibition conditions. Each criteri-
on’s relevance is analyzed in evaluated rooms (Ta-
ble 1) excluding the results of exhibition spaces of 3 
and 4 in order to use OLS method correctly. The rel-
evance of each criterion is analyzed in dual compar-
isons of the rooms via T-test. Similar results in other 
analyses are mentioned in Discussion and Conclu-
sion section.

Fig. 3. A view from 
navigation points

Fig.4. Questionnaire step 1 and 2
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3. RESULTS

3.1. Navigation

Difference in navigation choices are observed in 
each step (Table 2 and Fig. 4). In Fig. 4, four means 
(all groups, architects, visitors, artists) of naviga-
tion choices are shown vertically. Movement to-
wards daylight in means increase upwards while 
movement towards artificial light increases down-
wards. In Table 2, if mean value is closer to 1, arti-
ficial light tendency is more while from number 1.5 
towards 2, natural light tendency increases. Partici-
pants preferred to move towards artificial light with 
51 %, 56 %, 36 %, 44 %, 30 %, and 43 % respec-
tively in 6 steps. In analysis of variance for all par-
ticipants,  there is a significant difference of light 
choices in each navigation point (p=0,005). When 
it’s analyzed separately, occupation groups tend to 
prefer a single lighting type. Except point 2, archi-
tects preferred day lit areas. Visitors moved towards 
daylight in all points. On the contrary, artists moved 
towards artificial light except point 6 while move-
ment towards daylight in transition areas is also 
lower in this group.

Although there are differences in preferring light 
source in exhibitions rooms (steps 1, 2, 4 and 6), 
participants distinctively preferred daylight in tran-
sition areas (3 and 5). Results indicate that, par-
ticipants are almost divided into half in first steps. 

Non-lighting factors like space and display posi-
tioning should be noted. Additionally, some partici-
pants stated that they kept certain orientation (right 
or left) when touring exhibitions to see everything. 
Regardless of all these, the tendency to move to-
wards daylight increases when approaching the end 
of the exhibition. This can be interpreted as the fa-
tigue by focusing exhibited objects or the different 
opening type in 6D space. Artificial light is mostly 
used to abstract the space around the displayed ob-
ject to attract the visitor which consumes the visi-
tor’s focus after a while [1,12]. Focusing has to be 
relieved to keep the attention. When the orienta-
tion is examined room by room, results show no-
ticeable differences in exhibition types (Table 2). 
Participants tend to move towards artificially lit 
room more when the pieces are paintings rather than 
sculpture (steps 1 and 2).

3.2. Selected Spaces, Significant Factors 
and Importance of Questions

Results show that, participant’s most selected 
space is 6D with 29 %, other spaces are shown in 
Table 1. The main difference of this space from oth-
er spaces is that the opening type which is skylight. 
The second most selected place is 2D which is again 
another day lit space. This contradicts the relations 
between daylight –  sculpture and artificial light –  
painting in other results. On the other hand, selec-
tion alone isn’t enough to understand preference, 
catchiness must be eliminated. To integrate “selec-
tion” and level of “preference”, selection percent-
ages are compared with the ratings to questions 11 
(Table 4). Even though, its selection percentage is 
11 %, 6A is the highest rated space (Fig.7).

Linear regression model is applied to understand 
the impact of all variables in all selection-based an-
swers like navigation. Personal information and en-
vironmental variables are entered as numbers for 
factors. For example, three age groups are deter-Fig.5. Statistical analysis diagram

Table 2. Means and Standard Deviations of Each Step in Exhibition Spaces and ANOVA Result (P-value)

Steps 1 2 3 4 5 6 ANOVA

Choices M S M S M S M S M S M S P-Value
All groups 1.49 0.50 1.44 0.50 1.64 0.48 1.56 0.50 1.70 0.46 1.57 0.50 0.005*
Architects 1.50 0.51 1.43 0.50 1.67 0.48 1.67 0.48 1.73 0.45 1.57 0.50 0.15
Visitors 1.57 0.50 1.50 0.51 1.70 0.47 1.53 0.51 1.77 0.43 1.57 0.50 0.238
Artists 1.40 0.50 1.40 0.50 1.57 0.50 1.47 0.51 1.60 0.50 1.57 0.50 0.448
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mined and labelled as 1, 2 and 3. Results show that, 
age is a determining factor in the first navigation 
choice, moving towards either 1A or 2A. On the 
second and third navigation choices, gender is im-
portant. As needed, environmental or visual factors 
don’t have significant impact on choices.

At the end of the questionnaire, participants are 
asked to pick three important criteria/questions to 
understand their awareness on the role and impact 
of lighting. As the most important criterion in light-
ing, the light source type (artificial/natural) (1) was 
picked 47 times while brightness (4) and colour 
temperature (10) are picked 35 and 36 times respec-
tively. Relaxing (6), visual quality (11), uniformi-
ty (9) and comfort (8) are picked 26, 28, 24 and 20 
times respectively. The least picked criteria are list-
ed as integration (2) with 15 times, vagueness (3) 
with 10 times, catchiness (5) with 14 times and soft-
ness (7) with 15 times.

3.3. Dual Comparisons of the Spaces (T-test)

To understand and detect the impact of the space 
and exhibition factors, dual comparisons are made 
by using T-test. For analysis, five paired spaces are 
determined with the responses given to 11 differ-

ent criteria. These spaces are paired deliberately to 
have single difference such as light source type or 
exhibition type, while rest of them stayed identi-
cal. Significance values in the Table 3 are analyzed 
with the mean values in Table 4. For the change in 
light source, 1A-1D, 2A-2D, 6A and 6D pairs are 
made while 1A-2A and 1D-2D pairs are made for 
the change in exhibition type.

In pair 1A-1D, same sculptures are exhibit-
ed.  In  the T-test,  four questions  showed  signifi-
cant results. In question 1, software’s visual fidel-
ity is tested to be successful as the distinction of 
light source is easily addressed by the participants 
with significance value of 0.0013. As for the harsh-

Fig.6. Lighting prefer-
ence in each navigation 
point

Fig.7. Percentage of Selected Space
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ness-softness  scale  in question 7, day  lit  exhibi-
tion is significantly found softer (p=0.0142). Spot-
lights create coarser shadows when compared to 
daylight on 3D objects. Linked  to  the question 7, 
day lit exhibition is found visually more comfort-
able (p=0.0426). Less contrast and soft shadows 
are perceived more comfortable as found in many 
other studies. Lastly, day lit sculpture exhibition 
is rated 0.7 point higher in terms of visual quality, 
preference (p=0.0398).

Same painting exhibition with different light 
sources are examined in pair 2A-2D. Five questions 
show significant results  in the T-test. Just  like in 
pair 1, participants addressed the light source suc-
cessfully (p=0.0001). Artificially lit painting space 
is perceived more integrated (p= 0.0155). Balanced 
contrast areas are achieved with spotlights. Equally 
highlighting paintings abstracts the rest of the space 
which is perceived as a visual rhythm. Support-
ing the results of question 3, artificially lit painting 
space is found more distinct which again can be ex-
plained as the spotlights create more focusing points 
(p=0.0489). Despite of the similar illuminance lev-
els with pair 1, day lit painting space is perceived 
brighter in pair 2 (p=0.0925). Lastly, artificially lit 
space is found significantly colder in terms of light 
colour (p=0.0555).

In the third pairing, sculpture exhibition 1A and 
painting exhibition 2A which are both illuminat-

ed by artificial lighting are compared. Five ques-
tions show significant results. The meaningful dif-
ference on light source type is not found since both 
spaces have the same lighting type. Painting exhibi-
tion is perceived 1.20 point more relaxing compared 
to sculpture exhibition (p=0.0170). Same signifi-
cant difference is found in the comparison (1D and 
2D) of same spaces in daylight. Regardless of light 
type, proportion of exhibited object in a space is the 
determining factor for this criterion. Paralleling to 
this, painting exhibition is found softer (p=0.0019) 
and visually more comfortable (p=0.0040). Shad-
ows in artificially illuminated sculpture exhibition is 
coarser compared to same day lit space or painting 
exhibition, just like in the pair 1A and 1D. Addition-
ally, painting exhibition is perceived more balanced 
(p=0.0865). In these four criteria, painting exhibi-
tion is rated “positive” and lastly higher in visual 
quality (p=0.0531).

In the fourth pairing, sculpture exhibition 1D 
and painting exhibition 2D which are both illumi-
nated by daylight are compared. Sculpture exhibi-
tion is found more integrated (p=0.0888). Different 
from painting exhibition, shadows in sculpture ex-
hibition form a composition. In question 4, painting 
exhibition is perceived brighter despite having the 
same illuminance level (p=0.0492). Painting exhi-
bition enables light to radiate more with less shad-
ow. Related to this, painting exhibition is found 

Table 3. T-test Results for Pair of Spaces

SPACE PAIRS / 
CRITERIA

1 2 3 4 5
1A-1D 2A-2D 1A-2A 1D-2D 6A-6D

1 – Natural / Artificial 0.0013 0.0001 0.1872 0.1375 0.0001

2 – Desegregated / 
Integrated 0.4841 0.0155 0.2378 0.0888 0.0020

3 – Vague / Distinct 0.1518 0.0489 0.4079 0.3305 0.4648

4 – Dim/ Bright 0.4445 0.0925 0.2672 0.0492 0.4738

5 – Dull / Catchy 0.3676 0.3484 0.3169 0.3551 0.2660

6 – Tense / Relax 0.1194 0.2781 0.0170 0.0391 0.1062

7 – Harsh/ Soft 0.0142 0.4580 0.0019 0.1904 0.3102

8 – Discomfort / 
Comfort 0.0426 0.3078 0.0040 0.0806 0.1885

9 – Imbalanced / 
Uniform 0.3488 0.3432 0.0865 0.2246 0.2079

10 – Color of Light 0.1136 0.0555 0.2930 0.3115 0.4907

11 – Visual Quality 0.0398 0.4055 0.0531 0.2836 0.1491
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more relaxing (p=0.0391) and visually comfortable 
(p=0.0806).

Finally, identical exhibition spaces 6A and 6D 
which have different light source are compared. In 
question 1, visual accuracy of the software is again 
found successful since the light types are different 
(p=0.0001). Artificially illuminated space is per-
ceived more integrated (p=0.0020). It can be inter-
preted with the rhythm formed by focal lighting and 
the shadows.

3.4. Analysis of Impressions on Spaces (OLS)

Apart from T-test, the relation of exhibition 
space parameters and criteria/questions are analyzed 
with OLS (Table 5). Third criterion, vague-distinct, 
is found significant in artificially illuminated spac-
es 1A and 2A. In exhibition space 6A, this criteri-
on isn’t significant because both exhibition types 

are included and the space gets bigger. Painting 
exhibitions 2A and 2D are found significantly re-
laxing when compared to other spaces. Day lit 2D 
space is found even more relaxing. There is a sig-
nificant relation between harshness criteria and ex-
hibition space 1A since the space is both artificial-
ly illuminated and sculptures are exhibited which 
cause coarser shadows. Same criteria are found 
equally significant  in painting exhibition illumi-
nated by both artificial light and daylight (2A and 
2D). Except the spaces 1A and 6D, comfort crite-
ria are found relative in all spaces. Paralleling with 
the relaxing criteria, painting exhibitions 2A and 2D 
are perceived visually comforting. Daylight is per-
ceived more comforting in sculpture exhibition sig-
nificantly while in other exhibition spaces too. Uni-
formity criterion is found significant  in painting 
exhibitions. Artificial light is found more balanced 
due to focal lighting. Lastly, 6A is significantly rat-

Table 4. Mean and Standard Deviation Values for Spaces of Each Between 1–5 Criterions

SPACES /CRITERIA 1A 1D 2A 2D 3&4 6A 6D

1 –Natural / 
Artificial

Mean 4.00 1.90 3.45 1.44 2.50 4.10 2.19

Std. Dev. 1.41 1.10 1.21 0.86 0.84 1.10 1.23

2 –Desegregated 
/ Integrated

Mean 3.78 3.80 4.18 3.22 3.67 4.60 3.46

Std. Dev. 1.39 0.92 0.98 1.26 1.03 0.70 1.50

3 –Vague / 
Distinct

Mean 4.67 4.30 4.73 4.11 3.50 4.00 4.04

Std. Dev. 0.50 0.95 0.65 1.28 1.05 1.15 1.15

4 – Dim/ Bright
Mean 3.67 3.60 3.91 4.33 3.67 3.60 3.58

Std. Dev. 0.87 1.17 0.83 0.77 1.21 0.84 1.14

5 –Dull / Catchy
Mean 3.56 3.70 3.73 3.83 4.00 4.10 3.85

Std. Dev. 0.88 0.95 0.65 0.79 0.89 0.99 1.26

6 – Tense / 
Relax

Mean 2.78 3.50 4.09 4.33 3.00 2.80 2.23

Std. Dev. 1.30 1.27 1.22 0.69 1.67 1.14 1.31

7 – Harsh/ Soft
Mean 2.11 3.40 3.82 3.78 3.33 2.90 3.08

Std. Dev. 1.17 1.17 1.08 0.81 1.03 0.74 1.35

8 –Discomfort / 
Comfort

Mean 3.44 4.20 4.55 4.67 3.17 4.20 3.77

Std. Dev. 0.88 0.92 0.69 0.49 1.33 1.32 1.14

9 –Imbalanced / 
Uniform

Mean 3.78 4.00 4.45 4.33 3.17 4.10 3.69

Std. Dev. 1.20 1.25 0.82 0.69 1.17 1.37 1.12

10 – Colour of 
Light

Mean 3.22 2.70 3.00 2.56 2.83 3.30 3.31

Std. Dev. 0.97 0.82 0.77 0.51 0.75 0.95 0.62

11 – Visual 
Quality

Mean 3.33 4.10 4.00 3.94 3.33 4.20 3.81

Std. Dev. 1.00 0.74 0.63 0.54 0.82 1.03 0.80
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ed the highest. Following, daylight in sculpture ex-
hibition and artificial light in painting exhibition are 
significantly found successful.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, a questionnaire is applied to un-
derstand the relation between space, exhibition and 
user parameters in exhibition lighting. Virtual model 
is used to find out the effect of light type in naviga-
tion. Since exhibiting involves multiple disciplines, 
participants are selected equally from architects, 
visitors and artists to see difference in preference. 
Answers  to  the questionnaire are analyzed with 
multiple methods. Similar results are found from 
different methods.

In navigation, daylight is preferred in transition 
zones. Similarly, tendency to move towards day-
light increases when approaching to the end of exhi-
bition. There are different navigation choices in oc-
cupation groups. Architects preferred more daylight 
while artists preferred artificial light. Day lit exhibi-
tion space 6D is the most selected space while 6A 
is found visually more successful both in T-test and 
OLS methods. The relation between “preference”, 
“visual quality” and “catchiness” can be examined 
in the further studies. Additionally, the most import-
ant lighting criteria when evaluate lighting is deter-
mined as light source by the participants.

Similar results are found in the second step of 
the questionnaire with the methods T-test and OLS. 
Firstly, Lumion software is found successful in vi-

sual accuracy in every condition. Daylight is per-
ceived softer in T-test, visually more comfortable 
in both methods. Artificial light is evaluated over 
spotlights. Since spotlights are usually focused, the 
composition of bright and dim areas is perceived 
significantly integrated and balanced. Sculpture ex-
hibition is found more integrated and better. An-
other difference in exhibition types is the usage of 
space and the amount of shadows. In both methods, 
painting exhibition is perceived relaxing, bright, 
soft and visually comfortable due to less space us-
age and less shadows. Apart from exhibition and 
space parameters, a relation is found between visual 
comfort and uniformity criteria.
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ABSTRACT

1The article contains the results of analysis of an-
swers of 90 museums of the Russian Federation 
to questions regarding lighting of these museums as 
well as the results of inspection and measurement 
of lighting parameters (average exhibit illuminance, 
correlated colour temperature, colour rendering in-
dex, and luminance distribution) conducted in 7 
museums and 1 conservation centre. It is found that 
museum lighting in the Russian Federation gener-
ally complies with the applicable requirements and 
recommendations and requires fundamental chang-
es only in few cases. Many museums already use 
light emitting diodes (LEDs) as light sources and 
are ready to cross over to LED lighting completely. 
In the meantime, museums (primarily small ones) 
consider lack of regulations in the sphere of muse-
um lighting one of the major problems.

Keywords: museum lighting in Russia, illumi-
nance, correlated colour temperature, general colour 
rendering index, museum lighting standards

1. INTRODUCTION

In early 2018, the Ministry of Culture of the 
Russian Federation initiated the study aiming at de-
velopment of up-to-date museum lighting require-
ments which museum employees may adhere to in 
their work [1]. One of the research directions of this 

1 Based on the report at the 29th CIE Quadrennial Session, 
June 14–22, 2019, Washington DC, USA.

study was to obtain a complete picture of the cur-
rent state of museum lighting based on the results 
of polling and selective monitoring of lighting pa-
rameters in a number of museums of Moscow and 
Saint Petersburg.

2. POLLING RESULTS

In order to obtain a complete picture of the ac-
tual state of museum lighting in the Russian Feder-
ation, S.I. Vavilov VNISI, in cooperation with the 
Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation, the 
State Hermitage, the State Tretyakov Gallery, and 
the State Conservation Research Institute (Gos-
NIIR) developed a questionnaire, which was distrib-
uted among 168 museums of the Russian Federation 
of different levels, from state to regional.

The questionnaire contained 13 questions re-
garding different aspects of lighting of museum ex-
hibits answered by 90 out of 168 museums (54 %), 
which allowed us to form the following picture 
of the state of museum lighting in the Russian 
Federation.

Question 1: General museum information
Most museums have no light engineers in em-

ployment and their duties are primarily performed 
by electricians not educated in the sphere of light en-
gineering and even they are employed only by 53 % 
of the museums, which answered the questions.

Question 2: Exhibits
In some museums, collections are categorised by 

regions and peoples, and exhibits are not divided in 
terms of light stability in storage premises and exhi-
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bition halls, so in all premises where the exhibits are 
located, the integrated storage mode is maintained. 
This gives rise for the problem of correct mainte-
nance of lighting mode for exhibits stored on the ba-
sis of the thematic and chronological principle.

Question 3: Applied light sources
For general lighting of exhibition halls, deposi-

tories and restoration workshops, museums use pri-
marily fluorescent lamps (FL), compact fluorescent 
lamps (CFL) and warm white light-emitting diodes 
(LED) with correlated colour temperature (Tcc) of 
(2700–3200) K, and for accent lighting of exhibits, 
tungsten halogen lamps (THL), FL, white LED (Tcc 
equal to (3200–4200) K) and CFL are used. In mu-
seum depositories, mostly white (Tcc are in range 
(3200–4200) K) FL are used for general lighting 
and LED, CFL, or FL are used for accent lighting 
(Table 1, 2). In the case of quantitative indicators of 
introduction of LED lighting in museum practice, 
to a varying degree, LED light sources are already 
applied for general and accent lighting by 77 % and 
61 % of polled museums respectively. The same 

holds for restoration workshops and depositories. At 
the same time, there are almost no exhibition prem-
ises without natural lighting, which is dangerous for 
works of art with poor light stability. As regards ad-
justment of light-engineering characteristics of ac-
cent and general lighting, it is essentially limited by 
adjustment of luminous flux values of light sources, 
i.e. varying of light source power and approximate-
ly 32 % of museums cannot afford even this. Just 
several museums use individual controls at bodies 
of lighting devices, Bluetooth adjustment, etc.

Question 4: Maintained illuminance level 
of artificial lighting

The respondents provided the data on the main-
tained levels of exhibit illuminance in accordance 
with the classification of exhibit light stability ad-
opted in the Russian Federation [2, 3] which con-
sists of three groups:

– Group 1 (low-sensitive (high light stability), 
which approximately corresponds to group I in ac-
cordance with CIE157:2004 [4]);

Fig. 1. Illuminance values 
for materials of the 1st 
light stability group aver-
aged over all responding 
museums (according to the 
CIE recommendations [4], 
for the group 1 materials, 
illuminance levels are not 
limited, and green line 
stands for maximum ac-
ceptable value of illumi-
nance according to Russian 
recommendations (500 lx) 
[2, 3])
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Fig. 2. Illuminance values 
for materials of the 2nd 
light stability group aver-
aged over all responding 
museums (red line stands 
for the maximum accept-
able illuminance value 
(200 lx) in accordance with 
the CIE recommendations 
[3] for materials of this 
group, green line stands for 
maximum acceptable value 
of illuminance according 
to Russian recommenda-
tions (150 lx) [2, 3])
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– Group 2 (medium-sensitive (medium light sta-
bility), which approximately corresponds to group 
II in accordance with CIE157:2004 [4]);

– Group 3 (hypersensitive (low light stability), 
which approximately corresponds to group III in ac-
cordance with CIE157:2004 [4]).

In the context of this classification, it follows 
from the museums’ answers that, for exhibits of 
light-stability groups 1 and 2, the recommendations 
regarding maximum acceptable illuminance levels 

applicable currently in Russia are complied with in 
most cases whereas the international requirements 
which are less strict in the case of the 2nd materi-
als group are complied with almost in all cases. As 
regards exhibits of the 3rd light-stability group, just 
one half of the museums comply with the require-
ments (Tables 3–5, Figs. 1–3).

Questions 5 and 6: Exhibition hall back-
ground (walls) tonality and background illumi-
nance (as compared to exhibit illuminance)

Table 1. Types of Light Sources Used by the Museums for General Lighting, %  
of the Number of Responding Museums

Type of light source
Type of premises

Exhibit halls Museum repositories Restoration workshops
Daylighting 46 31 37

IL 18 14 10
THL 23 3 3
FL 54 56 43

CFL 49 30 18
LED 77 42 32
MHL 8 3 3

Table 2.Types of Light Sources Used by the Museums for Accent Lighting,% of the Number  
of Responding Museums

Type of light source
Type of premises

Exhibit halls Museum repositories Restoration workshops
IL 2 2 7

THL 33 3 7
FL 18 3 12

CFL 18 1 17
LED 61 6 14
MHL 9 0 2

Fig. 3. Illuminance values 
for materials of the 3rd 
light stability group aver-
aged over all responding 
museums (red line stands 
for the maximum accept-
able illuminance value 
(50 lx) in accordance with 
the CIE recommendations 
[4] for materials of this 
group, green line stands for 
maximum acceptable value 
of illuminance according 
to Russian recommenda-
tions (also 50 lx) [2, 3])
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There are medium, light and dark background 
tonalities encountered in the museums, but medium 
or light and, to the less extent, dark background to-
nalities are preferred by the museums (Table 6). As 
regards preferences of the relation between illumi-
nance of background and exhibits, background il-
luminance is primarily equal or less than exhibit il-
luminance and museums consider background with 
illuminance less than or approximately equal to illu-
minance of exhibits preferable (Table 7).

Question 7: What methods of daylight illumi-
nance regulation and protection are used in the 
museum?

Museums use most of existing methods includ-
ing curtains, louvres and protective glazing.

Question 8: Applied lighting control devices
Illuminance monitoring is conducted primar-

ily by means of illuminance meters and, unfortu-
nately, only 34 % of the monitored museums are 
equipped with them. Irradiance meters, colorim-
eters, and spectroradiometers are possessed only 
by 4 %, 3 % and 2 % of museums respectively and 
only one museum is equipped by a central  light-
ing monitoring system. With that, it is noted that 
non-availability of necessary calibrated devices is 
caused by underfunding.

Question 9: What regulatory and/or recom-
mendation documents do you use for arrange-
ment of lighting in your museum? Please assess 
their practical utility for your work on a 1–10 
scale

Analysis of answers to this question showed that 
museums primarily are keeping using the guideline 

issued by GosNIIR in 1995 [5] (38 % of museums) 
and already void Order of the Ministry of Culture of 
the Russian Federation dated on December 8, 2009 
[6] (33 % of museums). On a scale of 1–10, practi-
cal utility of these documents was assessed as 9.3 
and 8.3 respectively.

Question 10: Do the existing requirements 
to maximum acceptable illuminance levels pro-
vide adequate perception and preservation of ex-
hibits in your opinion?

This question was designed to find out whether 
the museums consider that the existing requirements 
to maximum acceptable illuminance levels provide 
adequate perception and preservation of exhibits 
in exhibition halls, restoration workshops and de-
positories. As it follows from the data presented in 
Fig. 4–6, the most of the polled museums consider 
that the existing requirements to maximum accept-
able illuminance levels provide adequate percep-
tion and preservation of exhibits in exhibition halls, 
restoration workshops, and depositories. However, 
about a half of the respondents were either undecid-

Table 3. Number of Museums Maintaining the Specified Value of Illuminance (% of General Number  
of the Museums Answering the Relevant Questions) and Average Value of Illuminance (lx)  

For Materials of the Light Stability Group Number1

Illuminance, lx* 0–100 100–200 200–300 300–400 400–500 > 500
Group 1 in general: Number of museums,% 19 27 21 9 23 1

* Illuminance averaged over all exhibits of group 1 is 275 lx.

Table 4. Number of Museums Maintaining the Specified Value of Illuminance (% of General Number  
of the Museums Answering the Relevant Questions) and Average Value of Illuminance (lx)  

for Materials of the Light Stability Group Number 2

Illuminance, lx* 0–100 100–150 150–200 200–300 >300 0–150** 0–200***

Group 2 in general: Number of 
museums,% 32 40 24 4 – 72 96

* Illuminance averaged over all exhibits of group 2 is 144 lx.
** Acceptable illuminance as per the recommendations applicable in Russia (<150 lx) [2, 3].
*** Applicable illuminance as per international recommendations (<200 lx) [4].

Fig. 4. Museum answers to question 10 of the question-
naire (adequacy of lighting requirements) as regards 

exhibition halls

◼ Provide

◼ Do not provide

◼ To be diminished

◼ To be increased

◼ Undecided
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ed or gave negative answers, which suggests that it 
is necessary to make amendments to the applicable 
requirements.

Question 11: What would you like to change 
in lighting of your museum?

This question implied feedback by the museums 
regarding possible changes of lighting. As a result, 
it turned out that:

 40 % museums would like to replace conven-
tional artificial light sources for general and accent 
lighting in exhibition halls with LEDs. Linear LED 
light sources with individually selected chromatici-
ty and high luminous efficacy are also required;

 11 % of the responding museums would like 
to remove natural lighting in exhibition halls;

 30 % of the museums would like to replace ar-
tificial light sources for general lighting of deposi-
tories with LED;

 18 % of the museums would like to replace ar-
tificial light sources for accent lighting of deposito-
ries with LED;

 About 4 % of the responding museums would 
like to remove natural lighting in depositories;

 26 % of the museums would like to replace 
artificial light sources for general lighting of resto-
ration workshops with LED;

Table 5. Number of Museums Maintaining the Specified Value of Illuminance (% of General Number  
of the Museums Answering the Relevant Questions) and Average Value of Illuminance (lx)  

for Materials of the Light Stability Group Number 1

Illuminance, lx* 0–50** 50–75 75–100 100–150 150–200 >200
Group 3 in general: Number of museums,% 51 16 16 9 6 2

* Illuminance averaged over all exhibits of group 1 is 80 lx.
** Acceptable illuminance as per the recommendations applicable in Russia and the international recommendations (<50 lx) 

[2–4].

Table 6. Preferred Tonality of Background (% of the Total Number of Museums (90) Answered  
Question 6 of the Questionnaire)

Very light Light Medium Dark Very dark
Current 7 33 38 19 3

Preferable* 2 22 28 11 2

* 35 % of the museums were undecided

Table 7. Preferred Relation between Background Illumination and Exhibit Illumination  
(% of the Total Number of Museums (90) Answered Question 7 of the Questionnaire)

Much less Less Roughly the same Higher Much higher
Current* 5 25 27 – –
Preferable** 6 18 13 1 –

* 43 % of the museums were undecided to name the current relation
** 62 % of the museums were undecided to name the preferred relation

Fig. 6. Museum answers to question 10 of the question-
naire (adequacy of lighting requirements) as regards 

restoration workshops

◼ Provide

◼ Do not provide

◼ To be diminished

◼ To be increased

◼ Undecided

Fig. 5. Museum answers to question 10 of the question-
naire (adequacy of lighting requirements) as regards 

museum depositories

◼ Provide

◼ Do not provide

◼ To be diminished

◼ To be increased

◼ Undecided
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 19 % of the museums would like to replace 
artificial light sources for accent lighting of resto-
ration workshops with LED;

 About 1 % of the responding museums 
would like to remove natural lighting in restoration 
workshops.

Question 12: Assess necessity of development 
of the following regulatory documents for mon-
itoring and provision of preservation conditions 
for displayed and stored exhibits

It follows from the answers to this question, that 
the museum community is interested in develop-
ment of a number of documents containing gener-
al requirements to museum lighting standardisation. 
These are:

  Standard, Museum lighting. General 
requirements; 

 Standard, Museum lighting. Light and engi-
neering characteristics measurement methods;

 Museum light sources and lighting devices se-
lection recommendations.

Question 13: Your wishes as to standardisa-
tion of museum exhibits lighting

The next suggestions follow from the answers on 
this question:

 Start formulating standards or recommenda-
tions for standardisation of museum lighting with a 
uniform system of measurement of light and engi-
neering (photometric) characteristics and criteria of 
selection of necessary cutting-edge equipment;

 Conduct experimental studies to obtain ob-
jective data for justification of exhibit illuminance 
standards;

 Standardise not only illuminance, but also an-
nual luminous exposure for different materials;

 Organise a lighting standardisation workshop 
for heads of conservation.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In order to clarify the picture of the current state 
of museum lighting in the Russian Federation, we 
inspected lighting systems and measured their char-
acteristics in the State Hermitage, the State Museum 
of History, the Museum of the 1812 French Inva-
sion, the State Tretyakov Gallery, the Pushkin State 
Museum of Fine Arts, the Alexander Shilov Gallery 
as well in the Church of St. Nicholas in Tolmachi, 
which is the museum church and house church be-
ing a part of the Tretyakov Gallery and in the Ac-
ademician I.E. Grabar All-Russian Art Restoration 
Research Centre 2. In the course of this work, the 
following parameters were measured:

 Illuminance on exhibit surfaces and in halls in-
cluding semi-cylindrical illuminance;

 Correlated colour temperature;
 General colour rendering index of the used 

light sources;
 Luminance distribution over a viewer’s field 

of view.
Measurements of the listed parameters were 

performed by means of, respectively, Ekos-
fera illuminance meter by EcoLight, Russia, 

2 Preliminary results of these studies were published in 
[7]. –  authors’ note.

Fig. 7. Lighting of 
the halls of the State 
Hermitage (a), the State 
Tretyakov Gallery 
(b), the State Museum 
of History (c), and 
the Alexander Shilov 
Gallery (d)

а) b)

c) d)
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and LMT Pocket Lux 2 illuminance meter by 
LMT, Germany, UPRtek MK350S spectropho-
tometer by United Power Research Technol-
ogy Corporation, Taiwan, and LMK mobile ad-
vanced luminance meter by LMK, Germany.  
At the initial stage, apart from measurement of pho-
tometric parameters, heating of works of art under 
effect of incident radiation, i.e. temperature distri-
bution over picture surface was measured by means 
of Testo 882 thermal camera by Testo, Germany, as 
well as the level of UV radiation, which was mea-
sured by means of TKA-AVS UV radiometer by 
TKA, Russia. At later stages, these measurements 
were not made due to negligible difference between 
temperature on picture surfaces and ambient tem-
perature, and negligible, as compared to maximum 
allowed values [8], level of UV radiation reached by 
protective film on windows, and correct selection of 
artificial light sources.

The museums in which the survey was carried 
out differ significantly in the interiors for exhibit-
ing the works of art (mainly paintings and graphics) 
and, accordingly, in their lighting systems. For in-

stance, while the Hermitage is a complex of palace 
premises with remarkable architecture and decora-
tions and is, therefore, a work of art in itself, a most 
valuable exhibit  requiring quality  interior  light-
ing, the Tretyakov gallery, the Museum of History, 
and the Alexander Shilov Gallery are designed for 
demonstration of paintings and graphics and natu-
ral lighting is substantially limited or non-available 
there (Fig. 7).

As a result of the study, it was found that major-
ity of lighting devices in the museums is based on 
tungsten halogen lamps and linear and compact flu-
orescent lamps following. At the same time, there is 
a trend of transition to LED-based luminaires. For 
instance, in the Hermitage, the leader in advance-
ment of lighting systems, such devices are already 
installed over 15,000 (25 %) lighting points.

The measurement results showed that values of 
average illuminance on museum exhibits do not 
exceed recommended levels in the most museums 
and general luminance distribution is arranged rath-
er well (Fig. 8). At the same time, in the Tretyakov 
Gallery, illuminance of certain areas of some pic-

Fig. 9. Lighting 
of the iconostasis 
of the Church of 
St. Nicholas in 
Tolmachi: Photograph 
(a) and pseudo-colour 
luminance distribution 
(b)

а) b)

Fig. 8. Pseudo-colour 
luminance distribution 
in halls of the State 
Hermitage (a) and the 
Pushkin State Museum 
of Fine Arts (b)

а) b)
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tures is exceeded due to non-uniformity of light-
ing, whereas some pictures are insufficiently light-
ed in the Hermitage and the Museum of History. In 
the French Invasion Museum, where only LEDs are 
used for lighting, local areas with exceeding light-
ing of exhibits were found as well as cases of signif-
icant, up to thirty-fold, luminance variations. In the 
Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, lighting of exhib-
its fully complies with the requirements although 
the level of illuminance was intentionally set high-
er in some cases for better perception of pictures by 
viewers.

It is worth noting that diversity of museum col-
lections often makes lighting arrangement more 
difficult. For instance, in hall No. 223 of the Her-
mitage, there are two cases with different levels of 
lighting standing in front of each other one of which 
contains glass and bronze exhibits (with low light 
sensitivity) and the other one contains laceworks 
(hypersensitive exhibits with standard illuminance 
not exceeding 50 lx).

The values of correlated colour temperature of 
artificial  lighting in the museums did not exceed 
(4000–4200) K, whereas the values of general co-
lour rendering index usually exceeded 90.

Only lighting of the Church of St. Nicholas in 
Tolmachi, premises with high ceilings and not dark-
ened windows without UV radiation protective film, 
is out of the generally favourable picture. Artificial 
lighting of interior, some icons and the iconosta-
sis is performed by means of spotlights with 500 W 
THL and during daytime, in conditions of simulta-
neous effect of natural and artificial light, the level 
of lighting of icons is excessive and veiling reflec-
tions are formed (Fig. 9). Currently, reconstruction 
of lighting is being started in the church with transi-
tion to LEDs among others.

In the restoration premises of the Academi-
cian I.E. Grabar All-Russian Art Restoration Re-
search Centre and the State Hermitage, natural light 
is widely used for more accurate demonstration of 
colours and perception of museum exhibits being 
preserved. For works with items with different lev-
els of light stability, the restoration centre uses dif-
ferent types of lighting devices with different light 
sources including LEDs, by means of which light-
ing necessary for precision works and comfortable 
for conservation specialists is formed (Fig. 10). 
During works with paintings, illuminance levels do 
not exceed (300–400) lx.

4. CONCLUSION

The results of the studies demonstrated that mu-
seum lighting in the Russian Federation general-
ly complies with the applicable requirements and 
recommendations and requires fundamental chang-
es only in few cases. Many museums already use 
light emitting diodes as light sources and are ready 
to cross over to LED lighting completely. In the 
meantime, museums (primarily small ones) con-
sider lack of regulations in the sphere of museum 
lighting as the major problem. In order to solve this 
problem and simplification of the process of mu-
seum transition to LED lighting, VNISI LLC has 
started developing a series of two standards and two 
preliminary standards in the sphere of LED museum 
lighting with financial support of the Rosnano Infra-
structure and Educational Programmes Foundation. 
Moreover, in cooperation with the Ministry of Cul-
ture of the Russian Federation, it is planned to con-
duct studies of the effect of correlated colour tem-
perature and the level of LED lighting on perception 
of museum exhibits and the effect of chromaticity of 

Fig. 10. Preservation 
specialist worktable 
lighting (a) and 
general lighting of 
restoration premises 
(b) of the Academician 
I.E. Grabar All-Russian 
Art Restoration 
Research Centre

а) b)
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LED lighting on aging of museum exhibits which 
will allow us to increase the framework for stan-
dardisation of museum lighting.
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ABSTRACT

The article describes solving of one of the most 
important problems of perception of architectural 
decoration of metro stations: removal of veiling re-
flections on glazed mosaics and majolica caused by 
lighting devices.

A number of lighting methods reducing lumi-
nance of the veiling reflections is analysed. Their ef-
ficiency is exemplified by lighting of the Mine Lay-
ing majolica (based on sketches by Eugene Lancer) 
at the Komsomolskaya station of Moscow Metro.

The content of the article relates not only to met-
ro stations but to any areas with reflective or glazed 
surfaces.

Keywords: Moscow metro, Komsomolskaya 
station, lighting devices, light emitting diodes, ma-
jolica, glazed surface, veiling reflection, luminance, 
contrast

1. INTRODUCTION

Veiling reflections are rather common for sta-
tions of the Moscow Metro by virtue of rich deco-
rations with various murals, mosaics and frescoes 
made of polished marble, majolica and smalt mosa-
ic patterns, etc. A veiling reflection is a light spot on 
a highly illuminated convex or flat glazed surface. It 
appears as a result of regular reflection or combina-
tion of regular and diffuse reflection of radiation of 
a bright lighting device (LD).

It is well-known that it is virtually impossible 
to remove veiling reflections on large reflective sur-
faces illuminated by large number of LDs, which 

are often also used as decorative elements. Nev-
ertheless, originally the luminance level of veil-
ing reflections at metro stations was significantly 
less. The problem of veiling reflections is at least 
not mentioned in literature [1, 2], which is like-
ly to be caused by generally low level of illumina-
tion of the early metro stations. It appeared after the 
first modernisation of lighting conducted in the 60s 
to increase energy efficiency and the lighting level 
of certainly dark stations by replacing incandescent 
lamps (IL) with fluorescent lamps (FL). With that, 
luminance of LDs largely increased and the veil-
ing reflections appeared on glazed surfaces and be-
gan preventing authentic perception of a station and 
thus nullifying efforts of architects, artists and light-
ing engineers who had created it. Given that the cur-
rent level of lighting of the majority of stations does 
not comply with applicable standards [3], negative 
effects of veiling reflections on comfortable percep-
tion of decorations keep rising.

Human eye is adaptive. Visual perception is in-
fluenced by luminance distribution over  the field 
of view [4] and veiling reflections, with their lumi-
nance higher than that of surroundings, prevent this 
perception.

It is obvious that relative position of a specta-
tor and an object and therefore LD illuminating it 
is one of most important factors of perception of a 
fresco, mosaic or majolica image, especially when 
it is illuminated by an artificial light source. With 
ideal lighting, a spectator’s position is usually de-
fined only by the composition of the image, how-
ever, LDs often “intervene” in this process creating 
glaring areas on the viewed surface, and the more 
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there are such areas the less the quality of lighting 
is. As a result, moving along an art object, a spec-
tator defines the position at which the effect of LD 
on his/her perception is minimal. That is why it is 
very important to minimise their effect on percep-
tion, which especially applies to large art objects in 
the case of which it is virtually impossible to ful-
ly remove the veiling reflections in the conditions 
of a metro station. Therefore, alongside with spatial 
light distribution of LD, the most important charac-
teristics of lighting installations (LI) “responsible” 
for veiling reflections are geometric relations defin-
ing relative position of LD and an object as well as 

characteristics of the surface of an object reflecting 
radiation of LD. It is necessary to remember that lu-
minance does not depend on distance; therefore, for 
instance, if LD is moved at a larger distance from 
a mural it illuminates, the area of a veiling reflec-
tion will reduce but its luminance will remain the 
same [5].

2. METHODS FOR REMOVAL 
OF VEILING REFLECTIONS

Reflection diagram of such diffused and glazed 
surfaces as mosaics and majolica frescos has diffuse 
and regular components. When lighting such surfac-
es, it is necessary that a spectator see only the dif-
fuse component. For this purpose, possible specta-

Fig. 1. LD location effect on formation of veiling 
reflections:

a –  lighting at different angles; b –  height; c –  illumination 
from below

а) b)

c)
Fig. 2. Illumination of a mosaic at the Prospekt Mira sta-

tion of Koltsevaya line

Fig. 3. The north-
ern hall of the 
Komsomolskaya metro 
station
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tor’s positions and conditions of his/her perception 
of a picture or a mosaic, i.e. angle of view at which 
veiling reflections of a given area and their lumi-
nance level, should be defined.

If light distribution curve of LD is narrow, spe-
cific for a reflective spotlight LD, the angle of in-
cidence of radiation should be as high as possible; 
with such method, the reflective component of re-
flected radiation is directed to the floor and not to a 
spectator’s eyes (Fig. 1, a). If LD light distribution 
curve is wide, specific for diffuse-reflecting opti-
cal elements (e.g. frosted diffuser), the height of LD 
should be increased as much as possible, so that its 
light is not reflected on a mosaic (Fig. 1, b).

As a result of analysis of situations forming veil-
ing reflections, several major methods of their pre-
vention were formulated: 1) the most radical one 
which completely makes their alignment impossi-
ble is changing of beam path by illuminating an ob-
ject from below; 2) reduction of luminance of veil-
ing reflections; 3) increase of adaptation luminance; 
4) changing of position of a veiling reflection rel-
ative to an image; 5) reduction of size of a veiling 
reflection.

The first approach implemented by means of ad-
ditional luminaires installed underneath [6] (Fig. 1, 
c) provides incidence of the reflective component of 
a beam on a ceiling whereas the diffuse component 
reflected by a mural increases its  luminance and, 
subsequently,  luminance of adaptation thus mak-
ing a veiling reflection less visible or completely 
removing it. Naturally, this method assumes appli-
cation of LDs with high degree of protection from 
mechanical damage. Moreover, such allocation of 

LDs significantly refuses the useful area of a station. 
Unfortunately, the listed factors do not allow us 
to use this method (one of the most efficient ones) 
at metro stations.

The second method may be implemented when 
light distribution curve of LD illuminating, for in-
stance, a mural is asymmetric, therefore, such LD 
is a corner reflector [7] or when its luminance at the 
mural side is lowered.

The third approach may be applied by moving 
the accent of lighting, for instance, by installing LD 
inside a column like it is done for lighting of a mo-
saic at the Prospekt Mira station of the Koltsevaya 
line (Fig. 2).

The fourth method usually requires changing 
position of LD relative to a lighted object, which is 
rather reasonable in some cases.

Fig. 4. Appearance of 
the majolica:
a –  the left part with 
reflections; b –  the left 
part without reflections; 
c –  the right part with 
reflections; d –  the right 
part without reflections

а) b)

c) d)

Fig. 5. Characteristic points of view
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At last, the fifth approach is implemented by re-
placing an applied LD with another one of other de-
sign or by significantly changing the distance from a 
lighted object, which is not allowed at cultural her-
itage objects.

3. GLARE REFLECTIONS REMOVAL 
OF AT KOMSOMOLSKAYA-RADIAL

Komsomolskaya metro station was the first sta-
tion where a work of art with a complete composi-
tion was used for architectural decoration: the mu-
ral about participation of Komsomol in construction 
of the Metro system based on sketches by Eugene 
Lancer [8] (four murals had been planned but only 
one was actually made). The mural is installed on 
the semi-cylindrical wall of the northern hall. Co-
loured majolica tiles painted with glaze paint and 
covered with a layer of transparent glaze, which 
makes a colour composition glazing and bright after 
firing, were selected as a material.

Since the surface of majolica is glazed (aver-
age reflectance of 0.2, regular reflectance of 0.05), 
it reflects the light of LDs located in vicinity which 

forms rather bright veiling reflections on fragments 
of figures, which makes it impossible to perceive 
the composition as a whole. Basically removal of 
these reflections or at least reduction of their effect 
on perception of majolica (Fig. 3) was the main goal 
of this work.

Fig. 4 shows the majolica with and without veil-
ing reflections.

At the same time, it is worth noting that current 
appearance of the station is different from the orig-
inal one in terms of floor illuminance: illuminance 
was about 50 lx while currently it is about 150 lx, 
which still does not comply with applicable require-
ments (200 lx) [1], just as colour rendering quality 
does not (Ra < 80), which is caused by use of FL 1. 
This is where the main conflict arises: the applicable 
sanitary standards require higher illumination of the 
hall floor but it will increase luminance of veiling 
reflections. Moreover, according to requirements 
of the metro system, reconstruction should be per-
formed within the framework of heritage preserva-

1 Besides, the condition of LI requires its new reconstruction 
at a contemporary level.

Fig. 6. Luminance dis-
tribution over the right 
part of the majolica as 
seen from point B (a) 
and C (b)

а)  b)

Fig. 7. The diagram of 
changing the position 
and size of a reflection:
a –  dimensions; b –  the 
northern hall of the 
Komsomolskaya sta-
tion (1935)

а) b)

Fig. 8. Requirements 
to position of reflec-
tions on the majolica: 
green and red areas are 
areas where reflections 
are acceptable and not 
acceptable respectively
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tion which means that the station may be illuminat-
ed only by LDs similar to original 1935 LDs [10], 
therefore, only light sources (LS) may be replaced 
whereas diffusers of LDs should remain the same.

It is obvious that, to solve the said conflicts, it is 
necessary to develop a brand new LI, which would 
require conducting experimental studies necessary 
for calculation of relations between luminance of 
veiling reflections on majolica and luminance of 
majolica itself they are aligned on.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The relations between luminance of veiling re-
flections on majolica and luminance of majolica 
itself were determined by means of LMK Mobile 
Advance luminance meter [9] based on a Canon 
camera (Table 1). This device also allows us to ob-
tain a graphic image of luminance distribution over 
the field of view and its software allows the mea-
surement results to process (to determine luminance 
at a specific point or average luminance of a specific 
area, to output a pseudo-colour image, etc.). There-
fore, just a few pictures may provide all information 
that we need.

The measurements were performed at charac-
teristic points A, B, and C located near the columns 
(Fig. 5). The results of the measurements (Fig. 6 
and Table 2) demonstrate that luminance of a veil-
ing reflection is 3 to 10 times higher than that of the 
neighbouring area.

4.1. Removal of Veiling Reflections

Geometric calculations show that increasing of 
LD height provides positive results (Fig. 7, a). It 
is possible since originally the LDs were installed 

Table 2. Luminance Measured in Different Areas of the Majolica from Points B and C

Area/Figure
Luminance, cd/m2

minimum maximum average
1

Fig. 6, a

0.1 131.6 22.6
2 1.1 67.3 13
3 1.1 94.5 26.2
4 0.2 93.6 8.7
5 0 112.8 29.8
1

Fig. 6, b

0.2 108.3 19.2
2 0.8 86.5 10.5
3 0.5 93.0 17.7
4 0.2 129.5 28.9
5 0.1 66.8 5.6

Table 1. Specifications of the Luminance Meter

Name LMK Mobile Advanced
Appearance
Resolution (effective pixels) 2136×1424
Luminance measurement range, cd/m2 0.1–10,000
Acceptable relative measurement error, % ± 5

Luminance meter number in National Measuring Equipment Register 55241–13

Fig. 9. Geometric calculations for determination of the 
luminaire segment forming the veiling reflection: a –  view 

point 1; b –  view point 2

а) b)
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higher than now (in 1935 [6, 8], LDs were partly lo-
cated inside the caissons (Fig. 7, b)) and their up-
per parts were obscured by caissons. As a result, the 
veiling reflection will be reduced by 4 cm and relo-
cated higher by 20 cm and the contours of the cais-
sons will become clearly seen. Relocation of the 
veiling reflection area has positive effect on percep-
tion of the majolica since it is relocated from the 
narrative area with the metro constructors shown 

to the less important background area (Figs. 7, a 
and 8, a, b).

4.2. Selection of View Points

As noted above, it is virtually impossible to re-
move the veiling reflections for all view points since 
they change their positions depending on a specta-
tor’s position, but it is possible to significantly re-
duce its luminance when viewed from a part of the 
hall (Fig. 5).

Geometric calculations (Fig. 9) demonstrate that, 
when watching the majolica at the shown points, re-
flection of radiation of a segment of LD with width 
of (180–190) ° can be seen. If we reduce luminance 
of this part of LD, luminance of the veiling reflec-
tion will be significantly lowered.

4.3. Structure of LD

The data obtained allows us to formulate the de-
sign principle of the structure of LD (Fig. 10): a tri-
angular-prismatic emitter is installed into a frost-
ed-glass diffuser and LED modules with remote 
phosphor are installed on two sides of the emitter. 
The qualitative and quantitative indicators of such 
modules are high (luminous efficacy of 111.5 lm/W, 
Ra > 80, cosine luminous distribution curve (LDC), 
no peak in the blue region of the spectrum specif-
ic for phosphor LEDs (Fig. 11) [11]). With that, one 
half of the ball diffuser is illuminated by the LED 
modules and the other one is illuminated only by 
multiple reflections inside it. The operating princi-
ple of such luminaire can be seen in Fig. 10, a.

The Photopia software [12] calculations demon-
strate that LDC of LD with such design would be 
asymmetric. To test this hypothesis, a current and a 
modernised LI were simulated by means of DiaLux 
Evo 7. By means of the ray tracing method, lumi-
nance distribution over majolica was calculated for 
both models, which showed that application of LD 
with asymmetric LDC allows luminance of veil-

Fig. 11. Relative radiation spectrum of the applied LED 
models with remote phosphor

Ф
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Fig. 10. Modernised 
LD:
a –  structural scheme; 
b –  horizontal section; 
c –  horizontal section 
of the relative photo-
metric body

а) b) c)

Fig. 12. LI modelling by means of Dialux Evo 7:
a –  current LI; b –  new LI; c –  the results of luminance 

measurement at point A

а) b)

c)
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ing reflections to halve and “move” them upwards 
(by increasing the height of LDs) so that they do not 
prevent perception of composition.

The results of modelling and their comparison 
with the results of luminance measurement at point 
A are shown in Fig. 12 and in Table 3.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of studying luminance distribution of 
majolica, the following was found:

 The sources of veiling reflections are diffusers 
of LDs which are reflected from the glazed surface 
of the majolica mural;

 Luminance of the reflections reaches 142 cd/
m2 with average luminance of majolica of (10–15) 
cd/m2;

 Depending of the position of a spectator, the 
veiling reflections are located at height of 2 m to 3.5 
m and obscure the narrative part of the composition.

Based on the analysis of the causes of the veil-
ing reflections:

 Requirements to LI allocation and LD design 
were formulated;

 A model was developed and modelling of lu-
minance distribution over the surface of majolica 
was performed by means of ray tracing using Dial-
ux Evo 7 software.

Despite the fact that it was not possible to re-
move the veiling reflections completely, the de-
signed LI allows luminance and dimensions of the 
veiling reflections to halve and to move them from 
the narrative area to the background area, which 
positively affects perception of the composition.

The conclusion of the article is applicable not 
only to metro stations but to other areas with reflec-
tive or glazed surfaces.
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ABSTRACT

The article contains comparative results of 
studying of spectral characteristics of two different 
light transporting systems: based on DF2000MA 
polymer film (marketed) and based on vacuum-de-
posited silver coated with silicon and titanium ox-
ides (own development). Studying of Alanod miro 
Silver 4270AG, Alanod miro Silver 4400AG and Al-
anod miro Silver 4400GP variants of Alanod miro 
Silver  retroreflective material showed that chro-
maticity of output light of our light guide system 
is almost the same as that of input natural day-
light in visible spectrum. Advantages of optical el-
ements for the light guide system developed by 
us over those applied in the reference system are 
demonstrated.

Keywords: light guide, extended hollow light 
guide, illumination, daylighting, spectrum

1. INTRODUCTION

As known, application of lighting systems based 
on extended hollow light guides for daylighting of 
premises is one of the solutions of the problem of 
reduction of power consumption for lighting. We 
developed our own lighting system of this type with 
reflective material based on vacuum-deposited sil-
ver, and the goal of this work is to compare it with 
an existing market analogue with reflective material 
based on DF2000MA polymer film in terms of chro-
maticity transmission accuracy, integrated transmit-
tance of both the system as a whole and its optical 

elements as well as technology of manufacturing of 
reflective tube, system service life, etc.

2. OBJECTS OF RESEARCH

As the subjects of study, the models of a lighting 
system with a light guide based on DF2000MA poly-
mer film and our development Solarway, light guide 
system with the reflective tube based on vacuum-de-
posited silver coated with silicon and titanium ox-
ides (Fig. 1), have been used.

Elements of the Solarway system:
 Light pickup dome: Transparent aсrylic sheet 

with fine texture (Acryl 92-Z); made of PMMA 
Plexiglass (by vacuum shaping);

 Thermal barrier: acrylic sheet with thickness 
of 4mm;

Light & Engineering https://doi.org/10.33383/2019-035
Vol. 28, No. 2, pp. 54–60, 2020 Svetotekhnika #6, 2019, pp.31-36

Fig. 1. Scheme of the designed Solarway natural lighting 
system
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 Reflective tube: based on vacuum-deposited 
silver coated with silicon oxide SiO2 with low refrac-
tive index and titanium oxide TiO2 with high refrac-
tive index;

 Diffuser: transparent acrylic sheet with coarse 
texture (Acryl 92-W) made of PMMA Plexiglass XT 
0A000 Z (by means of laser cutting).

3. METHOD FOR LIGHT SPECTRAL 
DISTRIBUTION EVALUATION

The measurements were made:
1. On 01.10.2014, at the latitude of Moscow, at 

14:00–14:15 Moscow time, south-easterly, hori-
zon angle of 60°, average illuminance of (5300–
5500) lx and cloud cover of about 8 oktas, within 
the range of λ of (360–760) nm;

2. By means of standard calibrated mobile spec-
trometer MK 350 (by URPtek, Taiwan); measured 
parameters: relative spectrum distribution of radi-
ation, correlated colour temperature Tcp, and gener-
al colour rendering index Ra at input and output of 
the system; for each object, 5 measurements were 
made.

The measurements were made for 3 variants of 
the material of Solarway system light guide tube: 

Alanod miro Silver 4270AG; Alanod miro Silver 
4400GP and Alanod miro Silver 4400AG.

The dimensions of the light-guide tube model 
are as follows: length of 200 mm and diameter of 
90 mm (Fig. 2).

Measured values of Tcp of natural outdoor light-
ing varied within the range of

(5750–5900) K and values of Tcp at output of the 
tube of Alanod miro Silver 4270AG, Alanod miro Sil-
ver 4400AG and Alanod miro Silver 4400GP were 
5850 K, 5750 K and 5900 K respectively.

The study started with measurement of relative 
spectrum of natural daylight radiation and was con-
tinued for three variants of material of the light 
guide reflective tube at output. The results of this 
part of the study are presented in Fig. 3 and Table 1.

According to Table 1 and Fig. 4, relative radia-
tion spectrum at output of the light-guide systems is 
almost equal to that at input.

Fig. 4 demonstrates that, within the λ range of 
(435–760) nm, relative spectra of radiation of sys-
tems with Alanod miro Silver 4270AG-based and 
Alanod miro Silver 4400AG-based light guide are 
equal to relative spectrum of radiation (natural) at 
input whereas relative spectrum of radiation of the 
Alanod miro Silver 4400GP-based system is slightly 
lower in the right part of this range.

Fig. 2. Models of the 
Solarway system

Fig. 3. Relative spectral distribu-
tion of radiant energy (as of the 
moment of measurement):
a) natural daylight at the moment 
of measurement, Taver = 5850 K, 
Ra = 99; b) at output of the system 
with Alanod miro Silver 4270AG 
reflective material; Taver = 5850 K, 
Ra = 99; c) at output of the system 
with Alanod miro Silver 4400GP 
reflective material, Taver = 5900 K, 
Ra = 99; d) at output of the system 
with Alanod miro Silver 4400AG 
reflective material, Taver = 5750 K, 
Ra = 99

а) b)

c) d)
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Table 1. Relative Spectral Distribution of Energy of Daylight Radiation at Input  
and Output of the Light Guide Systems

Wavelength, nm Input Alanod miro Silver 
4270AG light guide

Alanod miro Silver 
4400GP light guide

Alanod miro Silver 
4400AG light guide

385 0.39 0.21 0.23 0.21
390 0.41 0.29 0.31 0.28
400 0.60 0.51 0.56 0.50
410 0.75 0.68 0.72 0.66
420 0.79 0.75 0.77 0.73
430 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.73
440 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.85
450 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95
460 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98
470 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
480 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
490 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96
500 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
510 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.93
520 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93
530 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.97
540 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.97
550 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.96
560 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.93
570 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.90
580 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.90
590 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.88
600 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.88
610 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.87
620 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.85
630 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.83
640 0.83 0.83 0.81 0.84
650 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.81
660 0.80 0.79 0.77 0.81
670 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.82
680 0.78 0.78 0.75 0.79
690 0.70 0.70 0.67 0.71
700 0.76 0.76 0.71 0.77
710 0.78 0.77 0.71 0.78
720 0.68 0.68 0.62 0.69
730 0.71 0.70 0.63 0.71
740 0.77 0.76 0.67 0.77
750 0.77 0.76 0.66 0.77
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Within the wavelength range (360–410) nm, all 
these three variants of reflecting material have spec-
tral deviations from the natural daylight radiation 
due to the fact that acrylic materials contain UV-ab-
sorbing photostabilizers protecting acrylic polymer 
from destructive effect of UV radiation. These spec-
tral differences do not constitute a significant dis-
advantage since human eye is low sensitive in this 
range of wavelength. The latter is also proved by the 
fact that, according to our measurements, all three 
variants provide maximum possible value of Ra in-
herent for daylight at output of the system, which is 
about 99 1.

Integral reflectance of all  three variants of re-
flective material of the Solarway system is at the 
same level as, or higher than, that of microstruc-
ture polymer film of the compared light-guide sys-
tem (Table 2).

Let us consider the differences between 
manufacturing technologies of these reflecting 
materials:

1 If necessary, these differences between natural radiation 
and output radiation of light guide systems may be slightly 
reduced by manufacturing the lower diffuser which does not 
require UV protection of acryl without UV-absorbing additives.

Reflective microstructure polymer film is man-
ufactured by depositing dissolved silver and other 
metals on its base and their further binding by an 
interferential layer. The film is glued to aluminium 
base. Application of DF2000MA reflective film as 
a reflective material of light transportation systems 
[4] is associated with relative risk and special oper-
ation conditions: it should not be used as a reflec-
tor for sources of radiation without UV-absorbing 
filter [4]; its operating temperature should be equal 
to (22–49)°C; when using intensive sources of radi-
ation like light emitting diodes, a protective struc-
ture minimising radiant exposure and film heating 
should be also designed. (Such sources of radia-
tion may cause modification and darkening of its 
surface.) The basic models showed that first modi-
fications of surface colour begin after reaching the 
value of radiant exposure of 50 kJ/mm² within the 
wavelength range (420–500) nm at film tempera-
ture of 50 °C.

MiroSilver specular reflective material  is pro-
duced by depositing vaporized silver on alumini-
um base and its binding by SiO2 and TiO2 oxides. In 
this case, no glue is used.

Unlike deposited silver,  the film material may 
sometimes be not appropriate due to delamination 

Fig. 4. Graphs of spec-
tra of relative spectral 
distribution of daylight 
radiation distributon 
at input and output of 
the Solarway system 
with Alanod miro Silver 
4270AG, Alanod miro 
Silver 4400GP and 
Alanod miro Silver 
4400AG variants of 
light reflecting material
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Table 2. Spectral Characteristics of Reflective Material of the Light Guide Lighting Systems

Parameters

Technology based on 
DF2000MA polymer film 

coated by laminating 
(Solatube)

Technology based on 
DF2000MA polymer film 

coated by laminating 
(Solarspot)

Technology based on vacuum-
deposited silver coated with silicon and 

titanium oxides (Solarway)

Integral reflectance of 
reflective material 99.7 % 99.7 %

Alanod miro Silver 4270AG → 
99.8 %

Alanod miro Silver 4400AG → 
99.8 %

Alanod miro Silver 4400GP → 
99.8 %
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of film which lowers characteristics of transmission 
of natural daylight.

Another one problem of the study was to re-
search the effect of UV radiation on the elements of 
the Solarway system.

In 2016, technical maintenance of the light 
guides was conducted (4 years after installation). 
One of them contained DF2000MA reflective film 
material and the other contained the material based 
on vacuum-deposited silver coated with SiO2 and 
TiO2 oxides (Fig. 5). The domes for both systems 
were made of PMMA without UV protection. In 4 
years, DF2000MA reflective material became com-
pletely yellow (Fig. 6). However, even yellow mate-
rial reflects almost the whole spectrum of light with 
distortions in the yellow, red or green regions of the 
spectrum but these distortions are not seen but hu-
man eye.

PMMA is used for production of light guide 
domes. This material cuts off most of input UV ra-
diation (at least 72.5 %), however, even a non-sig-
nificant fraction of this radiation leads to yellow-
ing of reflective material. For additional blocking of 
this radiation, anti-condensation disc (thermal bar-
rier) also made of PMMA is used in some systems.

Ground UV radiation, mostly within the wave-
length range (300–400) nm, getting inside the light 

guide with Alanod miro Silver 4400AG, Alanod miro 
Silver 4270AG, or Alanod miro Silver 4400GP re-
flective materials, does not affect their silver coat-
ing adversely since it is almost completely reflected.

Then comparative studies of optical elements of 
our light guide system Solarway (Solargy SW 250 
model, light guide diameter of 250mm) and the light 
guide system based on DF2000MA polymer film 
(Solatube 290DS model, light guide diameter of 
350mm) were conducted 2. The measurements were 
made by means of DT-1309 illuminance meter with 
measurement range of (1×10–1–4×105) lx on Febru-
ary 27, 2017 under overcast sky with cloud cover of 
(8–10) oktas.

Efficiency of the light guide system may be justi-
fied based on integrated transmittance τо calculated 
using daylight factor calculation methodology for 
sidelight systems with different building arrange-
ment schemes in urban development conditions 
as well as for premises with overhead (by means 
of lanterns with different designs) and combined 
(overhead and side) natural lighting systems [11]:

τо = τ1ˑ τ2ˑ τ3ˑ τ4 τ5,

2 Length and diameter of light guides make no difference as 
measurements were made without a reflective tube.

Fig. 5. Appearance 
of light guides of the 
two compared systems 
(2013 variant)

Fig. 6. Appearance of 
the reflective tube of 
the light guide based on 
DF2000MA polymer 
film after a certain 
period of operation 
without UV-absorbing 
filter
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where τ1 is the transmittance of material (system) 
defined using [11, Table B.7]; τ2 is the coefficient of 
light losses at light opening sashes also defined us-
ing [11, Table B.7] (light opening dimensions are 
taken equal to dimensions of sash box based on ex-
ternal measurement); τ3  is  the coefficient of light 
losses on load bearing structures defined using [11, 
Table 8] (τ3 =1 for side lighting); τ4 is the coefficient 
of light losses at sunlight-protecting devices defined 
in accordance with [11, Table B.8]; τ5 is the coeffi-
cient of light losses in protecting net installed above 
lanterns taken equal to 0.9 [11].

Table 3 demonstrates that the declared values of 
τо without consideration of reflective tube for the 
compared models Solargy SW 250 and Solatube 290 
DS equal to 67 % and 58 % respectively.

It follows from Table 4 that total optical losses 
amount to 45 % in elements of Solatube 290 DS and 
23 % in elements of Solargy SW. Therefore, in Sola-

tube 290 DS major optical losses are associated with 
its optical elements. This allows a definitive conclu-
sion to draw: the level of light transmission of the 
elements of the developed system is 1.4 times high-
er than that of the compared Solatube system.

4. CONCLUSION

Comparative study of light guide lighting sys-
tems based on DF2000MA polymer film and on 
vacuum-deposited silver coated with silicon and 
titanium oxides are conducted. Spectral measure-
ments demonstrated slight advantage of the devel-
oped Solarway system in terms of integral reflec-
tive ability of reflective tube reflective material. The 
Solarway system was studied for three variants of 
Alanod miro Silver reflective material. Chromaticity 
of Solarway output light within the λ range of (410–
760) nm is absolutely identical to input natural day-

Table 4. Comparison of Output Illuminance (lx) of Light Guide Elements 
(Without Reflective Tube) of Solargy SW and Solatube 290 DS Systems

System element name

Solatube 290 DS Solargy SW 250

Without 
element

With 
element

Element(s) 
integral 

transmission

Without 
element With element

Element(s) 
integral 

transmission
Dome 23,750 15,675 0.66 24,235 23,265 0.96
Thermal barrier no no – 23,563 21,910 0.93
Diffuser 24,255 20,130 0.82 23,900 21,271 0.89
All elements simul-
taneously and se-
quentially arranged 
above each other

21,455 11,753 0.55 21,205 16,498 0.77

Table 3. Comparative, Declared by the Manufacturer, Characteristics of Optical Elements  
of Light Guide Lighting Systems Without Reflective Tubes

Characteristics Technology based on DF2000MA 
polymer film (Solatube 290 DS)

Technology based on vacuum-deposited 
silver coated with silicon and titanium 

oxides (Solargy SW 250)
Light collector and dome manu-
facturing technology
Transmittance τ1

PC or PMMA, Plexiglass casting 
method (Germany)
0.83 [6] or 0.92

PMMA, vacuum moulding method, 
Plexiglass (Germany)
0.92

Diffuser
Transmittance τ4

Dual Diffuseur Optiview®
Dual Diffuseur Vusion®
0.82 or 0.79

PMMA, Plexiglass XT 0A000Z laser 
cutting (Germany),
0.90

Integrated transmittance τ0 (τ2 = 
0.9, τ4 = 0.9, τ5 = 1.0, taken 
equal for both systems)

0.55 or 0.58 0.67

Factors
High shock resistance
UV radiation integral transmittance 
of 72.5 %

High shock resistance
UV radiation integral transmittance 
of 72.5 %
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light for two of them, Alanod miro Silver 4270AG 
and Alanod miro Silver 4400AG and is close to nat-
ural daylight for the third one, Alanod miro Silver 
4400GP, being slightly less in the far-red region of 
wavelength (660–760) nm. In the violet range of λ 
(385–410) nm, all variants of Alanod miro Silver 
cause non-significant optical losses.

In general, according to measurements, the re-
flective tube with Alanod miro Silver transmits nat-
ural daylight (within the range of λ (385–750) nm) 
almost completely and without spectral distortions.

The reflective material of  the designed Solar-
way system demonstrated its advantage in terms of 
service life (without UV radiation protection) over 
DF2000MA film material: 25 years and 10 years re-
spectively. Moreover, unlike multi-polymer film, it 
is reliable (does not delaminate) in northern climat-
ic areas of the Russian Federation.

Comparison of some light-engineering charac-
teristics of optical elements of the designed sys-
tem (Solarway) and the marketed one (Solatube) 
demonstrated significant advantage of the former.
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ABSTRACT

The article formulates the analytic expression 
approximating the sequence of Gregorian 11-year 
solar cycles and the expression of solar activity 
within one cycle. The dependences of effective ther-
modynamic temperature of the Sun photosphere and 
the solar constant, and the solar illuminance con-
stant at the upper border of Earth atmosphere on 
the year number within one solar cycle were ob-
tained. The generalised analytic expression for in-
tegral transmittance of atmosphere (within its spec-
tral window) on the Earth surface for the direct and 
diffuse components of solar radiation and their sums 
at different solar altitude angles is presented. The 
analytic expressions of dependences of irradiance 
and illuminance on the Earth surface within spec-
tral window of atmosphere and within the visible 
region of solar radiation spectrum on the year num-
ber within a certain solar cycle at different solar al-
titude angles are obtained. The results of calculation 
of direct and diffuse components of irradiance and 
illuminance and their sums in the case of clear sky 
are presented for example. The proposed approach 
allows similar calculations to conduct for different 
types of sky cover.

Keywords: 11-year solar cycle, solar constant, 
solar illuminance constant, solar altitude angle, cy-
clic changes, direct and diffuse components of irra-
diance and illuminance, Earth surface

The 11-year solar activity cycle significantly ef-
fects energy and light and engineering characteris-
tics of solar radiation (SR) on the Earth surface and 

defines the nature of all aspects of human activities 
to a large extent.

The changes of SR in the visible region of spec-
trum in the spectral window of Earth atmosphere 
(SWAT) affect daily activity of human neuroen-
docrine system defining the diurnal rhythms of all 
biological systems of body. Changes of diurnal 
rhythms cause changes of daily intellectual activi-
ty of human including, in particular, the process of 
visual perception and building of sensing model of 
surrounding objects on the basis of it as well as con-
crete and abstract thinking.

By now, the 11-year cyclic changes in irradiance 
and illuminance on the Earth surface reaching 30 % 
and significantly affecting visual perception pro-
cesses have not been considered in light engineer-
ing practice.

This work aims at obtaining analytic expressions 
describing 11-year cyclic changes in a number of 
energy (radiometry) and light engineering (photom-
etry) characteristics in different spectral regions of 
SR at different solar altitude angle 1.

Solar activity is measured by solar activity in-
dex characterised by the Wolf number W = k(10g + 
s), where s is the number of individual spots on the 

1 It was assumed that the obtained results might be:
– Used in studies and forecasts of conscious and uncon-

scious reactions of human body to cyclic changes of solar ra-
diation characteristics including those related to operation of 
human vision system;

– Taken into account in works for standardization of natural 
indoor lighting not only for comfortability of visual perfor-
mance but also for prevention and/or elimination of deviations 
in human body circadian systems (necessity of such works is 
demonstrated in the recent review [1]).

Light & Engineering https://doi.org/10.33383/2019-034
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Sun photosphere surface, g is the number of sun-
spot groups and k is the factor usually taken equal 
to one [2, 3].

W and its dependence on time characterise the 
main and the most pronounced 11-year solar cycle, 
the Schwabe cycle (Fig. 1). Significantly less pro-
nounced cycles (in particular, the 22-year Hale cy-
cle) will not be taken into account.

During minimum solar activity periods, W (= 
Wmin) is virtually constant and equals to 0–15. On 
the contrary, maximum solar activity is character-
ised by variability of W (= Wmax) equal to 120–250. 
For the purposes of this article, the values of Wmin = 
10 and Wmax = 180 averaged over the period from 
1940 to 2019 were taken. Moreover, solar activity 
wave front and fall times were taken equal to each 
other, which does not cause significant error in the 
obtained results and allows us to approximate the 
dependence of W on year number N (with taken as-
sumptions) by means of a sinusoidal function:

( ) ( )2 1755
1 0,895 sin – ,

11 2
π π  − 

= + ⋅  
  

N
W N Waver  (1)

where Waver =0.5(Wmin + Wmax), 1755  is the year of 
minimum solar activity (beginning of the zero cy-
cle) and close to the year of start of regular studying 
of cyclic changes of solar activity (~1749).

Dependence of W on year number n within a cer-
tain 11-year cycle of solar activity has the follow-
ing form:

( ) 21 0,895 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nW n Waver . (2)

The W(n) dependency graph based on the ex-
pression (2) is presented in Fig. 2.

Cyclic changes in W lead to cyclic change of the 
Sun photosphere radiant luminocity MeS [Teff(n)], 
where Teff  is  the equilibrium effective thermody-
namic temperature of the Sun photosphere radia-

tion. The Planck’s radiation model used in the most 
cases as the model of the Sun photosphere radiation 
[6, 7] with spectral radiance of meS (λ, Teff) is ex-
pressed as

( )
1

5 2
1, exp 1λ λ

λ

−

−
 

= −  
eS eff

eff

Cm T C
T

, (3)

where C1  ≈  3.742∙10–16 Wm2 and C2  ≈ 
1.439∙10–2 mK.

At that:
– Availability of absorption spectral lines in the 

Sun photosphere radiation spectrum (Fraunhofer 
lines) [8] and in the Earth atmosphere is significant 
only for spectroscopy but do not significantly affect 
results of light engineering calculations;

– It is obvious that Teff is a function of n in (3). 
Nevertheless, in accordance with the recommenda-
tions of the International Radiation commission [9], 
in (3) and in the integral of meS (λ, Teff) over λ in the 
form of MeS (Teff), luminosity of dependence Teff (n) 
is not taken into account and the value of Teff is tak-
en equal to a certain constant, which does not allow 
us to define dependences of energy and light-engi-
neering characteristics of SR on the Earth surface 
(ES) on n.

As a basis for determination of these dependen-
cies on the Earth surface, the value of solar constant 
Ee.SC (Teff) in the form

( ) ( )

( )
0

2

0

,

, ,

λ λ

λ λ

∞

∞

= =

 =   

∫

∫

eff eS eff

eS eff

E T e T d

r m T d
R

e.SC

 (4)

was used, which is the irradiance of an area located 
on the upper border of Earth atmosphere with nor-

Fig. 1. Wolf number W dependence on the time in 
Gregorian calendar (numbers 18–24 mark solar cycles 

from 1940 to 2019 [3–5])

n, years

Fig. 2. Changes in Wolf number W within a certain 11-year 
solar cycle

n, years
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mal incidence of SR. Here, eeS (λ, Teff) is the spec-
tral irradiance on the border of Earth atmosphere, 
r = 6.96∙105 km is the equatorial radius of the Sun, 
R = 1.496×1012 km is the radius of the Earth circu-
lar orbit [7].

According to the data of satellite actinomet-
ric measurements referring to maximum values 
of solar cycles 20 and 21, the most probable val-
ue of Eе.SC (Teff) is 1368–1377 Wm-2 provided 
there are no regular temporal changes, which al-
lows us to use the term “solar constant”. The value  
Eе.SC, max(Teff) ≈ 1370 Wm-2 taken from the 1956 
International Pyrheliometric Scale [7, 9] is tak-
en as a standard value of this indicator. According 
to (3) and (4), this value corresponds with the value 
Teff, max = 5780 K.

Solar illuminance constant Ev.SC may be ex-
pressed in accordance with (4) as

( ) ( )

( )

770

350
2 770

350

683 ( , )

683 ( , ) ,

λ λ λ

λ λ λ

= =

 =   

∫

∫

eff eS eff

eS eff

E T e T V d

r m T V d
R

v.SC

 (5)

and it is the irradiance of an area located on the up-
per border of Earth atmosphere with normal inci-
dence of SR. In conditions of minimum solar ac-
tivity, Ev.SC = Ev.SC, min = 135110 lx [10, 11], which 
corresponds with values of Eе.SC, min of 1106 Wm-2 
and Teff, min of 5480 K. In accordance with (3) 
and (4), the previously defined value ESC, max ≈ 
1370 Wm-2 with Teff, max = 5780 K corresponds 
to the value Ev.SC, max = 173600 lx.

With known Teff, min and Teff, max, the dependence 
Teff(n) within a certain 11-year solar cycle is ex-
pressed as

( ) 21 0,027 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nT n Teff eff , aver , (6)

where Teff, aver = 0.5(Teff, min + Teff, max). The chart of 
this dependence is shown in Fig. 3 and Eе.SC, min and 

Eе.SC, max in different spectral regions are shown in 
Table 1.

According to (4), with calculated values of Eе.SC, 

min and Eе.SC, max  for spectral  regions (0–∞) nm, 
(300–1200) nm (SWAT [7, 12]) and the visible 
spectrum (350–770) nm in SWAT, dependencies 
Eе.SC (n) have the following form

( ). . , 
21 0,1062 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nE n Eå åSC SC aver

 

at 0 nm ≤ λ ≤ ∞ nm,  (7)

( ). . , 
21 0,1153 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nE n Eå åSC SC aver

 at 300 nm ≤ λ ≤ 1200 nm,  (8)

( ). . , 
21 0,1287 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nE n Eå åSC SC aver

 

at 350 nm ≤ λ ≤ 770 nm,  (9)

where Eе.SC, aver = 0,5(Eе.SC, min + Eе.SC, max). The val-
ues of Eе.SC, aver for each spectral region are shown 
in the last line of Table 1 and the graphs of depen-
dencies (7)–(9) are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Changes in effective thermodynamic temperature 
of Sun photosphere radiation Teff within a certain  

11-year solar cycle

n, years

T , Keff

Table 1. Values of Solar Constant in Different Spectral Regions and Solar Illuminance Constant  
at Minimum and Maximum Solar Activity

Nature of solar 
activity

Ee.SC, Wm-2 Ev.SC, lx
at

0 ≤ λ ≤ ∞ nm
at

300 ≤ λ ≤ 1200 nm
at

350 ≤ λ ≤ 770 nm
at

350 ≤ λ ≤ 770 nm
Minimum 1106.3 838.7 514.0 135110
Maximum 1369.2 1057.4 665.8 173600
Average 1237.7 948.1 589.9 154355
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According to (5), the dependence Ev.SC (n) with-
in a certain 11-year solar cycle has the following 
form

( ). .
21 0,1247 sin –
11 2
π π  = + ⋅     

nE n Ev vSC SC aver, ,  (10)

where the value of Ev.SC, aver is given in the last col-
umn of Table 1 and the graph is shown in Fig. 5.

Since SR is distributed in SWAT of (300–
1200) nm [7, 12], for determination of irradiance, 
Ee.ES(n), and illuminance, Ev.ES(n), on the Earth sur-
face in the visible spectrum of (350–770) nm re-
quires only to take integral transmittance of atmo-
sphere into account.

Since direct solar radiation generates the direct 
and the diffuse components of SR, let us consid-
er  two integral coefficients of atmosphere  trans-
mittance corresponding to them, τdir and τdiff, which 
depend on solar altitude angle h in a calculated 
point of Earth surface. Availability of dependen-
cies τdir(h) and τdiff (h) causes availability of cor-
responding dependencies Teff, dir(h) и Teff, diff (h), 
еeS, dir[λ, n, Teff(h)], еeS, diff[λ, n, Teff(h)], Eе.ES, dir(n, 
h), Eе.ES, diff (n, h), Ev.ES, dir(n, h) and Ev.ES, diff (n, h).

The analysis of data [13] showed that, in differ-
ent conditions of sky cover (including clear sky) 
and the surface, the expressions for Eе.ES, dir(n, h), 
Eе.ES, diff(n, h), Ev.ES, dir(n, h) и Ev.ES, diff(n, h) with 
any n of a certain solar cycle (e.g. at n = 0 or 11 
corresponding to minimum solar cycle) may be ex-
pressed in general form

( ) [ ]1 sin( )= + −ESE h a bh c . (11)

The values of EES (90о) for all types of sky cover 
and for clear sky are defined by approximating data 
[13] by the expression (11) with further extrapola-
tion up to the value h = 90о.

It is obvious that expressions of dependencies 
τdir(h) and τdiff (h) have general form

( ) ( ) [ ]0,5 90 1 sin( )h bh cτ τ= ⋅ ⋅ + −î , (12)

where τ(90о) is the integral coefficient of atmo-
sphere transmittance for normal incidence of so-
lar radiation on Earth surface in SWAT and visi-
ble spectrum at the equatorial latitude during the 
vernal and autumnal equinoxes and equal  to ra-
tios Ev.ES, min(90о) / Ev.SC, min (90о) or, respectively,  
Eе.ES, min(90о) / Eе.SC, min (90о).

With consideration of the expression (11), the 
values of Eе.ES, dir(n, h), Eе.ES, diff(n, h), Ev.ES, dir(n, 
h) and Ev.ES, diff(n, h) for different types of sky cov-
er and different degree of sky cover in visible spec-
trum are described as

( ) ( ) ( ).  i, j ., τ= ⋅ i, jE n h E n hå åES SC , (13)

( ) ( ) ( ).  i, j ., τ= ⋅ i, jE n h E n hv vES SC , (14)

where i and j indices correspond to different types 
and degrees of sky cover respectively.

As an example, Table 2 contains the values of 
Eе.ES, dir(n), Eе.ES, diff(n), Ev.ES, dir(n) and Ev.ES, diff(n) 
without sky cover in SWAT and in visible region in 
conditions of minimum and maximum solar activity.

The data shown in Table 2 is obtained using the 
values τdir(90о) = 0.729 and τdiff(90о) = 0.205 for 
clear sky after approximation and further extrapola-
tion of data [13].

Fig. 5. Changes in solar illuminance constant Ee.SC in vis-
ible spectrum within a certain 11-year solar cycle

n, years

Е , lxv.SC

Fig. 4. Changes in solar constant Ee.SC in different spectral 
regions of solar radiation within a certain 11-year solar 

cycle: (0–∞) nm (1), (300–1200) nm (2), (350–770) nm (3)

–2Е , W·mе.SC

n, years

1

2

3
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In conditions of clear sky, in SWAT (300–1200) 
nm, the dependences Eе.ES, dir(n, h), Eе.ES, diff(n, h) 
and their sum Eе.ES, dir+diff(n, h) have the form

( )
( )

. , 

. , 

,  = 

= 0,5 1 sin 0,035 1,473

2 1 0,1153sin ,
11 2
π π

 + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

å

å

ES dir

ES aver

 (15)

( )
( )

. , 

. , 

,

0,5 1 sin 0,030 1,094

2 1 0,1153sin ,
11 2
π π

=

=  + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

å

å

ES diff

ES aver

 (16)

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,= +E n h E n h E n hå å å.ES, dir+diff .ES, dir .ES, diff . (17)

The values of Eе.ES, aver in (15)–(17) and the fol-
lowing expressions (18)–(23) are shown in the last 
line of Table 2.

In the spectral region of (350–770) nm for clear 
sky, the similar dependences and their sum have 
form

( )
( )

,

0,5 1 sin 0,035 1,473

2 1 0,1287sin ,
11 2
π π

=

=  + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

å

å

.ES, dir

.ES, aver

 (18)

( )
( )

,

0,5 1 sin 0,030 1,094

2 1 0,1287sin ,
11 2
π π

=

=  + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

å

å

.ES, diff

.ES, aver

 (19)

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,= +E n h E n h E n hå å å.ES, dir+diff .ES, dir .ES, diff . (20)

In the spectral region of (350–770) nm for clear 
sky, the dependences Ev.ES, dir(n, h) and Ev.ES, diff(n, 
h) have form

( )
( )

,

0,5 1 sin 0,035 1,473

2 1 0,1247sin ,
11 2
π π

=

=  + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

v

v

.ES, dir

.ES, aver

 (21)

( )
( )

,

0,5 1 sin 0,030 1,094

2 1 0,1247sin ,
11 2
π π

=

=  + −  × 
  × + −    

E n h

E h

n

v

v

.ES, diff

.ES, aver

 (22)

( ) ( ) ( ), , ,= +E n h E n h E n hv v v.ES, dir+diff .ES, dir .ES, diff . (23)

As an example, Fig. 6 shows the graphs of de-
pendencies Ev.ES(n, h) based on expressions (21)–
(23) within two cycles of solar activity.

The forms of the graphs of dependencies Eе.ES(n, 
h) based on (15)–(20) are similar to the forms of the 
graphs shown in Fig. 6 but with minimum and max-
imum values of Eе.ES presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Direct and Diffuse Irradiance and Illuminance on the Earth Surface at Minimum and Maximum 
Solar Activity without Sky Cover in Spectral Window of Atmosphere Transparency and in Visible Spectrum

Nature of solar 
activity

At 300 ≤ λ ≤ 1,200 nm At 350 ≤ λ ≤ 770 nm At 350 ≤ λ ≤ 770 nm

Eе.ES, dir, Wm-2 Eе.ES, diff, 
Wm-2 Eе.ES, dir, Wm-2 Eе.ES, diff, Wm-2 Ev.ES, dir, lx Ev.ES, diff, lx

Minimum 611.2 172.3 374.6 105.6 98470 27750
Maximum 770.6 217.2 485.2 136.8 126520 35660
Average 690.9 194.7 429.9 121.2 112490 31700

Fig. 6. Dependencies of direct (a) and diffuse (b) components of illuminance on the Earth surface and their sum (c) on 
solar angle latitude h and year number n within two 11-year solar cycles
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This approach allows us to obtain similar results 
for nine types of sky cover (Ас, Cb, Cc, Ci, Cs, Cu, 
Ns, Sc, St) and for four values of sky cover degree 
considered in [13].

The obtained results allow us to clarify chang-
es of energy and light-engineering characteristics of 
SR on the Earth surface at any date of a certain year 
within an 11-year solar cycle as well as to increase 
accuracy of calculations of natural irradiance and il-
luminance on the Earth surface.
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ABSTRACTS

While Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are 
used in various areas nowadays, they also come in 
front of us in the remote follow up and management 
of especially main street, road and city lighting sys-
tems and in autonomous applications relating with 
them.

This study has been conducted with the aim 
to determine the energy consumed by Wireless Sen-
sor Network (WSN) based monitoring and manage-
ment systems as per topological sequence of light-
ing systems with renewable energy sources (RES) 
in a grid-free environment. In this way it was aimed 
to maximize the life time of WSN which are formed 
by minimum energy consumption of lighting ele-
ments that store energy with accumulator-battery in 
grid-free RES lighting systems and which use this 
energy later on. Physical installation of lighting sys-
tems having different topological distributions will 
show differences with respect to costs, labour force 
and time. Starting from here on, different topologies 
for grid-free lighting systems have been created in 
simulation environment and they have been ana-
lyzed and an optimal solution has been searched for. 
Energy consumptions of each lighting system hav-
ing linear, random and tree lighting topology have 
been determined during data exchange. For each to-
pology lighting systems with 25, 50, 100 and 200 
armatures have been designed and their energy con-
sumptions for data exchange have been found. It has 
been seen that data packages were influenced at first 

degree from node hopping numbers within topolo-
gy and as being parallel to this, it has been seen that 
topology consuming most energy was linear light-
ing and that topology consuming minimum energy 
was tree lighting.

Keywords: lighting systems, wireless sensor 
networks, network topology, grid-free lighting

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays share of lighting in total energy con-
sumption gets increased day by day. In order to pro-
vide sustainable and uninterrupted lighting service, 
there is need for smart lighting systems. For smart 
lighting WSNs are frequently used in automation, 
remote monitoring and remote control systems. 
Classic WSNs are composed of nodes that have 
been distributed randomly in an area or which have 
been previously distributed in a planned way and 
that have low capacities.

In this study, energy quantity being consumed 
during data exchange between nodes as per topo-
logical distributions in WSNs being needed in light-
ing systems has been investigated. For this purpose, 
by comparing energy quantities consumed during 
data exchange by lighting systems having different 
topologies in a road lighting have been compared 
and proposals have been made for optimum topolo-
gy. In remote monitoring and control system being 
the subject of this study, nodes (Lighting Node –  
LN) record various parameters such as lighting lev-
el of armature, reduction in  light flux as per  the 
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lighting level of first day, fog in the air, moisture 
ratio, air temperature, whether armature is ener-
gized or not, and angular placement of armature as 
per the ground in their memories and they trans-
mit them to coordinating node (Coordinator Light-
ing Node –  CLN). During data exchange between 
nodes, energy consumptions per armature change 
as per topological distribution. For the communica-
tion of armatures and to minimize the energy con-
sumed during data exchange, it was tried to deter-
mine optimum topology that would increase energy 
efficiency.

2. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
IN LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Sensor nodes can be generally distributed ran-
domly or in an organized and dense way to a place 
desired to be observed. When a WSN is created, 
there is no need to determine location of sensor 
nodes in advance [1–4].

In literature, in many of the studies being con-
ducted in lighting area, various WSN systems have 
been used for remote control and a smart system. 
While in studies being conducted as relating with 
lighting applications, generally Zigbee and GPRS 
based systems are preferred, it is seen that Zigbee 
based systems are more frequently used. Karun et 
al. (2014) have proposed a smart main street light-
ing commanding system by using Zigbee Network 
in the study they conducted [5]. Purpose of this sys-
tem is to manage the lighting system with no human 
intervention. In a similar way, Srinath et al (2015), 
Zigbee have proposed an automatic street lighting 
control system by using network and sensors having 
emergency accident warning features [6]. Measure-
ment stations being placed on the main street within 
the scope of study measure day light of main street 
and active-passive situations at certain intervals. 
Purpose is to reduce electrical consumption. Bhar-
gavi et al. (2016), have worked on controlling ener-
gy consumption for a more efficient lighting system 
with remote control with Zigbee [7]. Priti Laho-
ti et al (2017) have achieved energy consumption 
of 60 % in the lighting system with remote control 
which they have proposed [8]. This system is con-
trolled and managed remotely with micro control-
ler and Zigbee. Besides, it was emphasized that it 
had lower costs when GPRS-GSM was used. It was 
recommended that it would be more correct to use 
Zigbee and GPRS-GSM together for remote moni-

toring-controlled smart road lighting systems with 
high energy efficiency.

Although usage of Zigbee technology in these 
studies  increase energy efficiency, as Zigbee has 
low data transmission capacity, it remains to be in-
sufficient in real time applications requiring high 
data transmission. For example, while Zigbee is 
sufficient in a system having 25 lighting armatures 
with respect to data exchange, Zigbee is insufficient 
in data exchange in long distance lighting systems 
with much more number of LNs. Since in intense 
data flow situations much more energy is consumed 
during communication between LNs and CLN, in-
ternal battery in relevant armatures is consumed 
quickly. Therefore this armature remains outside 
the system. In lighting, in remote control applica-
tions, the method that is used most after Zigbee is 
GPRS, GSM method. Within this context in various 
studies in literature in smart lighting system propos-
als remote control has been made with GPRS-GSM 
[9–12].

Due to low data transmission ratios of GPRS-
GSM and Zigbee technologies and due to disad-
vantages such as infrastructure costs, in this study, 
nRF905 Transceiver, having lower cost, being cur-
rent, having easiness of usage and very low energy 
consumption during data exchange, has been simu-
lated [13]. Comparison of ZigBee, GPRS-GSM and 
nRF905 is given in Table 1.

3. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
AND MAINTENANCE FACTOR 
RELATIONSHIP

Nowadays in smart lighting there is need for au-
tomation systems that provide uninterrupted light-
ing and that require less maintenance. Basic purpose 
in using WSNs in lighting systems is to create a 
structure that improves sight comfort and that needs 
less maintenance and which can be remotely con-
trolled or has an autonomous structure. At this point 
in electrical facilities with RES feeding without grid 
connection, it has become a necessity to use WSN 
topologies having low energy consumption for au-
tomation, because in lighting systems with the ef-
fect of various negative conditions, maintenance 
factor gets reduced and energy consumption gets 
increased. Maintenance Factor (MF), Lamp Lumen 
Maintenance Factor (LLMF), Lamp Survival Fac-
tor (LSF), Luminaire Maintenance Factor (LMF), 
are composed of total impact of various parameters 
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performance loss in lighting depending on reduc-
tion in light flux and optical effect (for LED lamps) 
[14–22]. Under normal conditions effects originat-
ing from WSN technologies and automation are not 
added to MF. But in lightings being managed with 
smart city applications or automation systems, when 
inefficient WSN impacts are added to MF, MF will 
fall further and it will increase energy consumption. 
In another way of saying, reduction in MF reduces 
efficiency and increases lighting costs. MF is used 
as a multiplier as it can be seen in illuminance level 
(E) relation in Equation 1 [16, 19, 22–24]. In equa-
tion 1, relationship of illuminance level and mainte-
nance factor is seen.

3

2 ,ε⋅ ⋅Φ⋅= I cos MFE
h

 (1)

where I is the luminous intensity value (cd), Φ  is 
the luminous flux (lm), MF is the maintenance fac-
tor, h is the height of the luminaire from the ground 
(m), ε  is the angle between the light coming from 
the armature to the surface and the normal of the 
surface.

4. APPLICATION OF WIRELESS SENSOR 
NETWORKS TO LIGHTING

WSNs are composed of sensor nodes which have 
been distributed randomly on an area or previous-
ly in a planned way and which have low capaci-

ties. Energy limitation of sensor nodes and diffi-
culty in battery replacement are among the most 
important factors effecting WSN design. Besides 
development of application specific energy efficient 
environment access techniques bears significant im-
portance. Energy consumption occurs most during 
data exchange. Application specific MAC design 
and studies that would minimize energy consump-
tion in data exchange have been made [1, 2, 25, 26]. 
In this studies while it is aimed to have anticoinci-
dence environment access, it is targeted to trans-
mit data amount to be sent in minimum and effec-
tive way.

Another important design criterion in WSNs is 
network topology. Network topology is the connec-
tive relation between nodes. Basic logic in WSNs 
is the transmission of data obtained by nodes to co-
ordinator node in some way. Basically connection 
forms of nodes with each other are divided into two 
parts such as single-hop and multi-hop as shown in 
Fig. 1. In lighting applications, lighting armatures 
which are used as sensor nodes are defined as Light-
ing Node (LN), and coordinator nodes that are used 
as management and data collection centres are de-
fined as Coordinator Lighting Node (CLN).

In the connection model with single-hop, LN di-
rectly communicates with CLN. In connection mod-
el with multi-hop, CLN communicates with LNs 
within coverage zone of CLN through other LNs 
within coverage zone. For this reason as it is ap-

Table 1. Comparison of ZigBee, GPRS-GSM and nRF905

Frequency
(MHz) Modulation Topology Energy 

Consumption Data Rate Coverage 
Radius (m)

Multi-
Channel 
Support

ZigBee 868/915/
2400

BPSK, 
OQPSK

Star, P2P, 
Mesh Low 250 kbps 10–100 No

nRF905 433/868 / 915 GFSK – Very low
250KBps, 

1MBps 
2MBps

250 Yes

GPRS-
GSM

850/900/ 
1800/1900 GMSK P2P, P2M High 56–114kbps 1000+ No

Fig. 1. WSN connec-
tion modes
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proached to CLN in the network, data exchange 
traffic of LNs gets increased. As being proportionate 
with this increase, energy consumption also gets in-
creased. Since LNs which are fed with accumulator 
or battery in this example do not have grid connec-
tions, they rapidly consume their energies due to in-
tense data exchange and they split from network.

In multi-hop WSNs, LNs have energy consump-
tions being different from one another. Because data 
exchange quantity is different for each LN. Since 
LNs which are close to CLN undertake the task of 
directing for LNs that are farther away, data ex-
change quantity is apparently different from other 
ones. This situation causes for LNs that are close 
to CLN to consume more energy. Therefore, when 
energy of LNs that are close to CLN is rapidly con-
sumed, their communication with WSN is cut. LNs 
that are farther away as being connected to this 
LN split from the network even though their ener-
gies have not finished. That is meaning the data ex-
change is cut. In such situations in order for WSN 
application to be optimum, it is required to prefer 
method and topologies with which energy will be 
used efficiently.

5. SELECTION OF OPTIMUM 
TOPOLOGY

In literature various studies have been made as 
relating with WSN topologies [3, 4] and as no study 
has been observed in lighting applications relating 
with effectiveness of WSN topologies, this has cre-
ated motivation for this article. In this study, it was 
aimed to compare the all energy amount consumed 
by all LNs in WSNs having different topologies. 
To make analysis, modelling method has been pre-
ferred in simulation environment. Physical realiza-
tion of a real application in WSNs causes for labour 
loss and costs. In this situation, it is found out that 
first of all a simulation of application being planned 

to be designed which would generate results that are 
close to actual ones is required.

Modelling of developed WSN application was 
made in Riverbed Modeller simulation environ-
ment. Riverbed Modeller is the network simula-
tion software where simulation of all network pro-
jects can be made [27]. Monitoring the behaviour of 
network projects being created provides opportuni-
ty to realize various processes such as performance 
analysis and testing of superiorities. While design-
ing model behaviour, ProtoC language which takes 
C language as basis and which is specific for soft-
ware is being used.

Riverbed Modeller enables for simulations with 
discrete event basis to be made for the analysis of 
both the behaviour and performance of network 
model being developed [28].

When WSN is designed, for having an appli-
cation that is close to actual one, for LNs the fea-
tures of Nordic platform have been taken as refer-
ence. Nordic nRF905 which supports multi-channel 
communication has been used. In Table 2 technical 
specifications of nRF905 can be seen [13].

Table 2. The nRF905 Specification

Parameter Value Unit
Minimum supply voltage 1.9 V
Maximum transmit output power 10 dBm
Data rate 50 kbps
Supply current in transmit @ –10 dBm
output power 9 mA
Supply current in receive mode 12.5 mA

Temperature range –40 
to +85 °C

Typical sensitivity –100 dBm
Supply current in power down mode 2.5 µA
Channel switching time <650 µs

Fig. 2. Lighting 
topologies: a) random 
lighting topology; 
b) linear lighting 
topology; c) tree 
lighting topologya) c)

b)
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Two types of nodes are designed in simulation 
environment and they are CLN for central man-
agement point and LN for armatures. For the topo-
logical distribution of lighting system, random to-
pology has been designed to represent rural areas, 
linear topology has been designed to represent road 
and tunnel lighting, and tree topology has been de-
signed to represent branch-main street-road light-
ing, Fig. 2.

For each of random, linear and tree topologies, 
4 different scenarios being composed of 25, 50, 100 
and 200 LN have been created and simulations have 
been made. Simulation parameters of scenarios be-
ing created can be seen in Table 3.

Energy consumptions of Nordic nRF905 radios 
that are used in node models in simulation environ-
ment can be seen in Table 4.

One of the parameters effecting energy con-
sumption is the sizes of data exchange packets that 
are used in WSNs. In WSNs that are developed 

within context of  this study, 3 different  types of 
packets have been used. Packet types and sizes can 
be seen in Table 5.

Schedule packets has been used to transmit chan-
nel information being assigned by CLN to LNs. 
Control packets are used by LNs to join the net-
work directly and for the continuity in network. LNs 
use Relay packets to join the network through oth-
er nodes.

6. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In this study, by adding the energies consumed 
by n pieces of LN and 1 piece of CLN during Sleep 
Mode, LPL and packet exchange, energy consump-
tion amount is calculated. Here very low power con-
sumptions originating from other parameters, which 
can cause power consumption have been neglected 
[1, 2]. Energy amount required for a node to obtain a 
packet (Pr) is found as per equation (2).

Table 4. Energy Consumption Values of Nordic Platform

Bandwidth
(KHz) Data rate (bps) Power consumption type Power consumption

(W)

100 5,95E+05
PTx 0.0330
PRx 0.0366

200 1,19E+06
PTx 0.0900
PRx 0.0384
PSp 0.0003
PLPL 3,75E-05

Table 3. Simulation Parameters for Random, Linear and Tree Topology According  
to 25, 50 100 and 200 LN Scenario

Scenario Topology LN coverage 
radius (m)

CLN 
count

Network area
(m2)

Simulation time
(s)

Distance 
between nodes 

(m)

25 LN
Linear 145 1 2500×100 300 100

Random 145 1 2000×2000 300 variable
Tree 145 1 2000×2000 300 100

50 LN
Linear 145 1 5000×100 300 100

Random 145 1 2000×2000 300 variable
Tree 145 1 2000×2000 300 100

100 LN
Linear 145 1 10000×100 300 100

Random 145 1 2000×2000 300 variable
Tree 145 1 2000×2000 300 100

200 LN
Linear 145 1 20000×100 300 100

Random 145 1 2000×2000 300 variable
Tree 145 1 2000×2000 300 100
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Calculation of energy to be used in radio trans-
mission for the transmission of a packet by any LN 
desiring to send data has been shown in equation 
(3) [1, 2].

 * .cp
T Tx

ch

L
P P

R
=  (3)

When number of LN nodes in network is n, con-
sumed energy amount (ET) that is consumed by 
NC = n.LN+CLN pieces of nodes in total is calculat-
ed as shown in equation (4) [1, 2].

( ) ( ){ }
1

 * * .
CN

T R Rpkt T Tpkt Sp LPL
n

E P N P N P P
=

= + + +∑  (4)

where
PTx is the transmitter power ;
PRx  is the receivers power;
PSp  is the sleep power;
PLPL is the low sleep power;
ET  is the total energy of nodes;
NRpkt  is the total number of packets received by 

all nodes;
NTpkt is the total number of packets transmitted 

by all nodes
PR is the power consumption per received Packet;
PT is the  power consumption per transmitted 

packet;
CN is the node count;
Rch is the channel data rate (bps);
Lpkt  is the packet length (bit).

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For WSNs simulation of which has been made 
within context of this study, node numbers have 
been determined as 25, 50, 100 and 200. As to-
pology, linear, random and tree distribution have 
been selected, total energy consumed by all nodes 
(n.LN+CLN) for 3 lighting topologies simulation of 

which has been made, has been shown. In all graph-
ics it is observed that in the first seconds of simu-
lation energy consumption has rapidly increased 
because during first participation of LNs in the net-
work, all LNs consume energy together. When LNs 
are energized for the first time, they use control and 
relay packets often to join the network. After par-
ticipation in network is realized, LNs send control 
and data packages periodically with less frequency. 
LCN consumes energy for each LN it adds to the 
network. In the scenario having 25 LN, total energy 
consumed by 25 LN+CLN is shown in Fig. 3. It can 
be seen in Fig. 3 that total energy consumptions of 
25LN+CLN in simulation environment are respec-
tively 0.114, 0.0827 and 0.0743W in linear, random 
and tree topologies.

According to this, in an electrical grid having 25 
lighting devices, topology that consumes most en-
ergy is linear lighting topology with 0.114W. Mini-
mum energy consumption has been observed in tree 
lighting topology with 0.0743W. In a lighting sys-
tem with 25LN+CLN, in WSN tree lighting topolo-

Table 5. Packet Types and Sizes Used in WSN

Packet type Length
(bit)

Schedule packet (Psch) variable
Control Packet (Pctrl) 32
Relay Packet (Prly) 52

Fig. 3. Consumed total energy by 25LN+CLN
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Fig. 4. Consumed total energy by 50LN+CLN
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gy consumes 35 % less energy when compared with 
linear lighting topology. Random topology has con-
sumed 27 % less energy when compared with lin-
ear topology. In Fig. 4, total energy consumed by 
50LN+CLN is seen.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that total energy con-
sumptions of 50LN+CLN in simulation environ-
ment are 0.3293, 0.2287 and 0.20W respectively for 
linear, random, and tree topologies. Accordingly, in 
an electrical grid having 50 lighting devices, topol-
ogy consuming most energy is linear lighting to-
pology with 0.3293W. Maximum energy consump-
tion has been observed in tree lighting topology 
with 0.20W. In a lighting system with 50LN+CLN, 
in WSNs tree lighting topology has consumed 40 % 
less energy when compared with linear lighting to-
pology. When the number of lamps or fixtures in 
network gets  increase, difference in energy con-
sumption between linear and tree topologies is in-
creasing too. While difference of total energy con-
sumed for linear and tree topologies in WSN with 
25LN+CLN is 35 %, in a system with 50LN+CLN 
total energy difference is 40 %. That is meaning 
each lighting device included in the system increas-
es energy difference between most appropriate to-
pology and other topologies. In Fig. 5, total energy 
consumed by 100LN+CLN can be seen.

It can be seen in Fig. 5 that total energy con-
sumptions of 100LN+CLN in simulation are 
1.223W, 0.6458W, and 0.58W respectively for lin-
ear, random, and tree topologies. Accordingly, in an 
electrical grid having 100 lighting devices, topol-
ogy consuming most energy is linear lighting to-
pology with 1.223W. Minimum energy consump-
tion is seen in tree lighting topology with 0.58W. In 

a lighting system with 100LN+CLN in WSN, tree 
lighting topology consumes 53 % less energy when 
compared with linear lighting topology in average. 
In Fig. 6, total energy consumed by 200LN+CLN 
can be seen.

It is seen in simulation that total energy con-
sumptions of 200LN+CLN are nearly 5.301W, 
2.205 W, and 2.016 W respectively for linear, ran-
dom and tree topologies. According to this, in an 
electrical grid having 200 pieces of lighting de-
vices, most energy consuming topology is linear 
lighting topology with 5.301W. Minimum energy 
consumption is seen in tree lighting topology with 
2.016 W. In a lighting system with 200LN+CLN in 
WSN, tree lighting topology consumes nearly 62 % 
less energy when compared with linear lighting to-
pology. For different lighting systems, energy con-
sumptions in WSN and hop-counts can be seen in 
Table 6.

Fig. 7. Total energy consumption due to the increase in LN 
number for Linear, Random, and Tree topologies
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Fig. 6. Consumed total energy by 200LN+CLN
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Fig. 5. Consumed total energy by 100LN+CLN
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Changes in total energy quantities being con-
sumed for the topologies being evaluated in this 
study are shown in Fig. 7.

As it can be seen in Fig. 7, minimum energy con-
sumption takes place in Tree topology and max-
imum energy consumption takes place in linear 
topology. With increasing of the LNs number in net-
work, total energy amount increases exponentially. 
In the graphic, while very serious differences are not 
seen between random and tree topologies, in linear 
topology it is seen that as number of nodes increase, 
there is very serious level of energy consumption. It 
is apparent that average hop counts have first degree 
effect on this outcome. For this reason in simulation 
studies, besides total energy being consumed, hop 
counts that are used by LNs to reach CLN for join-
ing network and data transmission have also been 
investigated. In Table 6, maximum and minimum 
hop counts have been given for all scenarios and to-
pologies which are used in simulation. As it can be 
seen in the table, in linear and tree topologies hav-
ing equal distances between nodes and proper node 
distribution, energy consumption increases togeth-
er with hop counts. On the other hand, as there is 
no proper distribution in random topology, it cannot 
be stated that average hop counts increase in paral-
lel with increase in node numbers. As being paral-
lel to the increases in node numbers, maximum hop 
counts also increase and this situation is observed 
more clearly in linear topology. A LN also trans-
mits data of other LNs to which it serves for relay-
ing besides its own data. Therefore, more number 

of relaying done by a LN means as much data trans-
mission being made. When each relaying process is 
considered as a hop for linear topology, hop counts 
increase, and energy consumed by LNs for data 
transmission increase in relative degree. To give 
an example, a LN that is directly connected with 
CLN can send its own data directly. When the LN, 
which is connected with CLN through a different 
node, sends its data, it has to transmit the same data 
package on the node that functions as relay for it. In 
transmission of a package with 10 hops, 10 nodes 
have to transmit the same packet and this requires 
10 times the energy that is consumed per packet.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, energy consumptions of lighting 
system topologies with different scenarios having 
same number of nodes under same conditions in 
WSNs have been evaluated. For this purpose, in a 
scenario being adopted to RES lighting systems, 
simulation of which has been made, as having lin-
ear, random and tree topologies, having no grid con-
nection, energy amounts being consumed during 
joining network in WSNs and then during data ex-
change have been measured. According to the being 
obtained findings, energy consumptions of nodes 
show variations when topology changes, even if the 
number of nodes is the same in lighting.

Energy consumption is more during the connec-
tion of nodes with network and the reason for this 
is because at the moment when system is energized, 

Table 6. Total Energy Consumption in WSNs for Different Lighting Systems

Scenario Topology Energy 
consumption (W)

Advantageous topology
(Best / Worst) (%)

Mean
hop-count

Max
hop-count

25LN+CLN
Linear 0,1140 13 25

Random 0,0827 1,72 3
Tree 0,0743 35 1,6 4

50LN+CLN
Linear 0,3293 25,5 50

Random 0,2287 1,54 4
Tree 0,2003 40 2,88 7

100LN+CLN
Linear 1,2234 50,5 100

Random 0,6458 4,19 6
Tree 0,5801 53 3,49 9

200LN+CLN
Linear 5,3012 100,5 200

Random 2,2046 7,35 15
Tree 2,0160 62 4,78 11
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package traffic takes place which originates from 
timing, control and relay packages. After package 
installation is completed, package delivery (data) 
frequency of relevant lighting node (LN) gets re-
duced and, depending on this energy quantity being 
consumed, gets reduced with a fixed slope.

Increase in energy consumption especially at-
tracts attention in an apparent way in linear scenar-
ios. As number of lighting devices increase, energy 
consumption in WSN has also increased. The rea-
son for this is maximum hop counts in WSN. Min-
imum energy consumption has occurred in ran-
dom topology with scenario having 25 nodes and 
with respect to energy consumption, it is very close 
to tree lighting topology. It is seen that in general 
energy consumptions of tree and random topologies 
are very close to each other and that their energy ef-
ficiencies are high. However, with respect to ener-
gy consumption fundamental problem is observed 
in linear topology.

This study has shown that as hop counts in to-
pological distributions increase (especially in net-
works having linear topologies), there is serious en-
ergy consumption during joining network processes. 
As LN numbers increase, total energy amount being 
consumed increases exponentially and energy con-
sumption efficiency gets reduced. For this reason, it 
is required for network joining stages of LNs to be 
realized specially by using energy efficient meth-
ods (or MAC protocols). When the inevitability of 
Linear topologies in long distance road lighting sys-
tems are considered, importance of effective and ef-
ficient network joining techniques increases even 
more. By evaluating this particular in future studies, 
studies should be conducted on solution methods.

Finally, in the simulation work being done, it 
was seen that lighting systems having different to-
pologies in WSN consumed energies at different 
levels.
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ABSTRACT

Occupant behaviour significantly influences 
building energy consumption. This paper is devot-
ed to studies the uncertainty of daylighting perfor-
mance and lighting energy of manual solar shades 
on the south facade. A developed stochastic model 
for manual solar shades was used for co-simulation 
by BCVTB. Results show that uncertainty of shade 
action was not suppressed by the shade behaviour 
model with very weak relationship between differ-
ent simulation outputs. Uncertainty of daylighting 
performance is 15.08 % while lighting energy un-
certainty is 10.38 %. Although this level of energy 
uncertainty is not very significant, it influences eco-
nomic analysis of manual solar shades and there-
fore, occupant related uncertainty should be taken 
into consideration when predicting energy perfor-
mance of manual shades.

Keywords: Building Controls Virtual Test Bed 
(BCVTB), manual solar shades, uncertainty, day-
lighting performance, lighting energy

1. INTRODUCTION

Shading devices can be used to control solar 
gains, adjust daylight levels in the room and elimi-
nate glare and high contrast [1]. Fixed shading de-
vices such as horizontal overhang, vertical fins are 
widely used in the building envelope to block un-
wanted solar radiation in summer. However, they 
also block a significant amount of direct and diffuse 
daylight in winter and they are not effective under 
cloudy skies. While for movable shading devices, 

they can be adjusted to changing outdoor condi-
tions. Thus, movable solar shades have been wide-
ly used in buildings either manually controlled or 
operated by the building automation system. Al-
though automated solar shading system provides a 
high efficient control of thermal, daylight and glare, 
its high initial and maintenance costs are still major 
impediments for its widespread use in hot summer 
and cold winter zone of China. Therefore, manually 
operated roller shades are widely used in China, es-
pecially in glazed office buildings [2].

Manual solar shades highly rely on occupants’ 
control and thus the prediction of daylighting and 
energy performance of manual shades should take 
into account behaviour characteristics, since re-
search works have indicated that building energy 
consumption is influenced not only by engineering 
technology, but also by cultural concepts, occupant 
behaviour, social equity etc. Evidence suggests that 
occupant behaviour plays a defining role in influ-
encing the total energy consumption [3]. For exam-
ple, Labat et al [4] carried out numerical estimation 
and sensitivity analysis of the energy demand for 
six industrial buildings in France. They found that 
the computed value of the energy demand for heat-
ing and cooling was sensitive to input parameters 
related to the use of the building rather than to the 
ones describing the envelope. Building research in 
recent years has shown differences between the ac-
tual and predicted energy performance of build-
ings. Some of these differences have been attributed 
to the effect of occupants’ behaviour [5]. A study by 
Haldi et al [6] quantified the impact of occupants’ 
behaviour on building energy demand. Different oc-
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cupant behaviour models have been integrated with-
in an urban energy modelling tool, called CitySim. 
The results show that occupants’ behaviour has a 
significant impact (of the order of a factor of two) 
on buildings’ energy demands.

Although a few researches reported the influ-
ence of occupant behaviour (manual shades) on en-
ergy performance [7, 8], the blind models adopted 
in these research works were not applicable to man-
ual solar shades with partial shade states (the cur-
rent studies either consider only two blind states 
(fully open and fully closed) or are based on unusu-
al shading systems with motorized control. For ex-
ample, Reinhart [9] simulated building energy per-
formance based on the Lightswitch-2002 model. 
However, this model can be used only to predict the 
lighting energy performance, and daylighting per-

formance uncertainty due to occupant behaviour 
on blinds cannot be simulated by this model. More-
over,  the research findings cannot be directly ap-
plied in buildings in hot summer and cold winter 
zone of China due to the differences in shade types 
and behaviour characteristics.

To analyze the impact of occupant uncertainty of 
shade control behaviour on building performance, 
a stochastic model for west-facing facades devel-
oped in a previous study [2] based on field measure-
ments was used in this paper. Energy savings com-
pared to regular windows, thermal [10], daylight 
[11] and visual performance [12] have already been 
researched. This work is a continuation of the pre-
vious study and the focus is the uncertainty of occu-
pant behaviour on solar shades and its influence on 
daylighting and lighting energy performance.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Stochastic Model of Manual Solar Shades

A typical office room model was used in this pa-
per. Its dimension is (4×4×3) m with a (3.8×2.8) m 
window on the south facade as shown in Fig. 1. The 
characteristics of the office room including the set-
ting of manually controlled external shading de-
vices and daylighting sensor position are shown in 
Table 1.

To investigate the uncertainty of daylighting 
performance of manual solar shades and its influ-
ence on lighting energy consumption, the stochastic 
model developed in a previous study by the author 
[2] was used in this paper. The model was construct-
ed based on field measurements of a typical high-
rise glazing building in hot summer and cold winter 
zone of China. In this model, the occupants’ sto-
chastic behaviour of solar control was divided into 5 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Office Room

Parameter Value
Location Ningbo city in China, latitude: 30o, longitude: 120o

Room orientation South
Dimension Room: (4×4×3) m, Window: (3.8×2.8) m

Window and shading device
Clear double-pane window + manually controlled external shading. A white 
roller top-down shade with 30 % polyester and 70 % PVC is considered and the 
visual transmittance is 0.2.

Daylight sensor position The red point in Fig. 1
Daylighting performance index Hours of useful daylight illuminance (UDI: (300–2000) lx) [11]
Intensity of radiation 11W/m2 for daylight illuminance < 300 lx

Fig. 1. Room model showing the workplace position (up-
ward direction represents south)
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discrete solar shading positions (fully shaded, 75 % 
shaded, 50 % shaded, 25 % shaded and fully open). 
Corresponding values of external shading coeffi-
cient (SC) are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 respectively. 
And the adjustment of solar shades was predicted 
based on the current shade state and solar intensi-
ty on the facade (since it is the driving factor ac-
cording to cumulative odds logit regression) using 
a first order and discrete-time Markov chain meth-
od, which produces Markov chain transition matrix 
(the probability of solar shade changes from the cur-
rent state to the next one) for coupling with Energy-
Plus. A brief description of how this stochastic mod-
el is constructed and the co-simulation is conducted 
can be seen in Fig. 2. More detailed information of 
this stochastic model and the co-simulation can be 
found in the previous paper [2].

2.2. Uncertainty Index

2.2.1. Shade control behaviour

In this paper, uncertainty means the stochastic 
adjustment of shade devices due to occupant be-
haviour, which results in the difference of SC val-
ue between occupants and thus the resulting build-
ing energy difference. The index used to assess 
how well the relationship between two variables 

(here hourly SC values between different simula-
tions)  is correlation coefficient, which varies be-
tween +1 and –1. A value of +1 indicates a perfect 
positive correlation between the two variables, –1 
represents totally negative correlation and 0 corre-
sponds to an absence of linear correlation. Since SC 
values in this paper are discrete and ordinal, Spear-
man rank correlation, a non-parametric test, is used. 
The Spearman rank correlation test does not carry 
any assumptions about the distribution of the data 
and thus is appropriate for correlation analysis for 
SC values.

2.2.2. Daylighting performance and lighting 
energy

For uncertainty of daylighting performance and 
lighting energy, the probability density function 
(PDF) was used to fit the data. In this paper normal 
distribution was adopted (since the following anal-
ysis confirmed the normal distribution of the data) 
which uses a two-parameter family of curves. The 
first parameter, μ, is the mean. The second param-
eter, σ, is the standard deviation. And the normal 
PDF of the energy data f(x) can be expressed as:

2

2

1 ( )( ) exp( )
22
xf x µ
σσ π

− −= . (1)

Using the above fitting analysis,  the distribu-
tion of hours of useful daylight illuminance (UDI) 
can be determined and then 95 % confidence inter-
val of daylighting uncertainty (hours of UDI) can be 
calculated as follows according to the properties of 
normal distribution:

Fig. 3. Hourly SC values of two example simulations dur-
ing the whole year (o represents simulation N1  

and x represents simulation N2)

Time of year, h

SC

Fig. 2. A graphic illustration of the applied method for 
co-simulation of daylighting performance of manual solar 

shades
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1, /2nCI X t
nα
σ

−= ± , (2)

where X  is the mean of the output data from the 
replications, n is the number of replications, tn–1, α/2 
is the value from Student’s t-distribution with (n-1) 
degree of freedom and a significance level of α/2. 
A significance level (α) of 5 % is selected in this pa-
per. That gives a 95 % probability the value of the 
true mean lies within the CI interval. To have a per-
centage value of uncertainty rather than an absolute 
one, CI was further divided by the mean value.

2.3. Number of Repeated Simulations

Since energy simulation based on the shade be-
havioural model generates different outputs, re-
peated simulations are needed to understand the 
possible distribution of the output parameters. As 
described in [13], additional simulation time need-
ed for replicates can be considered as a weakness. 
Thus, this paper calculates the required minimum 
number of simulations in order to achieve a con-
verged solution according to the graphical method 
recommended in [14]. The graphical method plots 
the cumulative mean of the simulation output data 
and thus, after sufficient replications, the graph will 
become a flat  line with no upward or downward 
trend. The number of replications required is de-
fined by the point at which the line becomes flat. 
Based on the above analysis, uncertainty of day-
lighting performance (hours of UDI since it is an 
important index in determining daylight perfor-
mance [11]) as well as lighting energy consumption 
can be determined.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Uncertainty of Shade Control

3.1.1. Comparison of two example simulations

Two example simulations were given in this sec-
tion to illustrate the behaviour uncertainty. In each 
simulation time step, a random number is sampled 
from a continuous uniform distribution between 0 
and 1 and compared with the Markov chain transi-
tion matrix (see section 2.1) and thus different hour-
ly SC sequences were generated using the same 
shade behaviour model as described and shown in 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3 gives hourly SC values of two exam-
ple simulations (simulation N1 and simulation N2) 
during the whole year. It can be seen that SC dif-
fers significantly between the two simulations with 
different fluctuation trends. Fig. 4 further presents 
the SC differences between these two simulations. 
Due to the stochastic characteristics of occupant 
behaviour, the occupant uncertainty can be easily 
observed with most of times SC difference being 
not 0 (mainly between about –1 to 1). This differ-
ence directly influences final energy performance 
and therefore, a single simulation run is not capa-
ble of capturing energy uncertainty due to occupant 
behaviour.

3.1.2 Required simulation runs

The minimum number of required simulations 
for a converged solution is determined based on 
the graphical method and the results are show in 

Fig. 5. Convergence of annual average daylight illumi-
nance (the solid line indicates the mean value while the 

dashed lines indicate 95 % confidence interval)
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Figs. 5, 6. It can be seen that after 20 simulations, 
annual average daylight illuminance reaches a con-
verged solution while for the hours of UDI it is 
about 25 simulations. To have a better uncertain-
ty evaluation, 50 simulation runs were selected in 
this paper. It should be noted that this amount of re-
quired simulations is based on the shade behaviour 
model in this climate region. Other researchers [13] 
reported a higher number of required simulations 
when simulating more types of occupant behaviours 
(a combination of shade adjustment, window open-
ing and thermostat setting etc.). Therefore, gener-
ally a smaller number of repeated simulations is 
required if  less types of occupant behaviours are 
considered. If other shade behaviour models are 
considered, the number of required simulation runs 
may be different from this research and it is suggest-

ed to be determined by using the graphical method 
described in section 2.3.

3.1.3 Correlation between repeated simulations

Based on 50 simulation runs, Fig. 7 presents 
Spearman correlation coefficient of hourly SC val-
ues between each two simulations. In this figure, the 
areas of circles represent the absolute values of cor-
responding correlation coefficients (a larger area of 
circles indicates a stronger correlation between sim-
ulations). On the principal diagonal line, the areas 
of circles are the largest with Spearman correlation 
coefficient of being 1 since the calculation is based 
on the same simulation. For non-diagonal elements, 
the distribution of correlation coefficients is illus-
trated in Fig. 8. It can be seen that correlation coef-
ficients of hourly SC values are close to 0 with only 
a few values reaching about 0.2 /-0.2, which means 

Fig. 9. Hours of UDI for each simulation
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no or very weak correlation. Therefore, uncertain-
ty of shade action was not suppressed by the shade 
behaviour model and, thus, this model can be used 
to conduct uncertainty analysis of daylighting and 
lighting energy performance.

3.2 Daylight Uncertainty

Fig. 9 gives hours of UDI for each simulation. It 
can be seen that this value fluctuates among differ-
ent simulation runs with a variation range of about 
800–1200, which means a relatively large uncer-
tainty (about (1200–800)/800×100 % = 50 % for the 
extreme situations). To further investigate the like-
ly distribution of hours of UDI, a normal probabil-
ity plot was given in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the 
data points approximately lie on or near the straight 
line, indicating a likely normal distribution. Further-
more, a more rigorous statistical test of normality of 
these energy data was conducted by Shapiro–Wilk 
test [15]. The test shows that the p-value is higher 
than 0.05 (a threshold value), indicating the null hy-
pothesis cannot be rejected and the data are normal-
ly distributed. According to the equations described 
in section 2.2.2 uncertainty of daylighting perfor-
mance (hours of UDI) was calculated and its val-
ue is 15.08 %, which means an error of about 15 % 
may exist if occupant behaviour on solar shades is 
not taken into consideration when predicting day-
lighting performance.

3.3 Uncertainty of Lighting Energy

Electric  lighting is required when daylight  il-
luminance is less than 300 lx according to light-
ing design standard for office buildings in China. 

Therefore, lighting energy can be determined ac-
cording to daylighting performance, and thus the 
number of lighting hours (hours of daylight illumi-
nance<300 lx) for each simulation is calculated and 
illustrated in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the num-
ber of lighting hours is mainly between 600 and 
700. Meanwhile, normal probability plot of lighting 
hours was also presented in Fig. 12. It can be seen 
that the data points approximately lie on or near 
the straight line. Moreover, the Shapiro–Wilk test 
shows that the p-value is higher than 0.05, indicat-
ing that the data are normally distributed. Therefore, 
normal fitting according to  the equation (1) was 
conducted and the percentage uncertainty of light-
ing energy was calculated according to the equa-
tion (2) based on the lighting energy intensity de-
scribed in Table 1. The result shows that the lighting 
energy uncertainty is equal to 10.38 %. Although 
this level of energy uncertainty is not very signif-
icant and less than uncertainty of daylighting per-
formance, it influences economic analysis (such as 
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payback period) of manual solar shades and, there-
fore, occupant related uncertainty should be taken 
into account when predicting energy performance 
of manual shades.

Without consideration of occupant behaviour, in-
appropriate choices may be selected when compar-
ing different energy saving measures (such as clear 
windows with manual shades vs. low-emitting win-
dows without solar shades). For example, energy 
simulation is required during building design stage 
and a predicted energy saving of 50 % must be met 
according to China’s building energy design stan-
dards. Even if a simulated building energy saving is 
only 1 % less than 50 %, better building energy sav-
ing measures than those already used in simulated 
building must be adopted to achieve at least this 1 % 
improvement in order to meet the mandatory design 
standards. Therefore, an energy uncertainty of about 
10 % can lead to a big difference on the choice of 
building energy saving measures and there is a need 
for consideration of energy uncertainty due to oc-
cupant behaviour. However, it is challenge for im-
plementation of accurate energy uncertainty anal-
ysis in mandatory design standards since existing 
shade behaviour models are still being developed 
for research purpose and cannot be directly applied 
to building design stage. Nevertheless, some im-
provement strategies may be considered in design 
standards for better prediction of energy uncertainty 
instead of assuming simple shade control scenarios 
(e.g. fully closed or fully open, which is unrealistic 
occupant behaviour), which typically predict a sin-
gle deterministic energy performance. For example, 
using representative SC values (e.g. lower and up-
per limits of 75 % confidence interval) for simula-
tion according to Fig. 3. This strategy provides the 
possible intervals of energy performance and the 
uncertainty level. Besides, more reasonable simula-
tion settings regarding manual solar shades are also 
required in design standards. However, possible im-
provements in design standards need to be further 
investigated and calibrated using more field mea-
surement data in future works.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper gives an uncertainty analysis of day-
lighting performance and lighting energy of manu-
al solar shades. A stochastic model developed in a 
previous study was used in this paper for co-sim-
ulation. Results show that uncertainty of shade ac-

tion was not suppressed by the shade behaviour 
model with very weak relationship between differ-
ent simulation outputs (SC values). Uncertainty of 
daylighting performance is 15.08 % while lighting 
energy uncertainty is 10.38 %. Although this level 
of energy uncertainty is not very significant, it in-
fluences economic analysis of manual solar shades 
and, therefore, occupant related uncertainty should 
be taken into consideration when predicting energy 
performance of manual shades. Otherwise, inappro-
priate choices may be selected when comparing dif-
ferent energy saving measures.
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ABSTRACT

The article describes the results of the study 
concerning the effect of the voltage level on cur-
rent harmonic composition in greenhouses irradi-
ators. It is found that its change affects the level of 
current harmonics of all types of the studied green-
house irradiators. With decrease of nominal sup-
ply voltage by 10 %, the total harmonic distortion 
THDi decreases by 9 % for emitters equipped with 
high pressure sodium lamps (HPSL), by 10 % for 
emitters with electrode-less lamps and by 3 % for 
LED based emitters. With increase of nominal sup-
ply voltage by 10 %, THDi increases by 23 % for 
lighting devices equipped with HPSL, by 10 % for 
irradiators with electrode-less lamps and by 3 % 
for LED based emitters. Therefore, changes of sup-
ply voltage cause the least effect on the level of cur-
rent harmonics of LED based emitters and then the 
emitters with electrode-less lamps. Change of the 
level of supply voltage causes the greatest effect on 
the level of current harmonics of HPSL based ir-
radiators. Mathematical models of dependence of 
THDi on the level of supply voltage for greenhouse 
emitters equipped with LED, electrode-less lamps 
and HPSL lamps were formulated. These mathe-
matical models may be used for calculations of to-
tal current when selecting transformers and supply 
cable lines for greenhouse lighting devices, for de-
sign of new or reconstruction of existing irradia-
tion systems of greenhouse facilities, and for cal-
culation of power losses in power supply networks 
of greenhouse facilities during feasibility studies 

for energy saving and energy efficiency increas-
ing projects.

Keywords: greenhouse irradiators, supply volt-
age, total harmonic distortion of current

1. INTRODUCTION

Application of  irradiators equipped with light 
emitting diodes (LED) and electrode-less fluores-
cent lamps (EFL) the radiation spectra of which 
may be defined by content of LED and phosphor re-
spectively is promising for greenhouse horticulture. 
When growing plants in a photo-culture, there is a 
capability to monitor and control physiological pro-
cesses in plants. The analysis of the works by Rus-
sian and foreign scientists [1–12] has shown that 
close data on plant performance may be obtained 
when using LED and EFL based irradiators with 
red and blue radiation with installed capacity low-
er by (30–50)% than that of HPSL based devices for 
greenhouse facilities and nurseries used currently.

Due to the new prospects,  the mutual effect of 
the prospective emitters and power supply systems 
as compared to that of existing HPSL based systems 
is of scientific and practical interest. Greenhouse ir-
radiators are non-linear power consumers gener-
ating higher harmonic components of current. The 
latter may reduce quality of functioning of different 
devices and electric installations or inflict damage 
to them, increase additional power losses in pow-
er consumers and networks [13]. The studies of the 
quality of electric power received from a centralised 
electric network have shown that the range of volt-

Light & Engineering https://doi.org/10.33383/2019-024
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age level varies within a wide range in many Rus-
sian agricultural facilities [14].

The goal of this work is to study the impact of 
the level of supply voltage on harmonic composi-
tion of current in greenhouse emitters.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

The study subjects are ZhSP-series devices 
equipped with HPSL with a reflector (DNaZ series) 
manufactured by KETZ LLC, DSO-series LED 
based emitters manufactured by OKB Luch LLC, 
and EFL based irradiators manufactured by S&O.

The appearance of the measurement elec-
tro-technical set is shown in Fig. 1. The measure-
ment electro-technical set includes the following 
elements: 1 –  AR-6 power quality analyser by Cir-
cutor, 2 –  greenhouse irradiator, 3 –  ~220V power 
supply unit, 4 –  automatic switch, 5 –  RNO-250–
2-M voltage controller, 6 –  ammeter, 7–5A current 
measuring pliers. Adjustment of supply voltage for 
the light source was performed by means of a line 
automatic transformer. The electric parameters were 

read by means of a power quality analyser. The 
measurements were performed for 2 light sourc-
es of each type, 3 measurements were made for 
each point. Over the first hour after switching on, 
the emitters were reaching the nominal operation 
mode, no measurements were made. Then harmon-
ic composition of emitter currents was measured in 
the nominal operation mode. After it, the harmonics 
level was measured after changing the level of sup-
ply voltage with a step of 2 V.

3. RESULTS

The value of harmonic composition of an alter-
nate current signal which includes harmonic com-
position of currents is characterised by, in particu-
lar, the THDi 

1 ratio.
Fig. 2 shows the results of the studies of the ef-

fect of the level of supply voltage (SV) on THDi of 
a ZhSP greenhouse emitter equipped with a HPSL. 
With decrease of nominal SV by 10 %, total har-
monic distortion of current decreases by 9 %. With 
increase of nominal SV by 10 %, total harmonic 
distortion of current increases by 23 %.

On the basis of the results of the studies, using 
MS Excel software, the mathematical expression 
of change of THDi after change of SV level was 
obtained:

i U(1,6 0,6)= ⋅ ⋅ −
nomiTHD THD K ,

R2 = 0.9414,

where 
nomiTHD  is the nominal THDi,%; KU = Uf /

Unom is the change of the level of SV, per unit; Uf is 

1 In foreign literature, THD stands for Total Harmonic 
Distortion.

Fig. 1. The electro-technical set for measurement of elec-
tric parameters of greenhouse emitters

Fig. 3. Dependence of THDi on KU for the irradiator with 
an electrode-less lamp
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Fig. 2. Dependence of THDi on KU for the HPSL based 
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the actual SV, V; Unom is the nominal SV, V; R2 is 
the determination coefficient, per unit.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the studies of the ef-
fect of the SV level on THDi of a greenhouse irra-
diator manufactured by S&O equipped with EFL. 
With decrease of nominal SV by 10 %, THDi de-
creases by 10 %. With increase of nominal SV by 
10 %, THDi increases by 10 %.

On the basis of the results of the studies, using 
MS Excel software, the mathematical expression 
of change of THDi after change of SV level was 
obtained:

i = ⋅
nomi UTHD THD K ,

R2 = 0.9896.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the studies of the ef-

fect of the SV level on THDi of a DSO greenhouse 
emitter manufactured equipped with LED. With de-
crease of nominal SV by 10 %, THDi decreases by 
3 %. With increase of nominal SV by 10 %, THDi 
increases by 3 %.

On the basis of the results of the studies, using 
MS Excel software, the mathematical expression 
of change of THDi after change of SV level was 
obtained:

i (0,3 0,7)= ⋅ ⋅ +
nomi UTHD THD K ,

R2 =0.9435.

4. DISCUSSION

The change of SV level affects the level of cur-
rent harmonics of all types of the studied green-
house irradiators. For instance, with decrease of 
nominal supply voltage by 10 %, THDi decreases 
by 9 % for emitters equipped with HPSL, by 10 % 

for emitters with EFL, and by 3 % for LED based 
irradiators. With increase of nominal SV by 10 %, 
THDi  increases by 23 % for irradiators equipped 
with HPSL, by 10 % for systems with EFL and by 
3 % for LED based emitters. Therefore, changes of 
the level of SV cause the least effect on the level of 
current harmonics in LED based emitters and then 
on that of EFL based devices. Change of the level of 
SV causes the greatest effect on the level of current 
harmonics of HPSL based irradiators.

5. CONCLUSION

Mathematical models of dependence of THDi on 
the level of supply voltage for greenhouse lighting 
devices equipped with LED, EFL and HPSL lamps 
were formulated; they may be used:

– For calculations of total current when select-
ing transformers and supply cable lines of green-
house emitters and for design of new or reconstruc-
tion of existing irradiation systems of greenhouse 
facilities;

– For calculation of power losses in power sup-
ply networks of greenhouse facilities during feasi-
bility studies for energy-saving and energy efficien-
cy increasing projects.
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ABSTRACT

RF inductor power losses of ferrite-free elec-
trode-less low pressure mercury inductively-cou-
pled discharges excited in closed-loop dielectric 
tube were studied. The modelling was made with-
in the framework of low pressure inductive dis-
charge transformer model for discharge lamps with 
tubes of 16, 25 and 38 mm inner diam. filled with 
the mixture of mercury vapour (7.5×10–3 mm Hg) 
and argon (0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 mm Hg) at RF frequen-
cies of 1, 7; 3.4 and 5.1 MHz and plasma power 
of (25–500) W. Discharges were excited with the 
help of the induction coil of 3, 4 and 6 turns placed 
along the inner perimeter of the closed-loop tube. It 
was found that the dependence of coil power loss-
es, Pcoil, on the discharge plasma power, Ppl, had the 
minimum while Pcoil decreased with RF frequency, 
tube diameter and coil number of turns. The mod-
elling results were found in good qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental data; quantitative dis-
crepancies are believed to be due skin-effect and RF 
electric field radial inhomogeneity that were not in-
cluded in discharge modelling.

Keywords: inductively-coupled discharge, 
closed-loop tube, low pressure mercury plasma, in-
duction coil power losses

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma of ferrite-free inductively-coupled dis-
charges excited in mixture of low pressure (LP) 
mercury vapour and inert gases in closed-loop 
quartz tubes are considered as perspectives high ef-

ficient sources of UV radiation [1, 2]. Due to the ab-
sence of internal electrodes, electrode-less mercury 
UV lamps can operate at low buffer inert gas pres-
sures of (0.1–0.5) mm Hg that provides maximum 
efficiency of resonant UV radiation [3].

Since electromagnetic radiation at frequencies of 
f < 10MHz is negligible [4], lamp RF power Plamp 
is a sum of power absorbed by discharge plasma, 
Ppl, and power losses in coil wire, Pcoil [5, 6]. Thus, 
to increase UV lamp efficiency one has to increase 
coil power efficiency ƞcoil = (1 –  Pcoil/Plamp) [1], i.e. 
to minimise Pcoil.

In the present work, effects of lamp parameters 
(discharge tube diameter, inert gas pressure, num-
ber of coil turns, N, operation frequency, f, and plas-
ma absorbed power, Ppl) on coil power losses, Pcoil, 
were theoretically studied with the help of trans-
former model of LP induction discharge [5, 6].

2. DISCHARGE TUBE  
AND RF INDUCTOR

The lamps studied had length (llamp) of 406, 426 
and 454 mm and width (Hlamp) of 106, 126 and 
154 mm, respectively. Discharge tube had inner 
diameter (dt) of 16, 25 and 38mm and wall thick-
ness (Δ) of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm, respectively. In-
duction coils of 3, 4 and 6 turns were made from 
multiple strand copper wire (Litz wire) with diam-
eter (dw) of 1.63 mm and resistance per unit length 
(ρw) of 8.5×10–4 Ω/cm (at f = (2–5) MHz). The coil 
turns were placed along the inner perimeter of the 
lamp that had “long” (lper) length and “short” (Hper) 
length of 370 and 70 mm, respectively (Fig. 1). 
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Mercury vapour pressure was 7.5×10–3 mm Hg 
(maximum UV radiation flux), inert gas (argon) 
pressures –  0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 mm Hg. Operation fre-
quencies f are equal to (1,7–5,1) MHz, were chosen 
to satisfy condition ω << νе (where ω = 2πf is the 
circular frequency of RF field, νе is the frequency of 
elastic collisions of electrons with mercury and ar-
gon atoms) that allows us to neglect the inductive 
component of plasma RF electric field. All calcu-
lation had been done at plasma powers Ppl in range 
(25–500) W.

3. PLASMA AND COIL PARAMETERS 
EQUATIONS

For calculation of plasma and coil electric pa-
rameters, the transformer model of LP induction 
discharge [5, 6] was used with assumptions of di-
rect-current analogy [4] and RF electric field, Epl, 
spatial (radial and azimuth) uniformity, and neglect-
ing of skin-effect.

Pcoil was calculated as 

2
coil coil coil ,=P I R  (1)

where coilI  is the RF current in the induction coil and 
Rcoil is coil resistance calculated as

coil w coilρ=R l , (2)

where coil  l  is the length of coil wire defined as

coil per per2( )= +l l H N . (3)

In accordance with the transformer model of in-
duction discharge, the expression for inductor RF 
current, Icoil, has the following expression [6]

2
pl pl

coi
pl

l

1 Q
I

M
Ē

ω
+

=
Λ

,   (4)

where Λpl  is  the length of plasma turn defined as 
length of centre line of the closed discharge tube, 
Ēpl is the active component of plasma electric field 
averaged over cross-section of plasma turn,  M is 
the mutual inductance of the plasma turn and the in-
duction coil [5, 6]:

coil ind=M k L L , (5)

where Lcoil is the inductance of disc shape induction 
coil (Dcoil >> Hcoil):

2
coil o coil0,56µ π=L D N  (6),

where Hcoil ≈ dw is the coil height, Dcoil= (4Scoil/π)1/2 
is the coil equivalent diameter; k is the coupling co-
efficient of the plasma turn and the induction coil 
calculated as the ratio of the area encircled by the 
coil turn Scoil to the area encircled by the plasma 
turn Spl [5, 6]:

coil

pl

= Sk
S

,

where Qpl  is the plasma turn quality-factor that is 
defined as

ind
pl

pl

ω= LQ
R

,

where Rpl = Ppl/Ipl
2 is the plasma turn resistance, Ipl 

is the discharge current, Lind is the geometric induc-
tance of plasma turn [7]:

pl 9
ind pl

pl

4
2 ln 2 10

0,39
π −

  
= − ⋅     

D
L D

d
,

where dpl ≈ 0,75dt is the diameter of cross-sec-
tion of plasma turn, Dpl = (4Spl/π)1/2 is the equiva-
lent diameter of the area encircled by plasma turn,  
Spl [8].

Fig. 1. Diagram of fer-
rite-free electrode-less 
inductively-coupled 
lamp with a closed-
loop discharge tube and 
RF inductor (coil)
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The equation that connects coil power losses, 
Pcoil, with induction coil and discharge plasma pa-
rameters could be obtained from (1, 4):

( )
( )

2 2
pl pl w coil

coil
pl

2

(1 )ρ

ω

+
=

Q l
P

M

ΛĒ
. (7)

And using (3), (5), (6) and (7) one can get an ex-
pression that could be used for Pcoil calculation:

. (8)

With the approximation of direct-current analo-
gy, we used values of electric field, Epl, in the plas-
ma positive column of argon-mercury discharge 
with the same tube diameter and fill pressure and 
operated at the same plasma power but at low fre-
quency of 50 Hz [9].

4. CALCULATIONS RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION

The dependencies of Pcoil on Ppl calculated for 
lamps with various discharge tube and RF induc-
tor parameters are shown in Fig. 2–5. It is seen that 
at relatively low values of Ppl values of Рcoil in all 

lamps decrease considerably with Ppl increase. As 
Ppl grows the decrease of Рcoil “slows down” and 
at a certain plasma power value, Рpl = Рpl, min, coil 
power losses reach their minimum value, Рcoil, min, 
and then slightly increases with Ppl. The larger tube 
diameter, dt, the lower value of Рpl, min at which coil 
power losses reach their minimum value, Рcoil, min.

The increase of RF frequency f causes the de-
crease of Pcoil and shifts value of Рpl, min to small-
er values of Ppl. The effect of RF frequency on coil 
power losses can be explained by the transformer 
model of induction discharge excited at RF frequen-
cies, ω <<νe, which do not affect plasma power bal-
ance [4]. Therefore, Ēpl and, hence, plasma turn RF 
voltage, Upl (= ĒplΛpl), do not depend from RF fre-
quency ω. Note that in accordance with the induc-
tion discharge transformer model, coil RF voltage, 
Ucoil, is related to Upl as Ucoil ≈ UplN/k1/2 [2, 6].

At the same time, coil inductive resistance, 
ωLcoil (here Lcoil is coil conductance), increases lin-
early with the increase of RF frequency, ω = 2πf. 
Since coil inductive resistance, ωLcoil >> Rcoil, the 
induction coil impedance has inductive character so 
RF coil current, Icoil, could be determined as, Icoil ≈ 
Ucoil/(ωLcoil). Thus, Icoil is inversely proportional 
to ω while coil power losses, Pcoil ~ Icoil

2 (see Eq. 
(1)) are inversely proportional to f2. This is justi-
fied by the results of calculation of Pcoil made at two 
RF frequencies, f = 3,4 and 5,1 MHz, for induction 
lamps with identical lamp parameters (Figs. 2,3).

Fig. 2. Dependence of coil power losses, Pcoil, on plasma 
power Ppl, tube diameter dt, mm: 16 (red), 25 (blue), 38 
(black); argon pressure pAr, mmHg: ● –  0.1; ▲– 0.3; ■ –  

1.0; number of coil turns N = 4; RF frequency f = 3.4MHz
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Fig. 3. Dependence of Pcoil on Ppl, dt, mm: 16 (red), 25 
(blue), 38 (black); pAr, mmHg: ● –  0.1; ▲– 0.3; ■ –  1.0; 

N = 4; f = 5.1MHz
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It can be also seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that at 
relatively high values of Ppl in the lamp with dt = 
38 mm, Рcoil could be higher than that in the lamp 
with dt = 25mm. The higher f, the lower value of Ppl 
at which the curves Рcoil (Рpl) calculated for lamps 
with different diameter “cross”.

In low temperature low pressure (LP) plasmas, 
the increase of plasma power (actually, plasma elec-
tron density, ne) causes the transition of ionization 
mechanism from electron-atom single collision 
to two-step ionisation process and, hence, to re-
duction of RF electric field in plasma, Epl [4]. In 
non-ferrite LP induction discharges excited with 
the help of induction coil at frequencies of ω << νе, 
lowering of Ēpl causes in accordance with (7) and 
(8) the decrease of Pcoil.

Reducing lamp tube diameter, dt, from 16 mm 
to 25mm leads to the decrease of plasma electric 
field, Ēpl, [2, 9] that in its turn causes significant-
ly, in accordance with (8), decrease coil power loss-
es, Pcoil (Figs. 2 and 3) and k (due to the increase of 
S pl) but results in the increase of Λpl and Qpl. As it 
follows from (8) and is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the 
dependence of Pcoil on dt turn out to be very com-
plex and has its minimum at relatively high values 
of Ppl and f.

Increase of buffer gas (argon) pressure from 0.1 
to 1.0 mmHg causes insignificant decrease of Epl [9] 
and, in accordance with (7) and (8), slight decrease 
of Рcoil (Figs. 2 and 3).

Increase of Рpl (and, therefore, Ipl and ne) is ac-
companied by the decrease of Rpl, that (with a rea-
sonable assumption of independence of Lind on 
Ipl) causes  the growth of plasma quality  factor, 
Qpl (= ωLind/Rpl). At low values of Рpl, when Rpl is 
high, plasma quality factor, Qpl, is very low (<0.1) 
and in accordance with (7) and (8) does not affect 
Рcoil. The further increase of Рpl and dt causes the 
decrease of Rpl and, hence, the growth of Qpl that in-
creasingly affects Рcoil and the character of the de-
pendence of Рcoil on Ppl that changes from “neg-
ative” to positive” one forming the minimum at 
Рpl, min (Fig. 3). Similar dependences of Рcoil on Ppl, 
with the their minimums shifted with increase of f 
and dt to lower values of Рpl, were experimentally 
observed in linear ferrite-free electrode-less lamps 
excited with the help of induction coil at f = 6–12 
MHz [10].

The effect of the number of coil turns, N, on coil 
power losses, Pcoil, is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that 
in accordance with (8), Pcoil is inversely proportion-
al to N.

5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATION 
RESULTS WITH THE EXPERIMENT

The experimental data of Pcoil measured in two 
inductive lamps with tube diameter 16 and 25 mm 
excited at RF frequency of 1,7 MHz are presented in 
Fig. 5 as functions of Ppl. The dependencies of Pcoil 
on Ppl calculated for the same lamps are plotted in 
Fig. 5. It is seen that the experimental dependence 

Fig. 4. Dependence of Pcoil on Ppl; dt = 25mm; N: 3 (red), 4 
(blue), 6 (black); pAr, mmHg: ● –  0.1; ▲– 0.3; ■ –  1.0; f = 

3.4MHz
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of Рcoil on Рpl of the lamp with smaller tube diame-
ter (16 mm) has shallow minimum at Рpl, min= 60W 
while the experimental dependence of Рcoil on Рpl 
of the lamp with larger tube diameter (25 mm) has 
deep minimum at Рpl, min = 85W. It should be noted 
that the calculated values of Рcoil of the lamp with 
dt = 16 mm are in good agreement with the calcu-
lated data of Рcoil of the lamp with the tube of larger 
diameter (25 mm) considerably exceed the experi-
mental ones at Рpl, min > 90 W.

It is from Fig. 5 that both minimums in depen-
dencies Рcoil(Рpl) are at plasma powers, Рpl, min, 
which are much smaller than those caused by coil 
power losses increase due to the growth of plasma 
quality factor, Qpl > 0,3, see (8). It is believed that 
the minimums in Fig. 5 and further growth of Рcoil 
observed in the experimental dependencies of Рcoil 
on Рpl are related to skin effect pronounced in in-
duction discharges at f = 1–5MHz and plasma den-
sities, ne > 1011cm-3 [4, 10, 11].

Indeed, skin effect that “pushes” RF electric field 
to discharge tube walls where coil wire is located, 
thereby, increases Ēpl [4, 11] and thus causes the in-
crease Рcoil. The observed discrepancy between cal-
culated and experimental data seems to be caused 
by not taking into account skin effect in inductive 
discharge model.

It could be seen in Fig. 6 that in both lamps, at 
relatively low values of Ppl, ɳcoil rapidly increases 
with Ppl and at high values of Ppl asymptotically ap-
proaches to 1. The discrepancy between experimen-
tal and calculated dependencies of ɳcoil on Рpl in the 

lamp with dt = 25mm observed at Ppl > 85W are be-
lieved to be due to non-considering skin effect in LP 
inductive discharge model.

6. CONCLUSION

 With the use of the transformer model, the an-
alytic expression for induction coil power losses, 
Рcoil, in LP inductively-coupled discharges excited 
at frequencies of ω << νе in ferrite-free closed-loop 
tube with the mixture of mercury vapour and argon 
were derived.

 It was found that the dependence of Рcoil on 
plasma power, Ppl, has the minimum that shifts 
to lower values of Ppl as the discharge tube diame-
ter, dt, and RF frequency, f, increase.

 It was shown that discharge tube diameter, 
dt, affects coil power losses, Рcoil, via RF electric 
field, plasma turn length, Λpl, and quality factor, 
Qpl, and plasma turn and induction coil coupling 
coefficient, k.

 It is found that Рcoil is inversely proportion-
al to coil turns number, N, and slightly decreases as 
argon pressures grows from 0.1 mm Hg to 1.0 mm 
Hg.

 The results of calculation of coil power loss-
es, Pcoil, and coil power efficiency, Qcoil, made for 
the ferrite-free electrode-less lamp with discharge 
tube diameter, dt = 16mm, were found in satisfacto-
ry qualitative agreement with the experiment. Dis-
crepancy between calculated and experimental ob-
tained Pcoil and Qcoil in lamp with tube diameter of 
25mm at Ppl ≥ 80W is supposedly due to not taking 
into account skin effect in the transformer model of 
LP inductively-coupled discharge.

 The results obtained could be used for optimi-
sation of RF frequency, induction coil number of 
turns, and length, and diameter of discharge closed-
loop tube of ferrite-free electrode-less LP mercury 
UV lamps.
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ABSTRACT

Cobalt ferrite magnetic nanoparticles (CoFe2O4 
MNPs) were successfully prepared by citric ac-
id-assisted sol-gel auto combustion method and 
used in emissive layer of organic light emitting di-
ode (OLED). Dimensional, structural and magnetic 
properties of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles (NPs) were re-
cearched and compared by using X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and 
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). CoFe2O4 
MNPs were utilized at various concentrations (0.5 
wt%, 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt%) in the emissive lay-
er of the OLEDs. The luminance, current efficien-
cy and the electroluminescence characteristics of 
the devices with and without CoFe2O4 MNPs were 
investigated. An external magnetic field, Bext, has 
also been applied to the OLEDs doped with MNPs 
while under operation. Effects of MNPs on OLED 
characteristics under Bext were studied thorough-
ly. In the tailored device architecture, poly (3,4-eth-
ylenedioxythiophene): poly polystyrene sulphonate 
(PEDOT: PSS) and poly(2-methoxy-5-(2-ethyl-
hexyloxy))-1,4-phenylene vinylene (MEH-PPV) 
were used as a hole transport layer (HTL) and an 
emissive layer respectively with ITO/PEDOT: PSS/
MEH-PPV: CoFe2O4/Ca/Al device architecture. 
The obtained results of the fabricated OLEDs were 
enhanced in the presence of CoFe2O4 NPs under 
Bext due to providing density of states in the poly-
mer matrices. The turn-on voltage was diminished 

slightly in the device doped with 0.5 % wt MNP 
compared to the devices with other concentrations 
of MNPs.

Keywords: magnetic field, OLED, electrolumi-
nescence, magnetic nano particles

1. INTRODUCTION

The field of organic devices that are based on 
π-conjugated organic materials has improved rap-
idly. At the moment, display and solid state lighting 
technology based on organic light emitting diodes 
(OLEDs) are the most immanent and developing 
field [1–3]. Although important progress has been 
achieved on the performance of OLEDs, further de-
velopment is still needed for gaining a place in the 
market. Imbalanced charge injection, recombination 
and low fraction of singlet excitons limit the per-
formances of devices [4, 5]. Using different charge 
injection and transport layers that have proper en-
ergy level or doping the charge transport and emis-
sive layers are the recipe of controlling and bal-
ancing the carriers [4–8]. Device engineering and 
using nanomaterials are some examples to enhance 
OLED performance since radiative singlet exci-
tons have a maximum value of 25 %, which is a re-
striction on efficiency of the device [5, 9–14]. Thus, 
there are various serious constraints for the devel-
opment of OLEDs. Recently, experimental and the-
oretical studies have been performed which claim 
that the electron-hole recombination is spin de-
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pendent [10, 15–21]. In particular, the recombina-
tion ratio is raised by the heavy atoms embedded in 
polymers [22]. Poly (p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV), 
polyfluorene (PFO), and their derivatives are the 
most frequently used polymers in device technolo-
gy, but they have no heavy atoms in their backbone 
and 75 % triplet electron hole pair seriously lim-
it the device efficiency. Therefore, the electrolumi-
nescence (EL) efficiency is enhanced by triplet elec-
tron hole pair conversion to the singlet exciton. Hu 
et al. used CoPt ferromagnetic nanowires in MEH-
PPV and iridium complex Ir (ppy) to investigate 
the exciton formation [11]. When an external mag-
netic field is applied, CoPt nanowires increase the 
singlet-to-triplet exciton ratio in organic semicon-
ductors that increase the singlet-to-triplet ratio. The 
doping of magnetic nanomaterials in OLEDs based 
on conjugated polymers has enhanced the perfor-
mances [11, 14, 23]. Sun et al. doped Co70Fe30 
MNPs in the emissive layer of OLEDs [23]. The 
EL of the device was enhanced with doping, and 
it was further enhanced when an external magnet-
ic field was applied to the device. The increment 
in the fraction of singlet excitons and new trapping 
sites by magnetic field enhanced the generation of 
excitons. The pioneering studies were done in the 
discovery of magnetic field effects in organic semi-
conductors in 1960s [24–27]. Recently, the effects 
of magnetic field on tris (8-hydroxyquinoline) alu-
minum (III) (Alq3) –  based devices were searched 
by various groups [28–32]. The effect of magnetic 
field on organic semiconductors is explained by ex-
citonic [33, 34] and bipolaron systems [35]. In the 
excitonic model, magnetic field changes intersys-
tem conversion rates and traps the carriers in triplet 
state [33, 34]. In the bipolaron model, polarons were 
hopping and bipolarons were generated under mag-
netic fields [35].

Cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) is a kind of ferromag-
netic materials. Recently, many academic and in-
dustrial studies have been done due to the mag-
netostrictive of CoFe2O4. Magnetostriction of a 
materials causes to change their shape or dimen-
sions during the magnetization. This property has 
enabled applications in the surfaces on the wings of 
airplanes, sensors, corrosion in pipes. In this study, 
we reported and discussed the effects of CoFe2O4 
MNPs doping in MEH-PPV. The hole transport 
studies in the MEH-PPV and MEH-PPV: CoFe2O4 
MNPs composite have been carried out in ITO/PE-
DOT: PSS/MEH-PPV: CoFe2O4 MNPs/Ca/Al de-

vice configuration. Interesting results including ap-
plied Bext have been found in these investigations. 
The doping of cobalt ferrite MNPs in MEH-PPV re-
duces the hole mobility by way of providing density 
of states (DOS), new trap sites and opened the way 
for balanced injection and radiative recombination 
of the charge carriers to realize improved perfor-
mance of OLEDs. These results were reported and 
discussed in this study.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Materials and Synthesis

All analytical grade chemicals for the synthesis, 
such as ferric nitrate nonahydrate ((Fe(NO3)3·9H2O), 
cobalt nitrate tetrahydrate (Co(NO3)2·4H2O), citric 
acid and ammonia solution (30 %), were used with-
out further purification. CoFe2O4 MNPs were syn-
thesized as reported in the literature. Stoichiometric 
amounts of ferric nitrate and cobalt nitrate were dis-
solved in deionized water and poured into a cruci-
ble, in a molar ratio of 2:1. While this solution was 
being stirred, 2 g of citric acid to facilitate the dis-
tribution of the metal salts homogeneously and seg-
regation of the metal ions was added [36]. Then, the 
pH was adjusted to 7.5 by adding ammonia to the 
solution in the crucible drop by drop. The solu-
tion was heated firstly to form a viscous gel and 
when the temperature reached to around 150 °C, a 
self-propagating combustion process occurred and a 
grey-black powder was obtained.

2.2. Instrumentation

The ITO-coated glass substrates (ITO thickness 
120nm, 10 ohms/sq.) were purchased from KIN-
TEC Systems Ltd. Aluminum (Al) pellets and Ca 
(99.99 % pure) was purchased from Kurt J. Le-
sker Company. PEDOT: PSS and MEH-PPV 
(Mn~40.000–70.000) were purchased from Herae-
us Clevios GmbH and Sigma-Aldrich respectively. 
PEDOT: PSS was filtered through a 0.45 µm mem-
brane PVDF filter. The MEH-PPV solution was pre-
pared in toluene:1.2-dichlorobenzene (3:1) mixture 
with 8 mg/cm3 concentration and filtered through a 
0.45 µm PTFE membrane filter. CoFe2O4 powder 
was distributed in butyl benzoate at 8 mg/ml and the 
mixture was stirred for 2 hours by using ultrasoni-
cation. Patterned ITO-coated glass substrates were 
cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, detergent solution 
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(PCC-54 2 % wt dispersed in H2O) and finally with 
deionized water and isopropyl alcohol respectively. 
Except for HTL, all device layers were deposited in 
a glove-box system.

Hamamatsu PMA-12 C10027 Photonic Mul-
tichannel analyzer and digital multimeter (2427-
C3A Keithley) were used to measure electrolu-
minescence, current efficiency, brightness and 
current-voltage relation of the devices with various 
MNPs concentration. All devices were measured 
in a dark sample chamber to get away any influ-
ence of ambient light. A stylus profiler (KLA Ten-
cor P-6) was used to determine the thickness of or-
ganic layers. The optical transmission spectra were 
recorded using FS5 spectrofluorometer (Edinburg 
Inst, wavelength range of (300–800) nm. SEM im-
ages were acquired by a Philips XL 30 SFEG. El-
emental distribution and associated spectra were 
obtained by EDAX Energy Dispersive X-ray Spec-
troscopy (EDS). Electron Spin Resonance spectrum 
was measured by Bruker ELEXSYS E580. The 
magnetic characterization was performed at room 
temperature by using a vibrating sample magne-
tometer (LDJ Electronics Inc., Model 9600) in an 
external field up to 15 kOe. The crystalline structure 
of the MNPs was determined with X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) measurements by using a Bruker D8 DIS-
COVER with DAVINCI design using Cu Kα radia-
tion in the 2θ range of 20°–70°. Spin casting of the 
emissive layer was done within a controlled N2 en-
vironment in the glove-box system. All the devic-
es of this study were exposed to air after the encap-
sulation with epoxy under UV light for 3 minutes.

2.3. Device Fabrication

PEDOT: PSS was used as for the holes injec-
tion layer (HIL). A layer of PEDOT: PSS (thick-
ness ~ 60 nm) was spin-coated onto the pre-cleaned 
ITO-coated glass at 4000 rpm for 30 s and then 
baked at 120 °C for 20 min. This procedure flat-
tens the ITO-coated glass slides, gets rid of humid-
ity from surface and avoids short circuits. CoFe2O4 
MNPs: MEH-PPV blend was prepared in the con-
centration of 0.5 % wt, 1.0 % wt and 2.0 % wt. This 
blend was deposited (thickness ~ 100 nm) on top 
of the holes injection layer by spin coating at 1000 
rpm for 40 s then baked at under its Tg for 20 min in 
N2 environment to evaporate the solvents. Finally, 
calcium as an electron injection layer (~15 nm) and 
cathode layer of aluminium (~120 nm) were depos-

ited by vacuum evaporation (5 x 10–6 mbar) tech-
nique. The active emission area was 9.0 mm2. The 
thickness of evaporated layers was measured by a 
quartz crystal monitor. The devices with ITO/PE-
DOT: PSS/MNPs: MEH-PPV/Ca/Al structure were 
fabricated.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. XRD Analysis of CoFe2O4 MNPs

The structure and phase purity of CoFe2O4 
MNPs were confirmed by investigating their X-ray 
diffraction pattern as seen in Fig. 1. All the observed 
XRD peaks could be assigned to cubic spinel lattice 
indicating the single phase cubic spinel structure of 
CoFe2O4 MNPs. The broadening of the peaks was 
due to the small crystallite size. The line profile fit-
ting technique stated in Wejrzanowski et al. [37, 38] 
was applied by fitting five observed peaks of the 
XRD powder pattern with the following miller in-
dices: (220), (311), (400), (511) and (440) to cal-
culate the mean size of the crystallites. The peaks 
matched very well with the Powder Diffraction File 
(PDF) card number 00–022–1086. The line profile 
fitting method revealed that the mean crystallite size 
was 26±7 nm. 

3.2. SEM Analysis of CoFe2O4 NPs

The particle morphologies of the CoFe2O4 
MNPs were investigated using SEM micrographs. 
The surface of the CoFe2O4 MNPs composed of 
platelets as seen in Fig 2b. The platelet like structure 
was also observed in a study by Venkatesan et al. 

Fig. 1. XRD powder pattern of CoFe2O4 MNPs.
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where CoFe2O4 MNPs were synthesized by solu-
tion combustion method. They suggested that the 
formation of agglomerated particles was due to less 
gas being released during the combustion process 
[39]. The SEM analysis showed the agglomeration 
of particles which might also be due to the magnetic 
attraction of nanoparticles to each other.

In order to confirm the presence and the compo-
sition of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, the final prod-
uct was characterized by energy dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) coupled with SEM unit. EDS scan 
supported the presence of CoFe2O4 with the inclu-
sion of cobalt, oxygen, cobalt, and iron respective-
ly. No impurity was detected in the synthesized 

CoFe2O4 MNPs. A profile of these four elements 
was shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. VSM Analysis of CoFe2O4 NPs

The magnetization of the CoFe2O4 MNPs has 
been studied as a function of the applied magnetic 
field using a variable sample magnetometer (VSM) 
at 300 K and the behaviour was shown in Fig. 4. The 
hysteresis loop of magnetization indicated the fer-
romagnetic behaviour of CoFe2O4 MNPs. The field 
dependent magnetization (M-H) curve of CoFe2O4 
MNPs was recorded at room temperature by vary-
ing the externally applied field up to ±15 kOe. The 
saturation magnetization (σs) value was determined 

Fig. 4. The magnetization of the CoFe2O4 MNPs as a func-
tion of the applied magnetic field using a variable sample 

magnetometer (VSM) at 300 K
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by the law of as approaching saturation, which is 
also known as the Stoner-Wohlfarth (S-W) mod-
el by extrapolating the plot of σ (magnetization) vs 
1/H2 to, where 1/H2 approaches zero [40]. The S-W 
model accounts for single-domain and non-interact-
ing particles carrying randomly oriented uniaxial 
anisotropy directions [41]. Based on the S-W model 
mentioned above, the maximum saturation magne-
tization value (Ms) was determined as 60.78 emu·g-1 
lower than the 80.8 emu·g–1 value Ms for bulk 
CoFe2O4 [42]. The remnant magnetization (Mr) 
was found as 30.69 emu·g–1 and the coercivity (Hc) 
was determined as 1246 Oe, which was somewhat 
smaller than that of bulk CoFe2O4 with a room-tem-
perature coercivity of 5.4 kOe [43]. These results 
might be arising from a spin-glass shell formed as 
the magnetically dead or inert layer on the surface 
of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles [42, 43].

The remanence (Mr) to saturation (Ms) magne-
tization ratio (Mr/Ms) was found to be 0.50 which 
was expected for a system with non-interacting sin-
gle-domain particles with uniaxial anisotropy direc-
tions [44, 45].

3.4. Photophysical Properties of CoFe2O4 NPs

The photo-physical properties of CoFe2O4 
MNPs in butyl benzoate thin film, which were spin 
coated on glass substrates, were investigated by 
UV–VIS absorption, Fig. 5. A little absorption be-
haviour was observed and correspondingly, trans-
mission values were nearly the same with glass sub-
strates. This high transmission characteristics allow 
the use of MNPs in OLED devices.

3.5. Electroluminescence Properties

Fabricated OLED device structure could be seen 
from Fig. 6a. Fabrication procedure was discussed 
in detailed in experimental section. It was clear-
ly seen from Fig. 6b that the HOMO energy level 
of MEH-PPV polymer matched with the PEDOT: 
PSS HOMO energy level, thus the transportation 
of holes from ITO to emissive layer becomes eas-
ier. MEH-PPV has also suitable lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) energy level (–2.75 eV), 
which is high enough to transport of electrons from 
the cathode, thus this improved the luminance effi-
ciency by efficient recombination of electrons and 
holes in the emissive layer. The Fermi level of the 
doped CoFe2O4 MNPs was ∼0.3 eV lower than the 
HOMO of MEH-PPV. Similar to the doping of sin-
gle wall carbon nano-tubes in polymers [11, 14], 
it might be derived that in this case, also the holes 
may get injected into MNPs and transport via inter-
nal hopping through MNPs. To investigate the ef-
fect of the concentration of CoFe2O4 MNPs on the 
OLED device performances, the emissive layer was 
doped with CoFe2O4 MNPs in various concentra-
tions: 0.5 % wt, 1.0 % wt and 2.0 % wt.

All the devices exhibited the same luminance 
values, Fig. 7a, while the device doped with 0.5 % 
MNPs had maximum luminous efficiency and EQE, 
0.83 cd/A and 0.43 % respectively, Fig. 7b and 
Fig. 7d. The device characteristics were enhanced 
upon varied concentrations of MNPs as summarized 
in Table 1. Fig. 7c showed the experimental I–V 
characteristics of the devices at different MNP con-
centrations. The turn-on voltage values of the de-

Fig. 6. Schematic cross-sectional structure of OLED and chemical structure of polymer used in this study –  a; energy 
diagram of the OLED: the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular  

orbital (LUMO) band energies –  b
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vices were slightly different. The conductance and 
charge hopping mechanism of the devices including 
MNPs were expected to increase their charge carry-
ing mobility and resulted in lower turn-on voltages. 
In this study, the devices with doped MNPs showed 
lower turn-on voltage compared with the device 
without MNPs. The device turn-on voltage for the 
emission of photons is associated with the minori-
ty carrier injection. At low voltages, I–V character-
istics showed Ohmic behaviour. At higher voltages, 
I–V behaviour was found to be governed by space 
charge limited conduction (SCLC). In the SCLC, 
current has directly proportional with the density of 
states (DOS).

As it could be seen in the Fig. 7c, the current of 
the devices with MNPs were higher than the de-
vice without MNPs, therefore doping concentration 
could increase the DOS. However, due to the small 
size and low concentration of the particles in the 
present case, the MNPs did not form local conduct-
ing channels as in the case of nano-rods. Further, as 
the MNPs were distributed homogenously through-
out the MEH-PPV layer, the probability of internal 
hopping through the particles was negligible. There-
fore, the most probable way was each nanoparti-
cle served as a trap for the holes. Therefore, the 
trap density was being enhanced by the doping of 
MNPs in MEH-PPV. Note that the enhancement in 
the net trap density in the blend did not exactly cor-
respond to the nanoparticle density. The increment 

in the trapping sites was more than the density of 
the MNPs in the present case. In general, the traps 
were created in a system by the doping/impurities 
and the structural/interfacial defects [42]. When 
MNPs were doped in emissive layer interface defect 
states at the MEH-PPV–MNPs interface were also 
created, which could serve as trapping sites; there-
fore, the number of trapping sites increased more 
than the density of the MNPs. It was also important 
to note that because of low doping and good disper-
sion of MNPs, we have ruled out the possibility of 
formation of conducting channels and particle–par-
ticle interaction in the present case. However, parti-
cle–particle interaction can play an important role in 
the determination of device performance. Bakuzis et 
al. [43] investigated particle–particle interaction in 
magnetic fluids containing MNPs. The interaction 
of the particles depends on their concentration. The 
higher the particle concentration the lower the par-
ticle–particle distance, which increases the interac-
tion among the nanoparticles.

The EL spectra of the fabricated OLEDs were 
shown in Fig. 7e. EL spectrum exhibited peak is 
about 594 nm wavelength. All devices had EL emis-
sion peak at the same wavelength, namely MNPs 
did not affect the morphology and dominant wave-
length of the emitted light from OLEDs.

These J-V curves were described by a power law 
of J~ Vm+1 and, in logarithmic scale (Fig. 8) to de-
termine the mechanisms of electrical conductivi-
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ty of the devices. At the low voltage area, the con-
duction mechanism is given by m = 1 in all devices, 
therefore, this behaviour can show the hole current 
contribution as a space charge limited conduction 
(SCLC) mode with no traps, given by:

J=9/8(ε0εr)μV2L–3,

where µ is the carrier mobility, ε0εr is the permittiv-
ity of MEH-PPV and L is the thickness of the sam-
ple. At the high voltage area, decrease of the current 
density can be observed suggesting a trap distribu-
tion where the electrons were trapped mainly by the 

MNP, which were filled during the charge injection 
in the OLEDs. In the absence of oxidizing mecha-
nism on the surfaces, the MNP should favoured the 
hole injection inducing the lowering of the critical 
voltage because the Fermi level of MNP was be-
tween that of the ITO and the HOMO level of the 
emission layer.

In Fig. 9, the light output images of the OLEDs 
with varied MNPs concentration could be seen un-
der applied voltage 6 V. In Fig. 10, the performanc-

Fig. 8. Logarithmic dependencies of current density-volt-
age curves
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Fig. 9.The light output at 6 V of OLEDs with a) no MNP, 
b) 0.5 % wt, c) 1.0 % wt, d) 2.0 % wt
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es of the devices with MNPs could be seen under 
Bext. In our study, a 45 mT (450 Gauss) homoge-
nous magnetic field was applied to the doped de-
vices under operation. The values were also sum-
marized at the Table 1. As seen in the Table 1, the 
performances of all MNPs doped devices under Bext 
were enhanced. As an example, the luminance of 
the device doped with 0.5 % MNPs increased from 
2279 cd/m2 up to 2879 cd/m2 while luminous effi-
ciency increased from 0.83 cd/A to 0.87 cd/A re-
spectively. This device had also the lowest turn-on 
voltage among all devices (Fig. 7). These investiga-
tions could be applied for other MNP-doped devic-
es. Early studies demonstrated that magnetic fields 
can influence the triplet-triplet annihilation process 
in organic materials and can change the intensity of 
the resulting delayed fluorescence signal. Addition-
ally, it was found that magnetic fields also have an 
effect on the photoconductivity of organic films. Fi-
nally, a broad interest in magnetic phenomena in or-
ganics started to arise when the magnetic field effect 
on device current and electroluminescent properties 
of OLED devices was discovered [48–50]. In 2003, 
Kalinowski et al. discovered that in tri-(8-hydroxy-
quinoline)-aluminium (Alq3) based devices with 
non-magnetic electrode materials the application 
of a magnetic field of 500 mT increases the current 
flow through the devices as well as their light output 
by up to 3 % [29]. This novel phenomenon started 
to receive increasing attention one year later when 

Francis et al. demonstrated that a large change in the 
resistance of more than 10 % can be succeeded in 
polyfluorene based OLEDs at room temperature and 
weak magnetic fields in the order of 10 mT [31]. 
This publication introduced the term “organic mag-
netoresistance effect” (OMR effect) and triggered 
several studies in the following years. Mermer et al. 
showed that the OMR effect is a general phenom-
enon and can be observed in both polymeric and 
small-molecule materials [32, 50, 51]. Therefore, 
the enhancement in the device performances might 
be attributed to the delayed fluorescence phenome-
non because of triplet-triplet annihilation, so the sin-
glet state is formed in the system. The EL spectra of 
the fabricated OLEDs were shown in Fig. 10 e. EL 
spectrum exhibited a peak at  ̴ 594 nm, the same as 
with Bext = 0. Therefore, the application of Bext did 
not have an influence on the emitted light character-
istics but enhanced the performance of the devices. 
Desai et al. have been observed that low magnetic 
field can increase the triplet concentration due to an 
increase in the rate of intersystem crossing from 
photo-generated singlet to triplet state [44]. When 
the number of triplet excitons increase, due to lon-
ger lifetime of triplet excitons compared to that of 
the singlet excitons in bulk materials, dissociated 
charge carriers can increase. Applied magnetic field 
increases the intersystem crossing rate leading to an 
increase in the triplet population, which in turn in-
creases the efficiency.

Table 1. Device Performances of OLEDs Depending on MNP Concentrations in the Emissive Layer  
with / without Applied Magnetic Field (Bext)
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4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the effect of concen-
tration of MNPs on the performance of OLEDs un-
der Bext. In conclusion, CoFe2O4 MNPs were doped 
in MEH-PPV and device characteristics were car-
ried out at different concentrations under applied 
magnetic field. Doping of MNPs in MEH-PPV had 
no effect on EL characteristics but increased DOS. 
Device performances with MNPs were enhanced 
under applied Bext when the device was under op-
eration. This was an important fundamental and ap-
plied finding that could help in achieving balanced 
radiative recombination of the charge carriers and 
hence improved performances in OLEDs.
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ABSTRACT

The article reviews calculation of total light dis-
tribution of several light sources (LS), which are 
differently oriented in space with  their  locations 
conventionally 1 being the same. It is proposed that 
luminous intensity curves (photometric body) of 
LSs are described in IESNA format (or in the format 
of tables, which is basically the same). Two meth-
ods of solving the problem are proposed. The first 
one is related to preliminary trigonometric interpo-
lation of luminous intensity curves for each LS per-
formed by means of discrete Fourier transformation 
(DFT). The second one is based on piecewise-lin-
ear interpolation of this curves using Delaunay tri-
angulation. Both methods may be implemented by 
means of popular mathematic software (such as 
Wolfram Mathematica or Octave) and their applica-
bility is confirmed experimentally.

Keywords: luminous intensity angular distri-
bution, total luminous intensity distribution, pho-
tometric data, trigonometric interpolation, discrete 
Fourier transformation, piecewise-linear interpola-
tion, Delaunay triangulation, coordinate system ro-
tation, coordinate transformation

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the interest in the idea of design of 
lighting devices (LD) with units or tens of light 

1 Conventionally concentrated at a large distance from a 
photoelectric receiver

emitting diodes (LED) or LED modules with sec-
ondary optic devices which are differently orient-
ed in space has become evident in scientific publi-
cations [1–4]. Such approach has two advantages. 
First, it allows us to create an LD with a photomet-
ric body (PB) of any complexity using secondary 
optics with simple geometry. Second, by providing 
capability of rotation of specific LEDs (LED mod-
ules) in the structure of a LED based LD, it is pos-
sible to optimise its luminous intensity distribution 
depending on lighting conditions.

However, over the last decade, the range of sec-
ondary optics for LED based outdoor lighting lu-
minaires has significantly increased, therefore, the 
said approach to development of luminaires of this 
category, in point of fact, has lost its necessity. At 
the same time, it is our opinion that it is still neces-
sary, for instance, for development of crossbar lumi-
naires for railroad lighting and lighting of produc-
tion premises as well as luminaires for architectural 
lighting of buildings and structures. According-
ly, the studies for calculation of total angular dis-
tribution of luminous intensity (spatial light distri-
bution) of a system of differently oriented LSs with 
known PB (or, which is the same, luminous intensi-
ty curves) are still necessary.

Solution of the problem is significantly compli-
cated by the fact that PBs of initial LSs are three-di-
mensional. Even one of the recent studies on math-
ematical modelling of LED modules [5] reviews 
the dependence of light distribution on one vecto-
rial angle, i.e., in fact, a two-dimensional problem 
is solved.

Light & Engineering https//doi.org./10.33383/2019-015
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Nowadays, there is a method developed by 
S.G. Ashurkov and A.A. Bartsev [1] which allows 
us to solve a three-dimensional problem provided 
the initial PBs of LSs are axially symmetric. This 
article proposes two ways of solving this problem 
but without the said limitation, i.e. with non-sym-
metric initial  PBs of LSs.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
OF CALCULATION OF TOTAL LIGHT 
DISTRIBUTION

It is known that PB of a point LS is a function 
( )I e  expressing dependence of the values of lumi-

nous intensity I in direction  e . The latter may be de-
fined by two angles in one of the systems:  ( ), ,αA  
( ),βB  or ( ),γC  [6]. In terms of mathematics, PB 
is a surface in a spherical coordinate system where 
I acts as a radius and angular coordinates depend on 
selection of the photometric system.

Usually PB is found by measurement data of a 
goniophotometer output in IESNA format [7]: in 
point of fact, in the form of a table where the values 
of angular coordinates are given with a specific in-
crement and the values of luminous intensity corre-
spond with each pair of such coordinate values.

Let us designate angular coordinates in a given 
spherical system as Θ and Ф (Fig. 1), Θ∈[0°, 180°] 
and Ф∈[0°, 360°] and let us perform measurements 
of the first angle with increment of ΔΘ and of the 
second angle with increment of ΔФ. Introducing the 
following designations:

k = ∆kΘ Θ , l = ∆lÔ Ô , (1)

where k = 0–NΘ, l = 0–NФ, NΘ = 180°/ΔΘ and NФ = 
360°/ΔФ, we will get that the following values of 
luminous intensity are known

kl k l( , ).=i I ÔΘ  (2)

Then let us consider several LSs located at one 
point with PB of each one known and expressed by 
(1) and (2). All PBs are described in the same pho-
tometry system, for instance, ( ),γC , with the role of 
γ angle is played by Θ and the role of Ф is played by 
C. (It is evident to consider that measurement incre-
ments ΔΘ and ΔФ are common for all LSs though 
this consideration is not crucial.)

The LSs are differently oriented in space and 
light distribution of each of them is described in its 

own coordinate system rigidly bound to data of a 
specific LS. At the same time, relative positions of 
LSs are known, i.e. the sequence of rotations allow-
ing own coordinate systems to combine is known.

The problem is as follows: total light distribution 
of the above described conventionally point LSs 
should be found.

Due to misalignment of their own coordinate 
systems, it is impossible to directly sum up the val-
ues of ikl of different LSs in relevant nodes of the 
mesh. It is necessary to select some common coor-
dinate system, to recalculate the ( )I e  functions for 
each LS in it, and only then to sum up. To reduce 
calculations, the own coordinate system of one of 
the LSs may be selected as the common system or 
some other one may be selected.

Below, two methods of solving the stated prob-
lem are presented and the experimental set, by 
means of which the input data for verification of 
theoretical computations was performed and the 
methods were compared, is described.

3. USE OF TRIGONOMETRIC 
INTERPOLATION

Let us know the analytic expression for each LS:

j j( , ),=I I ÔΘ  j = 1–N, (3)

where N is total number of LSs, the j index is used 
for their numbering, and the Θ and Ф angles corre-
spond with the own coordinate system of the j-th 
LS.

As the transformation formulae combining own 
coordinate systems of different LSs are known, we 
may find the dependence between the angular coor-
dinates in the own system and its coordinates Θ and 
φ in the common system (where PBs of LSs will be 

Fig. 1. Angular 
coordinates in a 
spherical system
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summed up). The said dependence will have the fol-
lowing form for the j-th LS

j( , ),θ ϕ= TΘ  j( , ).θ ϕ= FÔ  (4)

According to expressions (3) and (4), total light 
distribution of N LSs in the said common coordinate 
system will be expressed as

1 1 1

N N N

( , ) ( ( , ), ( , )) ...
... ( ( , ), ( , )).

θ ϕ θ ϕ θ ϕ
θ ϕ θ ϕ

= +
+

I I T F
I T F  (5)

The said approach is detailed in [8] and in this 
work, model examples of its application are built.

To implement the said approach, it is necessary 
to recover the functions (3) by means of input data 
(1, 2).

Previous attempts to solve this problem are de-
scribed in [9]. PB was expanded in degree of cos θ. 
Disadvantages of such solution are taking of only 
one angular variable into account (i.e. transition 
from space to plane) and low number of summands 
in the expanding (just 4). In their recent work [5], 
the authors increased accuracy of such expanding 
by multiplying the number of summands and ad-
vancing the methods of coefficient definition in such 
sums, however, the problem of transition from plane 
to space was not solved by them.

Possible approaches to solve the said problem 
different in terms of accuracy and complexity are 
described in [3, 10]. When interpolating photomet-
ric data, it is necessary to take PB (3) argument pe-
riodicity into account: it is obvious that Θ period 
of function Ij should be equal to 180° and that of Ф 
should be equal to 360°. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to calculate these functions in the form of double 
trigonometric series by Θ and Ф.

The data set in the form of equations (1,2) is fi-
nite, therefore, substantially the case in hand is trig-
onometric polynomial with (NΘ + 1) NФ summands; 
the coefficients of  these polynomials are subject 
to definition:

mn

mn

( , ) cos ( cos( )

sin( )).

= +

+

∑ ∑
m n

I m a n

b n

Ô Ô

Ô

Θ Θ
 (6)

In real photometric experiments, increments ΔΘ 
and ΔФ are small, therefore, the number of un-
known variables is rather high: for instance, with 
ΔΘ = 1° and ΔФ = 5°, it is equal to 13,032. That 
is why this brings up  the question of  the fastest 
and the most accurate method of trigonometric 
interpolation.

As shown in [4], such method is the method of 
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). In its sim-
plest variant, it allows to roughly recover the peri-
odic function by its known values. For array {xk} 
with period of N, DFT is defined by the formula

1

k
0

2exp( )π−

=

= −∑
N

n
k

nkX x i
N

;

then the continuous function
1

n
0

1 2( ) exp π−

=

 =   ∆∑
N

n

ntx t X i
N N t

is periodic, and {xk} are its values obtained at val-
ues of t taken with increment of ∆t  [11].

The said transformation generalised for the pe-
riodic function by two its variables should be ap-
plied to the data set (2) after which it is necessary 
to define the real part in the obtained expression and 
then to reduce the number of summands excluding 
all expressions with coefficients amn and bmn less 
than some previously defined value (it  is defined 
with consideration of the desired accuracy) out of 
the sum.

So, according to the first algorithm of calcula-
tion of total light distribution of several LSs based 
on the results of photometric experiments, it is nec-
essary to:

 Define light distribution (3) of each LS in 
its own coordinate system applying DFT to data 
(1)–(2);

 Define concretely the transformations (4) re-
lating angular variables in own coordinate systems 

Fig. 2. Distortion 
of a regular mesh 
after 60° rotation 
around the Oy 
axis
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of LSs and in the common one to each other know-
ing relative positions of LSs;

 Calculate total luminous intensity distributions 
(common PB) in the common coordinate system us-
ing formula (5).

As a result of these actions, some formula (rath-
er cumbersome) expressing the required function 
( ),θ ϕI  will be obtained. It may seem inconvenient 

but it may be used to compile the table of values in 
the form (2) and to obtain the expression in the form 
(6) in the common coordinate system by it.

4. USE OF PIECEWISE-LINEAR 
INTERPOLATION

If PB (3) of each specific LS is not of interest, 
it is possible to try to avoid application of DFT. In 
this case, it is necessary to transfer to the common 
coordinate system from the beginning. The angu-
lar coordinates which the measured values of lumi-
nous intensity ikl correspond with after this transi-
tion may be defined by the system (4) defined by θ 
and φ:

j( , ),θ = t ÔΘ  j( , ),ϕ = f ÔΘ  j = 1–N. (7)

After substituting the values of Θk and Фl for 
all N LSs into (2) and (7), the table of values of lu-
minous intensity will be obtained in the following 
form

kl j k l( , ),=i I ÔΘ  (8)

where, according to (7), k j k l( , )θ = t ÔΘ  and 
l j k l( , )ϕ = f ÔΘ .
Since different functions tj and fj correspond with 

different LSs, after transformation of coordinates, 
the same angles Θk and Фl transform into different 
angles θk and φl. As a result, summing up of kli  re-
lated to different LSs is impossible right after rota-

tion. This problem did not arise using the analytic 
expressions (3) as they allow at any point to define 
Ij. Therefore, interpolation should be performed for 
all rotated LSs to define luminous intensity of dif-
ferent LSs at the same points.

pθ = ∆p Θ , q ,ϕ = ∆q Ô  (9)

where it is convenient to select corresponding incre-
ments of modification of angular variables in own 
coordinate systems and in the common one.

After rotation, the mesh Θk, Фl covering the in-
terval [0°; 180°]×[0°; 360°] ceases to be regular 
(Fig. 2).

Among the methods applicable to such meshes, 
piecewise-linear interpolation is the simplest one 
as it provides acceptable accuracy with sufficient 
number of mesh nodes. That is why this method is 
used hereafter. For its implementation, it is neces-
sary to perform triangulation of the region by the 
nodes of the obtained non-regular mesh, to define 
which of the triangles a specific point (9) gets into 
and to define Ij at this point knowing ikl at apexes of 
the triangle.

Absolute error of such interpolation is known 
[3]: within each triangle, it does not exceed M·h2/6 
where M is the largest value of second derivatives 
of the approximated function, h is the diameter of 

Fig. 4. Light sources 
used in the photometry 
experiment:
a –  LS1; b –  LS2

а) b)

Fig. 3. Non-full cov-
ering of the region 
[0°; 180°]× 
× [0°; 360°] by the 
non-regular mesh
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the escribed circle of the triangle. To reduce the er-
ror, h should be minimised. For this purpose, frag-
mentation of the said region is performed by means 
of Delaunay triangulation for minimisation of the 
error [12]. With such approach, none of the mesh 
nodes gets into the escribed circle of any triangle. 
Delaunay triangulation is distinctive with minimal 
sum of radii of the escribed circles of all triangles. 
Therefore, it is this approach which “averagely” 
provides the least error.

The advantage of this algorithm is that it is sup-
ported by many mathematical software packages, 
e.g. Mathematica [13] or Octave and does not re-
quire additional programming.

Ultimately, the second algorithm of calculation 
of total light distribution consists of the following 
steps:

 Transfer to the common coordinate system us-
ing formulae (7) and (8);

 Fragmenting of the computational region by 
means of Delaunay triangulation;

 Piecewise-linear interpolation of photometric 
data of all LS’s at the same points (9);

 Summing up of the values of luminous intensi-
ty of different LS’s at points (9).

The result of implementation of this algorithm 
is the table of total values of luminous intensities.

Implementation of this plan is related to a num-
ber of complications.

First, in the own coordinate systems, the results 
of photometry at Θ = 0° provide different values of 
luminous intensity at different Ф angles although, 
based on introduction of the spherical coordinate 
system, these values should be equal (Fig. 1). The 
similar statement is correct at Θ = 180°. This effect 
may be explained both by vibrations of the gonio-
photometer during measurements and by the fact 

that a luminaire may emit more or less light at dif-
ferent moments whereas photometric measurement 
is not performed in a moment.

When DFT is used, this phenomenon is not cru-
cial because regularity of positions of points (Θk, 
Фl) is of key importance; with piecewise-linear in-
terpolation it plays negative role. Consequently, the 
luminous intensity of each LS at one point has sev-
eral values, which makes interpolation impossible.

In order to solve this problem, the angle Θ = 0° 
is replaced by the angle ΔΘ/100 in photometric ta-
bles and the angle Θ = 180° is replaced by (180° –  
ΔΘ/100). As a result, different values of luminous 
intensity in the neighbourhood of Θ = 0° and 180° 
correspond to different (though closely positioned) 
points of space.

Second, while the initial mesh (1) in the own co-
ordinate system of a specific LS covers the whole 
region [0°; 180°]×[0°; 360°], the non-regular mesh 
in the common system obtained by means of trans-
formations (7) “backs out” of its edges (Fig. 3).

It is necessary to apply extrapolation instead of 
interpolation in regions not covered by the mesh, 
which leads to high errors.

In order to solve this problem, the initial (reg-
ular) mesh is widened and periodicity of functions 
Ij(Θ, Ф) by both variables and their parity relative 
to   are used. For instance, instead of the range 
[0°, 360°], the change range of angle Ф is consid-
ered: from 10ΔФ to 360° + 10ΔФ. Experience has 
proven that the described widening is sufficient for 
full covering of the region [0°; 180°]×[0°; 360°] 
by the non-regular mesh in the common coordinate 
system.

5. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The actual data required to perform compara-
tive analysis of the methods described above was 
obtained in the course of the goniophotometer ex-
periment. The LED based LSs used in the exper-
iment are presented in Fig. 4. The first one (LS1) 
is an oblique luminaire on a basis of a Feron 3602 
LB-24 MR16 LED lamp and the second one (LS2) 
is a LED lamp for accent lighting with axially sym-
metric light distribution with power comparable 
to that of LS1.

Luminous intensity was measured in standard 
conditions by means of a GO2000A goniophotom-
eter set containing: GO2000A goniometer (range of 
rotation in horizontal and vertical planes: ±180°, ac-

Fig. 5. Experimentally acquired photometric bodies  
of LS1 and LS2
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curacy of rotation angle setting: 0.1°); ID-1000 pho-
tometer based on a silicone photodiode adjusted for 
the function V(λ), accuracy class L; DPS1060 pow-
er supply unit.

All photometric data used in the further calcu-
lations is the arithmetic mean of the results of 5 
measurements.

Photometry was performed in the system (C, γ). 
Measurement interval was 5° for plane C and 1° for 
plane γ. The experimental PBs of each LS are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.

For measurement of total light distribution of the 
said sources (Fig. 6), LS1 was installed so that its 
geometrical axis was parallel to the axis of photom-
etry and orientation of LS2 was defined by the se-
quence of rotations of its geometrical axis: by 46° 
around the axis Ox and by 190° around the axis Oz. 
The common coordinate system was affixed to LS1.

5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATION 
METHODS

The comparison criteria of the calculation meth-
ods included simplicity of algorithm implementa-
tion, speed of their work, and accuracy.

Both methods were implemented by means of 
Wolfram Mathematica. The input photometric data 
was imported from the XLS file by means of em-
bedded functions of this mathematical software. 
Both DFT and piecewise-linear interpolation in a 
non-regular mesh are standard functions of this soft-
ware and Mathematica uses the Delaunay triangu-
lation for this interpolation. With consideration of 
these circumstances, complexity of programming 
using this software as basically the same for both 
methods.

The same may be said about their processing 
speed. The calculations were performed using a 
laptop with 2,400GHz Intel Core i7–4500U Has-
well CPU with 6Gb of RAM and powered by Win 
8.1×64.  In both cases,  the computation required 
(15–20) minutes and the total light distribution val-
ues calculated using both methods were rather close 
to those experimentally discovered (Fig. 7).

The accuracy criterion was relative error of cal-
culation of the values of total luminous intensity 
of two LSs as compared to its experimental (mea-
sured) values Ipq at points (9). Comparison of the 
calculated and experimental data was performed 
only within the region pq max / 2≥I I  where Imax is 
the largest measured value of total luminous inten-

sity. Such limitation allows us to ignore the regions 
which are not illuminated by the LSs [3]. On the 
other hand, it is these regions not interesting from 
technical point of view where relative error may 
drastically increase due to smallness of the mea-
sured values.

In the selected region, maximum value of error 
was less than 4 % for trigonometric interpolation 
and about 6.5 % for piecewise-linear interpolation.

6. CONCLUSION

The article proposes and analyses two methods 
of calculation of total luminous intensity distribu-
tion of several LSs with different spatial orientation 
with their positions being conventionally the same. 
The first one is related to trigonometric interpola-
tion of photometric data, the second one is related 
to its piecewise-linear interpolation.

During the numerical experiment with use of 
real photometric data, trigonometric interpolation 

Fig. 7. Total luminous intensity distribution obtained by 
means of trigonometric interpolation (the points stand 
for experimental data, the solid surface stands for the 

results of calculation)

Fig. 6. Total photometric bodies  acquired experimentally
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proved to be more accurate. With that, its error is 
partially related to exclusion of small summands 
out of expressions (6). That is why it may be also 
reduced by using a larger number of summands; 
however, this would impair processing speed of the 
method.

With the defined data set (2),  there are no re-
serves for increase of accuracy of the method of 
piecewise-linear interpolation.

It is worth noting that PB’s described by means 
of formulae of the form (3) and defined by means of 
trigonometric interpolation may be of inherent val-
ue. Being defined once, they may be used for differ-
ent calculations, e.g. for transformation of photo-
metric systems.
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ABSTRACT

Study focuses on optimization of an edge-lit 
backlight module for a  three-dimensional  liquid 
crystal mobile phone display. The module is de-
signed with microstructures on the top and bottom 
surfaces of the light-guide plate to offer time-multi-
plexed projection of light into a viewer’s eyes. We 
simulated the module by optical software (Trace-
Pro) and liquid crystal software (LCDMaster 2D). 
The results effectively eliminate the need for prism 
sheets and satisfy three main performance metrics, 
namely a direction light-emission angle, uniformity 
of illumination, and crosstalk elimination.

Keywords: geometrical optics, optics in com-
puter engineering, design and manufacture of optics, 
physical optics

1. INTRODUCTION

With the gradual popularization of 3D images in 
daily life, people enjoy the 3D image brought about 
the sensory stimulation. Autostereoscopic displays 
work by emitting two lights at different angles for 
a viewer’s left and right eyes, thereby producing a 
stereoscopic view [1, 2]. This method is called mul-
tiplexed-2D, that is to use 2D screen to produce 3D 
images, and this way can be divided into two main 
types: spatial-multiplexed and time-multiplexed 
types. The current technique of spatial-multiplexed 
type for an autostereoscopic display requires the 
periodic striped shelter, a prism sheet or lenticu-
lar lenses to produce the right eye and left eye of 
the two groups of signals at the same time, not only 

the brightness and resolution will be declined, but 
also the energy is a great loss [3–6]. The technique 
of time-multiplexed type intermittently generates a 
left image and a right image projecting the left and 
right eyes, respectively. The frequency of this signal 
is greater than the frequency of visual persistence 
that allows the audience to produce stereoscopic vi-
sion [7–15]. An edge-lit backlight module can re-
duce costs if it can be designed to produce light 
for left and right eyes only, by using a light-guide 
plate (LGP). In this study, an edge-lit backlight for 
a time-multiplexed stereoscopic display is proposed 
for use in mobile phones.

The viewer’s left and right eyes are perpendicu-
lar to the light emission. The angles of light emis-
sion for viewer’s eyes are at about ±10°, as shown 
in Fig. 1. An LGP can provide directional brightness 
and uniformity of the output light [16–19].

We design a 5.0-inch time-multiplexed LGP 
to generate two highly directional lights based on 
optimized micro-structural plates. When the left- 
and right-side light sources are active, the LGP can 
emit light directly into the viewer’s right and left 
eyes, respectively.

Through cooperation between the sequential-
ly  switching  light  sources  and  the  liquid  crys-
tal, the left and right eyes can acquire two signals 
to achieve a stereoscopic effect. Optical software 
TraceProTM is used to simulate the illuminance, 
direction, uniformity, and crosstalk of the output 
lights. It is shown that our proposed LGPs with 
v-cut and curved microstructures have ideal effi-
ciencies in terms of orientation angle, uniformity, 
and crosstalk of the output light.
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2. DEVICE STRUCTURE

Fig. 2(a) depicts the structure of the backlight 
module including the LGP, reflective sheet, obser-
vation plane, and left- and right-side light sources. 
Each light source comprises twelve light emitting 
diodes (LEDs) placed along the z-axis. The LGP is 
made of Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA); its in-
dex of refraction is 1.49, its area is 110 mm×65 mm, 
and its thickness is 3 mm. Structural parameters of 
the Siemens LWT676 LED are shown in Table 1. 
The surface of the reflective sheet is diffusely white. 
The observation plane is 1 mm above the LGP and 
can detect the distribution of the illuminance of the 
output light.

Three types of LGP microstructures are com-
pared with one another, as shown in Figs. 2 (b), (c), 
and (d). Type 1 has v-cut microstructures on its bot-
tom surface. Setting the median of the LGP as the 
plane of symmetry, the v-cut microstructures are 
described by a one-dimensional linear equation ac-
cording to a previous study [20], as shown in Eq. 
(1).

S aT b= − , (1)

where, S is the interval with v-cut corrugation and 
T is the interval without v-cut corrugation and are 
adjustment parameters. The T interval is needed 
to uniformly distribute the light power across the 
whole LGP area. Without a T interval, the light 
rays will be distributed intensely in the area near 
the light source. Microstructures are placed along 
the x-axis but in two opposite directions on the bot-
tom surface of the LGP. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the 
left and right halves of the LGP have microstruc-
tures described by one-dimensional linear equations 
along the +x and –x axes respectively. Each groove 
of the v-cut microstructure has a 55° vertex angle 
and base angles of 40° and 85°. There is a 0.05-mm 
space between each groove climax.

The Type II LGP has a symmetric v-cut micro-
structure of fixed spacing w, which is uniformly ar-
ranged on its bottom surface. The microstructure 
is created by two oppositely placed Type I micro-
structures, each with a width of 0.10 mm as shown 
in Fig. 2(c).

Type III combines the Type II design with an-
other micro-structure uniformly arranged on the 
top surface of the LGP. This other microstructure is 
symmetrically curved, with a fixed spacing p. The 

Table 1. Parameters of the Siemens LWT676 LED 
Light Source

Source type Flux
Luminous flux 0.05l m
Wavelength 0.5461 um
Angular distribution Lambertian
Total rays 240000

Fig. 1. Edge-lit Backlight Module in Autostereoscopic 
Display

Fig. 2. Structure of the backlight module - (a), Type 1 - (b), 
Type II - (c), and Type III - (d)
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curved microstructure consists of two circular arcs, 
each of width 0.10 mm, and the tilt degree of each 
curved surface is ±10° as shown in Fig. 2(d).

The crosstalk between the right view and left 
view for the central observer is determined the fol-
lowing equation [14]:

( )
( )

( )
( )

1
2

L R R L

R R L L

I I
Crosstalk

I I
θ θ
θ θ

 
= +  

, (2)

where IR and IL are the measured maximum inten-
sity for the right and left views at the viewing an-

gles θR and θL respectively. In this experiment, we 
found that leakage and signal ratio is similar at 10˚ 
and –10˚ in the left eye and the right eye. A defini-
tion of crosstalk is present in this study as follow 
[21]:

/ 100Crosstalk leakage signal= × %, (3)

where leakage is defined as  the maximum lumi-
nance of light that leaks from the unintended chan-
nel into the intended one, whereas the signal is de-
fined as the maximum luminance of the intended 

Fig. 5. Comparison of uniformity and crosstalk: (a) –  left 
light source, (b) –  right light source

Fig. 3. Illuminance in the 13 points at the observation plane

Fig. 6. Crosstalk: (a) –  crosstalk when the right side light 
source emits; (b) –  crosstalk when the left side  

light source emits

Fig. 4. Rectangular relative luminous intensity  
distribution plot
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channel that is detected at an angle of maximum 
light emission. In this study, we aim to reduce cross-
talk. In the right-eye channel, the ratio of the mea-
sured luminance of the right-side light source (leak-
age) to that of the left-side light source (signal) 
should be lower. Conversely, the ratio should be 
lower in the left-eye channel too.

In addition to testing the crosstalk of a direction-
al light source, uniformity is considered a metric for 
evaluating the performance of the backlight module 
in an autostereoscopic display. Fig. 3 shows the uni-
formity of the output light. The ratio of minimum il-
luminance (Imin) to maximum illuminance (Imax) at 
13 points on the observation plane can be expressed 
as Eq. (4).

( )/ 100min maxUniformity I I= × %. (4)

The optical conversion efficiency of the output 
light is well-defined as the ratio of the illuminance 
(Io) on the observation plane to the emitted illumi-
nance (Ie) of the light sources, and is evaluated as 
Eq. (5).

( )/ 100o eOpical conversion efficiency I I= × . (5)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Six models of LGP microstructures are com-
pared with one another in terms of uniformity, an-
gle of maximum light emission, and crosstalk, as 
shown in Table 2. For the Type LGP, the v-cut mi-
crostructure on the bottom surface is described 
by S=T‑10(T≥13), with a = 1 and b = 10. For the 
Type II-1, II-2, II-3, II-4, and II-5 LGPs, w (the 
interval on the bottom surface) is set to 1.5 mm, 
1.2 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.8 mm, and 0.8 mm respectively.

In the results all measurements from viewer’s 
left and right eyes are going on in perpendicular di-
rection to the light emission. The maximum light 
emission of the Type I LGP is concentrated on the 
source side, and the maximum light-emission an-
gles are 85° and –85°; those of the Type II-4 and 
Type II-5 LGPs are 9° and –9°, whereas those of 
all other LGPs are 10° and –10°. These results 
show that the maximum light-emission angles of 
the Type II designs are more suitable than those of 
the Type I design for use in a backlight module, as 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Comparing the uniformity and crosstalk in 
Fig. 5, we observe that lower values of w produce 
lower crosstalk and uniformity, whereas higher 
values produce higher crosstalk and uniformity. 
Because the major parameters for evaluating the 
performance of backlighting modules for time-mul-
tiplexed autostereoscopic displays have higher uni-
formity, lower crosstalk, and maximum light emis-
sion, we select the Type II-2 and II-3 designs for 
use, as their uniformity is higher than 70 %, cross-
talk is less than 13 %, and light-emission angles are 
at 10° and –10°.

To reduce crosstalk in the left- and right-eye 
channels, we add curved microstructures to the 
tops of the Type II-2 and Type II-3 LGPs, forming 

Fig. 8. Restangular luminous intensity distribution plot 
of Type111-2 LGP when both light sources emit

Fig. 7. Illuminance 
map of Type III-2 LGP: 
(a) –  the uniformity is 
76.1 % when the left 
side light source emits; 
(b) –  the uniformity is 
75.9 % when the right 
side light source emits
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Type III-1 and Type III-2 designs respectively, sim-
ilar to Fig. 2(d). The curved micro-structures are 
symmetrically arranged with a regular interval of 
p = 1.1 mm. When the left and right sources are ac-
tive, the results of uniformity and optical conver-
sion efficiency are detected in the observation plane 
and those of crosstalk are detected at the maximum 
light-emission angles of –10° and 10°, as summa-
rized in Table 3.

For the sight range of the human eye from ±7.5° 
to ±20°, we observe that the Type III-2 design 
has the best quality in terms of time-multiplexed 
projection into eyes for an autostereoscopic dis-
play, and that  the optical conversion efficiencies 
of the Type III-1 and Type III-2 designs are high-
er than those of the Type III-2 and Type II-3 ones. 
Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the crosstalk detected on 
the observation plane when the right and left sourc-
es emit light into the left- and right-eye channels re-
spectively. The illuminance maps of the Type III-2 
design are shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b). Fig. 8 pro-
vides a rectangular candela-distribution plot of the 
Type III-2 LGP.

By liquid crystal software (LCD master 2D), the 
simulated results of the Type III-2 design are shown 
in Fig. 9. As an example in Fig. 1, we simulate the 
illumination property of a twist nematic (TN) cell. 
We set the polarizer thickness is 10 µm and angle 
is 45˚, the analyzer thickness is 10µm and angle is 

135˚ in Fig. 1, the alignment directions of the up-
per and lower substrates are parallel to the polarizer 
and analyzer respectively. There are added the liq-
uid crystal that parameters are has elastic constants 
k11= 16.7pN, k22=1pN, k33=18.1pN, Δn = 0.083 
and Δε = –4.2. The liquid crystal cell gap is 10µm. 
The simulated results are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Illumination: (a) –  right side light source; (b) –  left 
side light source

Table 2. The LGP with V–Cut Microstructures on the Bottom Surface

Type Uniformity Light emitting angle a Crosstalk (%) b

Type 1, S=T-10(T≥13) 10.3 % –85° and 85°
Type 11–1, w =1.5 mm 81.7 % –10° and 10° 13.8 and 13.9
Type 11–2, w =1.2 mm 77.3 % –10° and 10° 12.5 and 12.6
Type 11–3, w =1.0 mm 73.2 % –10° and 10° 11.2 and 11.5
Type 11–4, w =0.8 mm 66.2 % –9° and 9° 11.1 and 11.0
Type 11–5, w =0.5 mm 56.2 % –9° and 9° 9.0 and 8.9

a left and right angle of the maximum emitting light
b crosstalk at left and right eye channel (%)

Table 3. Results of Uniformity, Optical Conversion Efficiency and Crosstalk of Emitting Lights

Type Fixed spacing of w and p Uniformity Efficiency, % c Crosstalk, % b

11–2 w = 1.2 mm 77.3 % 49.7 49.9 12.5 12.0
11–3 w = 1.0 mm 73.2 % 53.0 53.1 12.6 12.3
11–1 w = 1.2 mm, p=1.1 mm 77.3 % 56.0 56.0 11.2 10.7
11–2 w = 1.0 mm, p = 1.1 mm 73.2 % 57.9 57.9 11.5 10.9

c optical conversion efficiency of left and right light
b crosstalk at left and right eye channel
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Checking the Fig. 10 against the Fig. 9, we 
find almost the same each other about a direction 
light-emission angle, uniformity of illumination, 
and crosstalk elimination.

5. CONCLUSION

It was observed that the Type III-2 LGP de-
sign offers the largest  luminance at ±10° for hu-
man eyes. This design exhibits an average unifor-
mity of above 75 %, an average crosstalk ratio of 
below 10.8 %, and an optical con-version efficiency 
of above 57.9 %. Our successful results effective-
ly eliminate the need for a prism sheet and satisfy 
three main performance parameters, including a di-
rect angle of light emission, uniformity of illumina-
tion, and elimination of crosstalk.
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